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2017 was a seminal year for HQ ARRC. We remained on
standby as the Land Component HQ for the NATO Response
Force and tested our ability to deploy at speed through a
successful test exercise to Bulgaria and Romania alongside
the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (Land).
2017 also marked the first full year of our 4-year Recalibration
Plan, aimed at developing us into a modern, agile Corps
HQ capable of operating and winning in the Contemporary
Operating Environment. This, coupled with our burgeoning
Concept Development and Experimentation Plan, an
innovative Terrain Walk and our extensive Training Support
to other formations, have all served to identify myriad lessons
from which we, and others across NATO, can learn.
The articles contained in this Journal are necessarily wideranging and reflect many of those lessons. They’ve been
written by men and women from across the 23 Participating
Nations who care and think deeply about their chosen
profession, and to whom I am extremely grateful.
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THE EVOLVING GLOBAL SECURITY
SITUATION AND ITS IMPACT ON
THE EUROPEAN THEATRE, NATO
AND HQ ARRC
Maj Alex Michael (GBR-A)

We live in a security environment that contains a broad and evolving set of challenges.
The international order and norms are changing. Both known and emerging actors are
regularly adjusting their strategic aims and so unpredictability is flourishing once more.
As we approach the end of the second
decade of the 21st Century, the NATO
Alliance faces both new and resurgent
threats to our security. Within an ‘arc
of instability’, to the east a single state
actor is vying to strengthen its sphere of
influence, while to the south the threat
is two-fold, security threats from radical
Islam, and the economic threats and
humanitarian challenges of migration.
To the East... Russia’s strategic
objectives appear to restore its
international status and, against the
tide of NATO expansion, strengthen
its influence in ‘near abroad’ states. In
order to rebalance regional power and
status, Russia’s hybrid tactics aim to
cause regional instability and expose the
capacity weaknesses of the European
Union (EU) and NATO. Looking for a
solution to this might be easier if our
relationship with Russia was not so multidimensional. A complex, contemporary,
strategic environment, caused by themes
of common interest between the Alliance,
the EU and between individual countries
and Russia, demands a sophisticated
and pragmatic approach. This means
that some problems might be better
managed together with Russia, and not
in opposition.
To the South... A potent mix of state
and non-state actors, interwoven with
migration, organised crime, traditional
rivalries and the combination of an
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explosive demography with insufficient
economic growth, have created a series
of challenges on Europe’s southern
borders. It is the second and third
order effects of this instability that can
influence NATO and the EU the most.
As an example, Daesh’s ideological
expansion and its focus upon Western
societies has caused an unprecedented
refugee movement into Europe which,
in addition to the administrative burden,
has masked the movement and intention
of past and potential terrorists.
What is more, these two apparently
distinct challenges create complexities
where they converge on Europe’s
borders. Although Russia shares a
number of objectives with the West in
Syria and Iraq, it exploited an opportunity,
manifested by a lack of coordinated

Russia’s military strength has been decisive

and efficient Western action to project
strength. Russia’s rapid decision making,
no viable political opposition to decisions
and public willingness to accept military

operations enabled her to promote a
competitive advantage in the region.
Thus the impression of perceived threat
(West against East) ferments.

What is NATO doing to reduce
the threat in the East?
What has been done in answer to
Russia’s violence in Eastern Ukraine,
its occupation of Crimea, her arming
of the separatists and a general desire
to want her to move from confrontation
back to cooperation? NATO’s role is
one of deterrence, where the Allies
are leveraging all instruments of state
power. The military component has been
based predominantly on a relatively new,
flexible, NRF model that holds responsive
and mobile forces at high readiness
in addition to a rotational forward
presence within some of the states
bordering Russia. While this certainly
reassures the nations geographically
close to Russia, it does not deny the
effects ‘below the threshold of open
aggression’ that promote the interests of
Russia as a competing nation. But while
sometimes aggressive competition can
be easily mistaken for confrontation, a
better understanding of Russian aims is
required to tailor our overt approach.

What more can be done to
reduce the threat in the East?
Although there is recent evidence that
both sides can cooperate effectively,
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Russia has chosen a different path. But
why?
President Putin has chosen anti-Western
rhetoric and nationalist self-assertion
as the foundation for his regime and
he justifies Russia’s aggressive actions
on the basis of perceived Western
encirclement. This means that current
Russian sentiment will not change
quickly. But should we not be looking
to dispel his fears? While deterring,
competing and engaging do not exclude
each other, a flexible, adaptable political
approach and military posture is still
needed. Avoiding mis-calculation and
achieving conflict prevention, regardless
of the competition, remains crucial.
While politicians and diplomats engage
with Russia to understand the mutually
acceptable middle ground, they also
need to understand when deterrence
can antagonise. History has shown that
Russia will rise to the challenge, but we
do not need to make it a challenge.

Future
A state will rarely need to fight if it deters
effectively enough. The military arm of
NATO must improve its understanding of
deterrence, and ability to deter – indeed
it should always look to, particularly while
the threat changes so regularly. How
can the military arm of NATO improve?
• Make training complex. Training must

be as complex as the most demanding
scenario.
A truly responsive and
effective multi-national military force
can only be established through more,
and better, training.
Forces also
can improve through specialisation
- because they are able to train more
regularly for that discipline.

• Use the Corps HQ. For warfighting

at scale (an essential skill for effective
deterrence), the Corps HQ role is
missing in the NATO Long Term
Rotation Plan (LTRP). This manifests
itself in capability gaps, and reduced
understanding of the challenges of
warfighting at scale against a peer
adversary in the complex environment
of the 21st Century. The Corps HQ also
provides the important gearing between
the Land Component Command (LCC)
and Divisional levels of command and
can coordinate the activity of up to five
divisions (a LCC HQ cannot because
it sits at the Operational level and
thus has a longer planning horizon)
and corps troops. It will also focus
on shaping the various levels of deep
battlespace to ensure success in the
Close battle.

Russian cartoon highlighting Deterrence or Provocation

• Make time to train. The SACEUR-

endorsed LTRP dictates when certified
HRFs are at Readiness. For HQ
ARRC it shows us when we are to
be at Readiness either as a Joint HQ
(Strategic/ Operational level) or LCC
HQ (Operational). The issue is that
there is no time set aside to specialise
as a NATO Corps HQ (higher-tactical)
and you cannot become a warfighting
Corps HQ overnight. Ex ARRACE
FUSION 17 also demonstrated that it
takes time to excel at commanding at
the Corps level: it is the most challenging
role that the ARRC undertakes.

• Specialise. A Corps HQ operates within

the detail of the higher-tactical level
thus more, not less, time is needed to
maintain/ improve processes. Rotating
through different roles can contribute
to the challenges a HQ staff will face
and potentially accelerate skill fade. To
maintain and improve the ability of a
HQ it stands to reason that they should
specialise on a particular discipline. We
are beginning to see this emerge while
MNC-NE now has a regional function this approach should be expanded.

• Training with Corps troops. Corps

troops are essential to enabling
the success of the corps level of
operation.   Thus to train and fight as
a corps requires dedicated corpslevel capabilities (not double hatted
as divisional capabilities) which are as
familiar with the HQ Staff as the staff are
with them.   The complexity of fighting
the corps battle (Deep, Close and Rear
across all domains) and management
of the battle space requires familiarity
and cohesion that is difficult to achieve
rapidly unless formations are familiar

with each other and their processes;
an essential aspect of high readiness
deterrence forces.
With this in mind, between LTRP
commitments, HQ ARRC has chosen to
focus training towards the role of a Corps
HQ; to allow time to specialise, and
because it is arguably easier to scale
down the complexity of a certified Corps
HQ to that of a LCC HQ. In addition,
it enables our UK and multi-national
Divisional training affiliations to nest
into an operational Corps HQ; enjoying
support from an experienced rather than
adhoc HICON structure. More still, our
potential adversary uses the Army and
Corps levels of command effectively –
we therefore need a capable counter
to deter (and potentially defeat) at that
scale of command.
The challenge is finding the time and
resources to get this specialisation
right, while concurrently meeting LTRP
commitments.
Although we remain
ready if committed to the ‘fight tonight’,
our current target is to be certified as a
Corps Warfighting HQ within five years.  
However, to be able to war fight at this
scale and complexity not only requires
a change of mind-set but also a radical
adjustment to the structure and training
of our NRF HQs. Acknowledging this,
perhaps we should make the bold
adjustments sooner rather than later?
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maj Alex Michael is currently SO2 Policy
in the G7 Branch at HQ Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps. Previously he worked
as the exercise planner for Ex NOBLE
JUMP.
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MULTINATIONALITY –
HARNESSING ITS STRENGTHS
AND MINIMISING ITS FRICTIONS
Maj Gen Roberto D’Alessandro (ITA-A)

“Working in international organisations and living in foreign countries is not only an
adventure and experience for life, but it also generates issues. Some issues you can
prepare yourself for during the phase prior to posting, and others will come at a later date
and unexpectedly, but, that is why it is called an adventure.”
NATO is a multi-national organisation.
It gets its strength through being an
alliance of 29 nations behind a common
goal - Peace in Europe. However,
that very strength can easily become
weakness without careful management
and understanding and nowhere is this
truer than within the military headquarters
of the NATO Command Structure (NCS)
and NATO Force Structure (NFS).
The NCS and NFS bring together the
best and brightest of NATO’s military
personnel. Selected by their nations for
their abilities as soldiers, sailors and

airmen, they are sent as ambassadors for
their Nation and their Service. As military
professionals they are often at the top of
their game, trained and educated to a
high level, and destined for promotion.
But the challenges they face once in post
are numerous and, if not understood and
managed, potentially damaging.

Language
The most obvious challenge is language.
Inter-operability is a phrase frequently
used in conjunction with multi-national
operations, and usually refers to noncompatible
equipment.
But
inter-

operability is much more than that; it starts
with people understanding each other.
Within the NCS/NFS it is the people not
equipment that are the critical capability.
A ‘non-compatibility’ of understanding
makes command and control harder and
can endanger our rate of success.
In ancient history a story was written
about the Tower of Babel; the people who
were building it were able to do so initially
because they spoke the same language
but when language failed the task failed.
This principle counts for international
organisations as well. Without a
common and clear understanding of our
doctrine, processes and tasks, a NATO
headquarters can easily become a box
of expensive but incompatible parts
rather than a finely-tuned engine.
While language is a beautiful thing
and our ability to integrate 29 nations
something to be proud of, how do we
minimise the friction of language? Here
are three thoughts:
• As nations, we must prepare our

people in a good and sufficient way
so they can maintain themselves.
Language classes before posting
help to overcome the most common
communication problems, but they do
not teach dialect or colloquialisms.

• As Headquarters, we must stick to one
Italian Army Major General Roberto D’Allesandro, deputy commander for the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps,
speaks with an ARRC British Army officer during Exercise ARRCADE Fusion 2015
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operational language, write down most
of our procedures and practices and
stick to them.
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• As individuals, we must understand

the difference between ‘hearing’ and
‘understanding’. NATO Standard English
has its limitations and the speaker needs
to ensure the listener has understood
and not just heard. This brings a big
responsibility to native speakers.

Spanish and British Army personnel conduct
weapons familiarisation during Exercise Trident
Juncture 2016

Culture
Another challenge is culture. Working
in
an
international
organisation
requires awareness, acceptance and
understanding of multiple cultures. Just
as misunderstood language can create
frictions, different cultures can and will
cause similar problems if not managed.
This is not only the ‘social’ cultural
difference experienced by ‘foreigners’
when they choose to live abroad, but also
the different ‘professional’ cultures. At its
core, culture is a set of standards, values
and beliefs which determines the way we
think, how we act and what we cherish.
It is impossible to instantly put aside
our cultural norms when posted in an
international organisation, because they
are the root of our identity. Where our
posting is only temporary, and not for life,
it is even harder, because Internationals
will go back home sooner or later.
We must accept that, to succeed, an
international organisation needs to be a
‘melting pot’ for cultures, give room for
those differences and work to ensure
we provide a ‘safe environment’ for
people to work in. We then will be able to
generate cohesion and an atmosphere
that delivers success because of our
differences rather than despite them.
So, how can we harness the advantages
and minimise the frictions of cultural
differences? There is no one answer, but
here are my suggestions:
• As leaders we must understand all

those under our command and ensure
we maximise their strengths and help
minimise their weaknesses. We must
create an atmosphere where cultural
differences are valued, recognised and
harnessed (the good ones anyway).

• As individuals we must understand

that cultural differences and ways of
working are not inferior, that ‘there

can be more than one way to skin a
cat’ if I am permitted to use an English
colloquialism and, just sometimes, the
‘other way of doing it’ might just have
its merits.

So What?
As DCOM ARRC, I have had the
privilege to observe both the strengths
and weaknesses of a multi-national
headquarters from above and, now at
the end of my tour, I can look back at an
interesting and intense 3 year period. A
period where I truly learned what can
be achieved when you not only harness
the military experience and intellectual
power of multiple nations, but share
responsibilities as well and put it to work.
The ARRC is rooted in its operational
high readiness role, but at the same time
it is at the forefront of experimentation
and development activities. It invokes
transformation and evolution - for
example the new UK Doctrine on Corps
Operations; largely written by the ARRC’s
multinational, multicultural community
- and it works hard to be a career and
life opportunity. But we need to be more
forward looking;
thinking ourselves
deeper into the future and try to predict
what we need to be and planning how we
get there ahead of our adversaries, so
for my closing points I offer the following
thoughts:

British, Croatian and Italian service personnel
assigned to the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps
conduct operational wargaming during Exercise
ARRCADE Fusion 2017

• The importance of NATO becomes

ever more evident, and the ability of
the Alliance to adapt is crucial for its
survival. The freedom to grow, shrink,
focus and re-role as necessary are
becoming increasingly important factors
for success. Mass migration, natural
disasters caused by climate change,
geo-political issues and diminishing
natural resources cause tensions
around the globe and NATO must have
the means to respond to them all; and if
necessary concurrently.

• We need to remember that military

personnel serving in the NCS/NFS
have their own national chain of
command, Rules of Engagement and
caveats. This has an effect on the

unity of command, but we need to get
as close as we can in building a real
professional multinational organisation
with shared responsibilities.
• Every nation sees different values

in the NATO Alliance, and uses their
membership in a different way. Some
nations invest a lot of money in their
defence organisations to reach NATO

“While language is a
beautiful thing and our
ability to integrate 29
nations something to
be proud of, how do we
minimise the friction of
language?”
Maj Gen D’Alessandro

standards, others invest less money.
The same could be said about NATO
policies and doctrine. Some nations
have included NATO doctrine in their
national ones, others vice versa.
• Resurgent

threats have different
responses from different nations. For
some it is ‘ah, back to the good old
days’, for others it is completely new and
for others ‘we warned you’. However,
the world has changed since the fall off
the Berlin Wall in 1987. The ways we
conducted major military operations in
the past differs very much from how we
see it today. This difference demands
a change of mind set for all of us and
a realisation that we cannot just reach
back to the things we have learned in
the past. We have to understand, we
have to learn and, most importantly, we
have to adapt; and we must do so now
if we are to be ‘Ready for tomorrow’.

I started by saying that the strength of
NATO is in its diversity, unity and the
common goal. The potential damaging
internal dangers lay in that as well. We
need to guard against these internal
dangers. We have to be prepared as
an alliance against external threats and
should continue to minimise the potential
for internal friction.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maj Gen Roberto D’Alessandro is the
Deputy Commander at HQ Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATO
RESPONSE FORCE (NRF)
Maj Alex Michael (GBR-A)

The NATO Response Force (NRF) provides the Alliance with the capability to conduct a
rapid demonstration of force and provide an ‘early entry’ military presence in response
to an emerging crisis. This article considers the work conducted by Headquarters Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps (HQ ARRC), as the NRF Land Component Headquarters for 2017, to
further develop the NRF concept.
How did the NRF concept
develop before 2017?
The NRF concept was launched in
November 2002, following the Prague
Summit. Subsequently, during a meeting
in June 2014, Allied Defence Ministers
discussed the strategic implications of
Russia’s actions in and around Ukraine.
The implications of a resurgent Russia,
coupled with a concern that the NRF was
already falling short of its mission, led
Ministers to agree to develop a Readiness
Action Plan (RAP) detailing how NATO
would respond to the challenges posed
by Russia. The RAP was to be ready for
approval at the September 2014 Wales
Summit.
The two mutually supporting pillars of the
RAP are the Assurance Measures and
the Adaptation Measures. Assurance
enacted through a continuous presence
and activity in the eastern part of the
Alliance, and adaptation carried out to
address the current and evolving security

The Readiness Action Plan was agreed at the
Wales Summit
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challenges faced by the Alliance. Under
changes introduced through the RAP, the
Land portion of the NRF was enhanced
to make it more responsive, more
flexible and significantly larger and more
capable. Three echelons were formed at
graduated readiness;
• The Very High Readiness Joint Task

Force Land (VJTF(L)), a multi-national
brigade-size force held at 5-7 days
notice to move, with Spearhead
elements deployable within 48-72
hours;

• An

Initial Follow-on Forces Group
(IFFG), at 45 days notice to move;

• A Follow-on Forces Group (FFG).

In addition, speed of deployment
would be increased by establishing the
necessary strategic lift mechanisms, a
Joint Logistic Support Group (JLSG)
would be formed to provide theatre level
logistic support, and advanced planning
would enable accelerated decisionmaking. A new and ambitious exercise
programme was also designed with an
accompanying STRATCOM plan that
would publicise the new capabilities
to friends (assurance) and potential
adversaries (deterrence) alike.
Finally, regional HQs such as MultiNational Corps-North East (MNC-NE)
based in Poland and Multi-National
Division-South East (MND-SE) based in
Romania would take control of assigned

NATO Force Integration Units (NFIUs1)
in order to speed the Receipt, Staging,
Onward Movement (RSOM) of NRF
elements through the Joint Operational
Area (JoA). Note that MND-SE will
also be able to execute 2* command of
national and NATO Land forces up to
Divisional scale (for Article 5 operations
in the south-east).

Refining the NRF(L)
As the first NRF Land Component
Command (LCC) HQ, NRDC-ESP
forged changes in the design, readiness
and structure of the interim NRF(L)
model. With little conceptual guidance,
NRDC-ESP contributed significantly to
the current NRF Directive and helped
to ensure that the NRF reached full
operational capability by the end of 2016.
Through staff visits and observations
from training, HQ ARRC was able to
benefit greatly from this work, confirming
improvements in the speed of
deployment, the STRATCOM plan and in
the management of this larger and more
complex force. NRDC-ESP put the new
and improved NRF model on the road
and handed the baton to HQ ARRC to
continue the evolution in 2017.
Noting the requirements laid down in
the new NRF Directive, the detailed
observations provided by NRDC-ESP,
and our own observations from our
preparation year, HQ ARRC sought to use
the planning and deployment periods of
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Ex NOBLE JUMP 1 and 22 as the means
to further develop the NRF concept. HQ
ARRC also supported the continuation
training of JFC-NP during Ex TRIDENT
JOUST.  From these we identified three
key areas of development:
• Deployment

Under the control of
JFC-NP3, the NOBLE JUMP 17 series
of exercises rehearsed, for the first
time, the procedures and alerting
concept for all forces designated as
the NRF 17. Subsequently, using an
amended response plan to shape the
deployment, Ex NOJP 2 enabled the
first deployment of elements of the
VJTF(L) to the Alliance’s south-eastern
flank, supported by HQ MND-SE.  This
was aided significantly by the early
deployment of the core-staff element
from the JLSG (HQ ARRC). The
exercise validated the NATO Command
Structure’s ability to rapidly deploy a
ready and capable spearhead. It also
provided a better understanding of the
amalgamated challenges created by
multiple nations, deploying by multiple
means4, involving transit through
multiple countries. Once in the JoA,
HQ ARRC rehearsed the transfers of
authority while MND-SE (supported by
NFIU ROU and BGR and the Hellenic
Movement Control Centre) controlled
the RSOM. The inward movement
of force elements over twelve days
provided a suitably complex scenario
for MND-SE and the NFIUs, allowing
them to develop their understanding
of their role throughout RSOM. It
also confirmed the importance of
understanding how the NRF uses Host
Nations and the associated liaison
requirements. The exercise enabled
the development of the relationships
and processes between the JLSG and
the regional HQs. It also enabled the
LCC HQ to rehearse the deployment
of its Forward Coordination Element
and practice distributed command from
its permanent HQ in Innsworth, UK.
Operationally and conceptually the
exercise projected active deterrence
and concept validation while building
the capacity of MND-SE and NFIU
ROU and BGR.

• Risk Management There is value in

identifying and managing risks to the
NRF effectively so they can be reported
upon as part of routine procedure.
Their utility is also realised if captured
in the operational planning process.

It became clear
that there were a
number of risks to
the NRF which were
neither
captured
nor being managed.
To address this, HQ
ARRC developed
a risk register to
enable this HQ
and
others
to
understand
the
implications of risks
to the NRF and
identify ways to
mitigate them.

The Spanish 7th Infantry Brigade handed over the VJTF(L) role

• 2* Level of Command

Coherent command and control is
essential and this year confirmed that a
Divisional level of command is needed
for the NRF. The LCC HQ command
and control of 29 (Land) divisional troop
force elements is unsustainable. In
addition, a layer of complexity is added
when a LCC HQ attempts to coordinate
the battle rhythm between the campaign
planning of a JTF HQ and the execution
through tactical actions of the Land
Component. As an Operational/highertactical HQ, the LCC must be able to
develop and refine plans up to 96 hours
in advance although its battle rhythm
needs to also elongate to synchronise
with the higher HQ. With an intermediate
2* HQ, the complexity created between
3* and 1* HQs is mitigated.

Recommendations
Following our year as the NRF(L), HQ
ARRC has identified a number of key
areas for further development to support
NRDC-ITA as they take on the mantle for
2018:
• Larger Exercising Forces Not all

VJTF(L) forces participated in Ex NOJP
2 and only small elements from the other
Components deployed. Although this
year we increased the complexity for the
deployment phase, to further develop the
mechanics of a large scale deployment
(and the message that it sends), future
deployments could be larger in scale
and include more elements from the
Component Commands and Forward
Presence. Additionally, a table top
exercise that included the whole NRF
would benefit future planning and
help inform the process of adjusting
the European theatre to enable rapid
deployment of the largest force.

• Coherent

Narrative A coherent
narrative that links all NATO exercise
activity (and other national or bilateral exercises) will help cohere
our STRATCOM messaging. Crisis
Response Planning periods (using the
same ACO-directed exercise scenario)
could also align across the other
Components, ensuring collaborative
planning (up, down and sideways) to
maximise the value of training. Coherent
exercise, training and communication
objectives could be issued to HRFs to
ensure that they are linked through all
NRF exercise activity. The same link
could flow to national exercise activity
to achieve a fully holistic preparation.

• Training Complexity and Realism

Further investment and development
of the ISR , Influence and CMI
training environment is required. We
should also ensure that we replicate
reality (Future Character of Conflict
complexity) within the training construct
and
maximise
opportunities
for
experimentation activities. Wherever
possible, NRF exercises should be led
with an operational (J5/3) approach,
rather than a training (J7) approach.
They should also be Joint by nature,
owned by ACO and drive innovation at
every level of command.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maj Alex Michael is currently SO2 Policy
in the G7 branch at HQ Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps. Previously he worked
as the exercise planner for Ex NOBLE
JUMP.

1	New in-place force enablers.
2 Ex NOBLE JUMP 1 = AERTEX, Ex NOBLE JUMP 2 = ALERTEX followed by DEPLOYEX.
3 HQ ARRC G7 provided the Co-OPR for this exercise.
4 Eight countries by road, rail, air and sea.
5 Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance.
6 The degree of complexity, however, needs to be coherent with the scope (level of ambition) of the exercise
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NEAR REAL-WORLD PLANNING –
TURNING WALES AND WARSAW
SUMMITS INTO REALITY
Col Richard Clements (GBR-A)

In early 2017, Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (HQ ARRC), whilst stood by
as the NATO Response Force (NRF) Land Component Command (LCC) Headquarters,
undertook a period of crisis response planning (CRP) in preparation for Exercise NOBLE
JUMP 2 (Ex NOJP2). Ex NOJP2 was a readiness and deployment exercise, in which
elements of HQ ARRC and the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (Land) (VJTF(L))1
brigade deployed to another NATO Alliance Country.
HQ ARRC’s planning was the first of its
kind by a High Readiness Force (Land)
Headquarters as it was based on a
modified real world regional Graduated
Response Plan (GRP). This enabled HQ
ARRC to develop a LCC Operation Order
(OPORD), replicating what would occur
for real should that GRP be activated.
As such, it was the first time that a GRP
had been subject to notable scrutiny,
and the first time that it had been used
to plan for real troops deploying to the
region; albeit in a planned exercise using

Romanian troops assigned to NATO’s Multinational
Division Southeast conduct a live fire exercise in
the Cincu Training Area in Romania during Exercise
Noble Jump 2017

a scenario. This short article aims to
highlight some of the lessons identified
during CRP, in particular: the value of
near-real world planning; the challenges
faced when writing GRPs with sufficient
detail to be executable rapidly, whilst
also being sufficiently generic to cater
for numerous potential eventualities;

the complexities of rapid deployment
planning and the potential value of
incremental deployments.

Value of Near-Real World
Planning with Host Nation and
Key Staff
The first significant lesson was the
value of using near-real world or realworld plans. This lesson had previously
been identified during 2015, when HQ
ARRC planned and deployed to the
Baltics. ARRC’s lessons from 2015 were
incorporated into the development of the
GRP for that region. Whilst NATO policy
is not to exercise real world plans, a
small amount of revision of these plans to de-sensitise them and build in a nearreal world scenario - enables significant
training value to be gained. Members
of the planning staff at HQ ARRC were
able to develop a great understanding
of the detail in the real-world GRP,
undertake detailed branch level analysis
and understand the implications of
the geography, regional dynamics and
Host Nations’ (HN) capabilities. This
experience will be invaluable if the realworld GRP is to be activated at any stage
whilst enhancing the value of ARRC’s
readiness training and professional
development.  Another lesson confirmed
was the immense value of HN liaison
officers and NATO Force Integration

1	The VJTF(L) is a brigade sized force conceived at the Wales Summit in 2014 and now in its second year of combat effectiveness.
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Unit (NFIU) staff. NFIUs are relatively
new NATO staff capabilities in HNs; not
only do they provide an immediate link
between NATO forces and HQs with HNs
forces and HQs, but they are critical in
early enablement of NATO forces.

Inconsistencies in GRPs
Unsurprisingly, planning also identified
inconsistencies between and within
the levels of GRPs, which can only be
found when testing the plans thoroughly
through execution, albeit in a training
context. GRPs are constructed with plans
at the strategic, operational and tactical
(component) levels. Whilst developed
collaboratively, these plans are complex
and detailed and it is challenging to
achieve perfection. Consequently, some
of the details contained in the plans were
inconsistent between the different levels
of plans, while others were inconsistent
within a plan. For example, some plans
talked of ‘X’ days of supply (DOS), whilst
others articulated ‘Y’ DOS; indeed one
plan talked of ‘X’ in the main body and ‘Y’
in the annexes. Whilst seemingly trivial,
such detail becomes important in the
timely execution of plans and can now
be corrected.

Command and control
Command and control (C2) is a persistent
challenge in an Alliance context.
C2

READY FOR TODAY – EVOLVING FOR TOMORROW
a realistic and credible strategy of
incremental deterrence, with increasingly
capable and sizeable forces being
deployed to ensure a balance is retained
between the provocation and deterrence
of a potential adversary. The concept of
incremental deterrence should be further
developed in the revision of GRPs for
the VJTF. It should be noted that force
elements deployed in such an incremental
approach must consist of balanced force
packages. For example, deployment of
combat forces with no logistics support
or firepower, is unsustainable and lacks
credibility. Tailoring of force packages
is required; for example some regions
require bespoke capabilities, such as
wet-gap crossing capabilities in areas
with wide rivers.

Conclusion

Soldiers with the British Army’s 20th Armoured Infantry Brigade conduct a patrol in the Cincu Training Area in
Romania during Exercise Noble Jump 2017

arrangements are already well defined
in all GRPs, but what is often not well
defined in order to retain agility, is
which HQ is to undertake which role.
For example, the plans do not stipulate
which HQ would act as the LCC HQ as
there are several different options above
that of HQ ARRC in 2017. This said, the
lengthy and complex discussions over
exact C2 between force elements for Ex
NOJP2, further blurred and compounded
by national, real-world and exercise C2
differences, highlighted how essential
early and detailed clarity of C2 is.
Execution of a GRP under time-pressure
does not afford NATO the opportunity to
discuss and resolve these C2 challenges
in the face of a real opposition; which
HQ is delivering what C2 must be more
clearly defined in the baseline GRP.

Reception Staging and
Onwards Movement Planning
Another notable challenge is timely and
effective tactical level Reception Staging
and Onwards Movement (RSOM)
planning. In all GRPs, the operational
commander directs a tactical HQ to
undertake the tactical level RSOM
planning and then command the tactical
execution of RSOM in the land domain.
Whilst NATO doctrine is that this tactical
RSOM should be commanded by the
Joint Logistic Support Group (JLSG), a
lack of standing JLSG at high readiness
precludes the JLSG from delivering

this in a timely manner. As a result,
a combination of the NFIUs and a
nominated tactical HQ will be required
to deliver RSOM. Ex NOJP2 employed
HQ Multi-National Division (South-East)
(MND(SE)) as the tactical level RSOM
HQ and this HQ developed the tactical
level RSOM, ably supported in turn by
HQ ARRC Enabling Command staff, who
have supported Joint Force Command
(Naples’) JLSG in 2017. HQ MND(SE)
managed
numerous
complexities
and multiple competing pressures of
different force contributing nations with
a deployment over 3 different countries.
This complex RSOM planning must be
sufficiently pre-developed that rapid
refinement can be conducted to ensure
that RSOM structures and C2 are in
place as lead elements of the VJTF(L)
deploy.
Tactical RSOM planning is
the most time and resource pressured
requirement in an emerging deployment
and will represent one of the greatest
risks to delivery of timely notice to effect.

Incremental Deterrence and
Balanced Force Packaging
The utility of the VJTF(L) in early
deterrence was reinforced by planning
for Ex NOJP2. Only part of the VJTF(L)
brigade deploy on Ex NOJP2 and the
deployment is being ‘played’ on the
exercise as an incremental deployment,
with further simulated follow-on forces
deploying.
This design represents

In sum, planning for Ex NOJP2 using
a near-real world GRP provided an
excellent opportunity for HQ ARRC to
rehearse and refresh skills in planning
for the execution of a real-world GRP.
Not only did the staff learn notable
lessons on the details in the plans,
identifying inadvertent inconsistencies,
but they also gained a considerably
greater understanding of a region and
HN capabilities not previously studied.
The detailed lessons identified can
now be fed back into the revision of the
real-world GRPs to make them more

Soldiers with the Polish Army’s 10th Dragoons
Battalion conduct a movement to contact drill in the
Cincu Training Area in Romania during Exercise
Noble Jump 2017

effective. Ex NOJP2 and the planning
using a near-real world GRP tangibly
demonstrates that the concepts of the
Readiness Action Plan, GRPs and the
VJTF as conceived at the Wales summit
in 2014 and refined at Warsaw 2016, are
now being delivered as truly deployable
and credible capabilities.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Col Richard Clements is ACOS G5 Plans
at HQ Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.
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THE INCREASING IMPORTANCE
OF A STRATCOM MINDSET?
Wg Cdr Peter Clarke (GBR-AF)

StratCom is now an established military buzzword, one which many use but few
understand. To make matters worse, we are now expected to adopt a ‘StratCom mindset’;
difficult if you aren’t really sure what StratCom is in the first place. So, what is a StratCom
Mindset and why does it matter?
Military Committee Policy
The
recently
introduced
NATO
Military Committee Policy on Strategic
Communications (MC0628) goes some
way to bringing clarity to the issue. As
noted in COS SHAPE’s letter to NATO
Command Structure (NCS) & NATO
Force Structure (NFS) Commanders1,
the Policy directs the introduction of a
separate pillar, grouping together all
communications disciplines and reporting
directly to the Commander, in order to
oversee and integrate information effects
‘during peace, crisis and conflict’. In
doing so, the policy recognises that the
information environment is already a
contested space, in which our potential
adversaries are already manoeuvring.

‘StratCom is not a stand-alone function,
but it ensures the coherence and
effectiveness of existing capabilities.
This model is most appropriate to the full
range of activities covering peacetime,
crisis and conflict in the modern security
environment’.
The cumulative effect of these two key
statements, reinforced throughout the

The Policy also redefines StratCom for
the NATO Military structure as:
‘the integration of communication
capabilities and the information staff
function with other military activities,
in order to understand and shape the
Information Environment (IE), in support
of NATO aims and objectives.’
Not only does this definition now focus
StratCom specifically towards the
strategic (NATO Aims and Objectives),
but it places equal emphasis on both the
activity and the outcomes.
The policy also goes on to say that:
1 SH/SAG STC/AM17-318278 dated 17 Aug 17.
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policy, is to place responsibility with
the Chief StratCom (in the case of HQ
ARRC, Ch JFIB) for understanding,
coordinating and synchronising all
activity (words and deeds) that may have
a strategic communications effect on our
audiences and stakeholders; and a focus
that should be maintained throughout
peace, crisis and conflict.

READY FOR TODAY – EVOLVING FOR TOMORROW
What It’s Not
Before we look at what it is, let’s consider
what StratCom is not.
• Not

(just) Public Affairs. While
Military Public Affairs (MPA) is often
the primary communications function
for delivering StratCom effects, it is
not StratCom. MPA conducts activity
to deliver the effects assigned to it, but
the identification, planning, sync, coord
and measurement of those effects is
conducted by the StratCom function.

So Communications is an action, it
requires only a sender. It is what you
do.
Communication (noun): “The imparting
or exchanging of information” “The
successful conveying or sharing of ideas
and feelings”. The key element here is
the receiver – Communication is an
effect, it is what is understood by the
receiver, it is what you achieve.
The final element in a basic
understanding of communications theory

objectives; not an activity. Objectives
should
wherever
possible
be
achievable, measurable, focused on
outcomes not outputs, and related to
changing attitudes and/or behaviour.
Audience Insight (The Who and
Why)
If we try to communicate with
everyone, all the time, all at once, we
will fail. To achieve your objectives
will require an understanding of who
your key audiences and stakeholders
are, and why. Identifying those who
can help or hinder your ability to
achieve your objective will enable
effective communications activity and
minimising wasted effort.
Strategy/Idea (The What and When)
Once we understand who can affect
our outcome and why, we need to
consider what effect we need to
have on them and why. The effect
could be one of change - attitudinal
or behaviour – or it could be one
of reinforcing existing beliefs and
behaviours.
Implementation (The How)

Strategic Communication is everyone’s business

• Not (just) at Strategic level. Strategic

impact can come from the most tactical
action. Commanders at all levels
should ensure they have an advisor
whose role is to keep a weather eye
on the strategic situation and intervene
should they believe a decision, however
tactically sound, may have adverse
strategic impact.

is to appreciate that what you say is not
always what is heard. To communicate
effectively we need to understand our
audience, understand how they hear,
how they make sense of the world. For
example, try telling an American that
walking on the pavement is the safest
place to be!

It will be rare that we will be able to
have the desired effects on all our
audiences from a single message
delivered through a single channel.
This means that, to be effective, our
messages should be tailored to our
audiences and as much thought given
to the channels (how we deliver the
message) as the message itself.

• Not (just) someone else’s business.

StratCom is everyone’s business. Our
actions speak louder than our words,
and the best scripted statements and
media engagements will come to
naught if our actions contradict them.

So, now we know what it’s not, let’s
consider what it is.

Communications Theory for
Beginners
To understand StratCom you have to
understand its nature, and the importance
of language. That involves at least a little
knowledge of communications theory.
Communicate
(verb):
“Share
or
exchange information” “Succeed in
conveying one’s ideas or in evoking
understanding in others” In other words,
to communicate requires a sender
and a receiver.
Communications
(noun):
“Means
of sending or receiving information”.

Reassurance of Home
and Host Nation
Audiences is vital to
success on operations

So, now we have an understanding of the
‘What’; we need to think about the ‘How’.
For this, NATO has adopted the OASIS
model for communications planning:
Objectives (The Outcome)
Like all activities, if you don’t know
where you are going, you will
probably end up somewhere else.
Effective StratCom planning has to
start with an clearly defined endstate
and
supporting
communications

Evaluation and Scoring (the How
Good)
Measurement
of
Performance
(MoP) is a straightforward exercise;
combining outputs and audience reach
to demonstrate message penetration.
Unfortunately,
Measurement
of
Effect (MoE) is much more difficult; a
merging of art and science, of insight
and evaluation. This is an area into
which much time and effort is being
devoted; but we’re not there yet.
ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
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Conclusion

Objectives

A StratCom mindset has to:
• Start with a desired endstate not an

activity;

• Understand that communication is a

Review and refresh
the approach after
each phase of the
campaign

Audience Insight

key objective to all activity, and that all
activity communicates;

• Be able to view our activities (both

words and deeds) through
audiences’ eyes, ears and brain.

Strategy/Idea

the

• Understand that sound tactical action

may have adverse strategic effects; we
may win the battle but lose the war!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Implementation
Feedback
to optimise
implementation

Scoring/Evaluation

So What?
It is vital that all personnel in an
organisation understandand are aligned
to a StratCom mindset, thereby ensuring
that finite resources are focussed on
the desired end state and its supporting
objectives. If they do not, energy and
effort will be wasted on non-essential
activities, and well-meaning tactical
activity could undermine the strategic
intent. But what does this mean for the
NATO Military structure?
Objectives: NATO’s ‘raison d’etre’ is
the deterrence of potential adversaries,
and reassurance of alliance members
and their populations. Both of these are
communication effects – so NATO’s key
output is communications. Consequently.
Commanders at all levels need to ensure
that measurable effects for all activities
conducted by their organisation include
the delivery of one or both of these
effects; and communications form part of
all initial scoping and planning.
Audiences: NATO has 29 Allies,
numerous
partners,
and
several
potential adversaries. Those audiences
span a huge range of cultural, linguistic
and ethnic diversity; each with a deeply
ingrained narrative. Understanding each,
communicating with each, and ensuring
that those communications are mutually
supporting and do not contradict each
other is a huge task that can only be
done if Alliance and National capabilities
are brigaded and aligned; a role ideal for
the NFS.
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Strategy: While nationally, politicians
have no concerns messaging their
populations to achieve a desired
effect, the same is not true of external
organisations, however friendly. This
gives the NFS a key role in enabling,
coordinating and supporting bi-lateral
NATO/National communications to their
home audiences.
Implementation: To be effective, NATO
communications need to be conducted
at all levels; making clear direction and
delegation essential. NATO StratCom
Frameworks, correctly used, enable
NCS/NFS personnel to effectively direct
their organisations communications
outputs; and to understand when and
how to get direction if they are unsure.

Deterrence of potential adversaries is a
fundamental role for NATO

READY FOR TODAY – EVOLVING FOR TOMORROW

GENDER ADVISING AT
HQ ALLIED RAPID REACTION
CORPS – A SUCCESS STORY?
Capt Nina Schommers (DEU-A)

Adopting a gender perspective means considering the socially constructed attributes
of men, women, boys and girls, thus taking the entire population into account, whilst
recognising their differences. The point to prove is that the implementation of gender
perspective into the planning and conduct of military operations will have a positive
effect on immediate, and more importantly long term, mission success.
officer. The focus of the GENAD,
however, is directed outward. He or she
observes the behaviour and the effects
of a military unit in its assigned area of
operations. GENADs focus on the civilian
population in theatre, not on equality and
equal rights within HQ ARRC or NATO
Forces.
“Women’s participation in global security
isn’t a favour to women. There can be
no lasting peace without equal inclusion
of both men and women.” (Secretary
General Stoltenberg, 2016).

Diversity - Representatives from 11 NATO headquarters, 12 nations, soldiers and civilians came together to
discuss the integration of the Gender Perspective within NATO

For this purpose, the position of Gender
Advisor (GENAD) at HQ ARRC was
introduced in 2014. During peacetime
establishment, the GENAD position is a
part-time job which becomes a full-time
position in exercises and missions, as
staff numbers are increased. A GENAD
is the point of contact for the commander
when it comes to gender-specific issues
during missions.
Viewing operations from a different angle
turned out to be a real necessity for HQ
ARRC for the first time in 2015, when it
assumed its role as a Joint Task Force.
At the moment, the most important job

of the GENAD at HQ ARRC is to raise
awareness for gender-related issues.
This includes clarifying the term and its
impact on the conduct of operations.
HQ ARRC follows the NATO guidelines
on the subject and has now firmly
established its position as both an
advocate and a pioneer in the field of
gender at the highest tactical level.

Why is the Integration of the
Gender Perspective Important
for HQ ARRC?
Often, the GENAD is associated or even
confused with an equal opportunities

It is a fact that wars have different effects
on men, women and children. All too
often, conflicts cause great harm to the
civilian population, especially to those
who are particularly vulnerable. Genderbased crimes such as mass or gang
rapes, trafficking of women and girls,
slave trade, forced marriages and the
recruitment of child soldiers are often
used as warfare strategies. This is why
they have to be assessed as part of
the enemy situation, just like the type,
strength and behaviour of the enemy
forces.
NATO has officially applied the gender
perspective since 2009. The work is
based on NATO’s Bi-SC Directive 40-1
(“Integrating UNSCR 1325 and Gender
Perspectives in the NATO Command
Structure Including Measures for
Protection during Armed Conflict”). The
directive determines that the gender
ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
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aspect has to be considered in the early
planning stages of operations. Thus, it
is the duty of the HQ ARRC GENAD to
be involved in the working and planning
process from the beginning until the
end. He or she provides support through

“Women’s
participation in global
security isn’t a favour
to women. There
can be no lasting
peace without equal
inclusion of both men
and women.”
Secretary General Stoltenberg, 2016

specialised expertise, similar to the
political advisor (POLAD) and cultural
advisor (CULAD). This can, for instance,
take the form of contributions or annexes
to Operation Orders. These can deal with
everything from general gender aspects in
operations, sex desegregated reporting,
sexual and gender based violence as
well as the code of conduct in the area of
operation. Another aspect of their job is to
integrate women – who often participate

in conflicts to a significantly lesser
extent than men – into the post-conflict
peace and reconstruction process via
networking and inclusion measures. The
aim of integrating the gender aspect is to
expand the military sphere of influence
by gaining more information and a more
complete operational picture.

Gender in NATO Missions
Abroad
Current operations such as KFOR in
Kosovo and RSM in Afghanistan have
already seen the successful integration
of GENADs. While these positions are
manned by individual nations, they ensure
that NATO as a whole has integrated
the gender aspect into deployments.
Not every nation necessarily needs to
provide such a position. For example
during ARRC’s time as the NRF in 2017
Spanish, British, Italian, Czech and other
military units had to report to the HQ. All
those countries have trained GENADs,
as do 21 out of the 29 NATO member
states. Whether one of their GENADs
would actually be available in the event
of an operational deployment however,
could not be determined.
The number of women in theatre – or
rather the fact that there are female
soldiers available for NATO missions
at all – is important for many different
reasons. Depending on the mission
and the security situation, female
soldiers are needed and employed as

“female searchers”, as part of female
engagement teams (FET) or mixed
engagement teams (MET). Through the
inclusion of women, all measures can
contribute to a better understanding of
the operational environment and the
protection of forces.

The Integration of the Gender
Perspective at HQ ARRC
To guarantee that the gender perspective
is taken into account across the
whole HQ, all Branches have Gender
Focal Points (GFP). The GFPs act as
multipliers and sensors for the GENAD.
In addition to completing an onlinebased NATO training programme, they
are offered courses on the subject of
“gender in operations” and learn what
to watch out for in their respective field.
They provide the GENAD with access
to their department and he or she can
benefit from their expertise. Together
they ensure that the military action taken
by the HQ incorporates the gender
perspective.
In its role as a Corps HQ, ARRC is
the highest tactical level of command.
Specific points of contact with the
population in theatre however are to be
found at lower levels of command. Ideally
and in the future, the HQ should further
intensify cooperation on gender issues
with its subordinate units. The network of
GENADs and GFPs must reach all the
way down to the lowest tactical level, in

A First - In May 2017 HQ ARRC hosted the 8th ACO Gender Conference. Mandated by SHAPE, this was the first time the conference was hosted by a Corps level HQ.
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Coordination - Putting heads together, talking about challenges and progress in the gender community.

order to transform the strategic goals of
NATO into measurable tactical success.
When new units are assigned to HQ
ARRC, it will be essential to carry out
an initial examination of what gender
advising structures already exist and
how these can be applied and exploited
during the mission.

2017 Gender Conference
In May this year, HQ ARRC hosted
the “8th Allied Command Operations
Gender Conference”. This was the
first time it was held at one of the nine
Corps level HQs. On this occasion, the
GENADs of NATO’s Command Structure
met to discuss the directive as well as
conceptual developments and current
issues. The conference takes place
biannually under the chairmanship of the
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE) GENAD, Mr James
Collins. As part of an awareness and
training brief for HQ ARRC staff, he
underlined the increasing relevance of
the GENAD in planning operations and
advising the commander. He also drew
attention to the fact that the number of
women within the NATO structure, as well
as on missions, should not necessarily
be determined on the basis of a quota,
but rather women should be represented
in an “appropriate proportion”.
All in all, the conference attracted
the interest of the media as well as

the HQ itself. The participation of the
SHAPE GENAD and almost all HQs of
the NATO Command Structure clearly
accentuated the importance of the topic.
Lieutenant General Tim Radford (GBR),
Commander of HQ ARRC, stated: “We
cannot afford to, nor should we ignore
the challenges associated with gender in
modern warfare. The human dimension
is central to our business.”
After the conference, one of the states
represented at the HQ declared its
willingness to provide a full-time GENAD
position. This can be seen as a huge
success and is an important step in
facing the challenges mentioned above.

Conclusions
Both NATO and HQ ARRC must
acknowledge that integrating the gender
perspective is a process that needs to
happen in parallel at all organisational
levels and during all phases of operational
planning. It is essential to be aware of not
only the classic conflict parties, but of the
entire population. In our role as soldiers
this gives us the opportunity to guarantee
access to capabilities, knowledge and
potential which would otherwise remain
unused.

are related to having applied a gender
perspective are difficult to detect, monitor
and assess, there are other indicators of
success.
The way of integrating gender
perspective at HQ ARRC certainly
has proven to be effective in raising
awareness, not just within the HQ, but
across the NATO Command Structure.
On several occasions HQ ARRC has
been highlighted by the Nordic Centre
for Gender in Military Operations as a
success story on the tactical level. This
said, at the end of the day it will be up
to each individual to pass on gender
awareness and consideration, before it
can truly prove itself as a concept.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Capt Nina Schommers is currently
Information Operation SO3 EXE in the
Joint Fires and Influence Branch and
as a secondary function, she serves as
Gender Advisor to the Commander of
HQ Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.

Implementing the gender perspective
can help a military organisation to decide
and act in a better and more empathic
way and facilitate the achievement of set
objectives. While the actual results that
ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
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ENABLING CRISIS RESPONSE:
LESSONS FROM EX NOBLE
JUMP 17
Capt Mark Matthews (GBR-A)

Exercise NOBLE JUMP 17 (NOJP17) tested NATO’s ability to deploy the Land elements of
its Very High Readiness Joint Task Force across Europe to Romania. Although NOJP17
was an exercise, it was a deployment of force conducted in real time, over real terrain and
in the public domain. In doing so, it lay a vital element of NATO’s Graduated Response
Planning at the feet of both the NATO public and its potential adversaries; bringing with it
both risk and rewards for NATO Deterrence and Reassurance messaging.
Deploying military force; with the right
equipment, sustained to fight, in a timely
manner, with the approval of all nations
involved is a hugely complex task. To
organise this, a deploying force would
normally be preceded by logistic enablers
to facilitate the Reception Staging and
Onward Movement (RSOM) process.
Depending on the size of the deployment,
this presence could be as small as a
Company Quartermaster’s Team, or as
large as a Support Brigade. With the
need for the Very High Readiness Joint
Task Force (VJTF) to be light and rapidly
deployable, this traditional deployment
method will not work. Due to deployment
timelines and the need to concentrate
fighting power, the VJTF has no assigned
RSOM units, whilst the rest of the NATO

A convoy on the move during Ex NOBLE JUMP 17
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Response Forces (NRF) are enabled by
the strength of the Joint Logistic Support
Group (JLSG).
To mitigate this, NATO relies heavily on
advanced planning and the extensive use
of Host Nation Support. This approach is
best suited to defending known territories
and not for an Expeditionary Force.
National infrastructure, governmental
agencies and existing routes can all
be pre-identified and used to support
deployment of forces, but theory can
only go so far. Testing this model of
deployment is essential to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of the
concept, and led to the development and
execution of Ex NOJP17. The exercise
saw elements of the VJTF, from seven
nations, deploy from across NATO
territory to the Cincu training area in
Romania.
At its core, NOJP17 involved the
deployment of over 2500 personnel and
five hundred vehicles by road, rail, sea
and air. The RSOM planning for this was
done by the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps
Enabling Command (ARRC EC) as part
of the 2017 NATO Response Force
(Land) JLSG HQ. As a multinational one
star organisation, ARRC EC supported
and augmented by representatives from
NATO Force Integration Units (NFIU),
Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs),
Host, and Transit Nations created the
RSOM plan and delivered the function of

a Theatre Entry Logistic Headquarters.
Having identified that the deployment
of the VJTF falls outside the remit of
the JLSG, HQ ARRC took NOJP17 as
a chance to trial both a high readiness
Theatre Entry capability and the
Advanced JLSG (A-JLSG) concept. The
A-JLSG is formed by a small element of
the JLSG, held at a higher readiness and
A rest and refuel stop at one of the Convoy Support
Centres on Ex NOBLE JUMP 17

made up of personnel with the specific
trade skills and experience required to
enable RSOM. This advance element
was charged with ensuring deployment
of the VJTF but also setting conditions
for the arrival of the NRF follow-on forces
and the remainder of the JLSG.
The plan relied heavily on contracted
and Host Nation support, which created
considerable discomfort for some. To
ease this friction, detailed planning
was conducted to augment the existing
NATO deployment plan and ensure the
right support was in the right place, at
the right time, with the correct diplomatic
clearances and contracts to back them
up. Once the plan was finalised, it was
rehearsed through a Table Top Exercise.
This event was the first time the team
from HQ ARRC met with HQ Multinational
Division South-East (MND-SE). Based in
Bucharest, MND-SE became the lead for
execution as the RSOM HQ. To deliver
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Kit being offloaded at the Sea Port of Disembarkation in Alexandroupolis, Greece

this function MND-SE created a bespoke
ops room to command and coordinate the
whole process with ARRC EC personnel
integrated into each of the branches.
Whilst the HQ ARRC staff were subject
matter experts on RSOM and had lead
in the development of the plan, MNDSE staff had the local knowledge and
command relationships that proved vital
for the execution phase.
Although the RSOM process was the
focus of the Exercise, it did not require any
exercise scenarios. The challenges faced
were real world, and included diplomatic
clearance issues, air traffic control
strikes, breakdowns, road closures and
civil disturbances blocking convoys; all
requiring multi-nation communication
and coordination to solve.

the NFIUs and relevant government
departments of the NATO country in
question.
• The existing NATO deployment plans

need to be bolstered by an organisation
analysing and planning the deployment
of the VJTF as a main focus. Due to the
short timelines and lack of enablers, the
deployment of this element is perhaps
more complicated than the entire follow
on force. Early and full integration of
TCNs, JLSG and RSOM HQ personnel
is vital to develop a successful plan and
ensure smooth execution.

• It is essential to practice the challenges of

conducting multi-national deployments

across international borders outside
the freedoms presented by war.
Financial and political restrictions limit
opportunities to conduct exercises like
NOJP17 at the size and scale needed
to validate these processes. Yet an
experience of all the possible frictions
could prove critical for the timely
deployment of the VJTF in response to
any future emerging crisis.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Capt Mark Matthews is the Adjutant of
Enabling Command branch at HQ Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps and is the Battle
Captain for the nominated NRF JLSG 17.

So What?
With deployment of the VJTF into a
realistic operational environment at the
heart of the exercise, NOJP17 was a
huge success and the A-JLSG concept
showed its merit. The VJTF forces
arrived with the commander in Cincu in
good time and good order despite the
1750km covered and multiple borders
crossed. There were three significant
learning points:
• To be effective, the necessary logistic

enablers need to be held at the same
readiness as the VJTF and to have
pre-established
relationships
with

Kit being loaded onto
a Roll On-Roll Off
Ferry at the end of
Ex NOBLE JUMP 17
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EX ARRCADE LIGHTNING 17
– A NEW MODEL FOR
PROFESSIONAL STUDY?
Brig Paul Tennant (GBR-A)

Staff Ride, Battlefield Tour or Terrain Walk – Why not the best of all three?

President of Poland, Mr Andrzej Duda with COMARRC, Lt Gen Tim Radford,
DCOS Ops, Brig Gen Andrew Rohling and Minister for Internal Security, Poland,
Mr Pawel Soloch

The Staff Ride has historically been a
useful filter to examine our behaviours
and preconceptions, and to ensure as
far as possible that we are pursuing a
change because it is necessary to do
so.   That confidence can be reinforced
by military precedent, usually a specific
campaign.
The trouble with this
approach revolves around 2 core truths:
firstly, human beings are not on the
whole as well attuned to what we should
not learn from something as opposed
to what we should; and secondly, the
long (relative) peace since the Second
World War, combined with tremendous
technological progress, has changed the
character (and some would even argue,
the nature) of warfare to such an extent
that the rhyme of history is less obvious
or relevant.

It was with this backdrop in mind that
HQ ARRC conceived the idea for Ex
ARRCADE LIGHTNING 17. Its aim
was threefold: to understand the ground
in relation to Offensive and Defensive
Corps operations, with an eye to
ARRCADE FUSION 17 (AF17)1; to study

ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS

real world issues and local perspectives;
and to conduct Key Leader Engagement
in Poland and the Baltic States. Its stated
balance was to focus around 60% on the
contemporary (to include the ground over
which we might operate) and around
40% on the historical and the synthetic
(the latter specific to the scenario for
AF17). Loosely, therefore, one could
argue that it was planned as 60% Terrain
Walk and 40% Staff Ride. For want of
a better term, I would describe it as a
Regional Immersion.
Attending, in addition to the 25 or so key
members of the ARRC Command Group,
were the 5 Divisional Commanders in
the AF17 ORBAT and a host of key 1*
officers across the joint and multinational
spectrum. The journey started in HQ
ARRC in Gloucester with a morning
of academic context. The party then
flew to Warsaw, and travelled through
the Suwalki Gap, to Kaunas, then
to Siauliai and eventually left from
Riga. It was optimised at the 2* level,
included detailed country briefings at

ARRCADE LIGHTNING training audience boards a boat on the River Neman west of Kaunas, Lithuania,
prior to discussing the challenges of Corps obstacle crossings

1 ARRCADE FUSION 17 was a Corps Warfighting CPX situated in Northern Europe.
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It is debatable
whether there is
any
difference
between a Staff
Ride
and
a
Battlefield
Tour.  
There is, however,
a clear difference
between these two,
and the much more
recent framework
of a Terrain Walk;
which
more
directly looks at
the contemporary
context,
and
whose
primary
filter is not history
but geography.
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ARRCADE LIGHTNING 17 training audience at Belwedere Palace with the President of Poland, Mr Andrzej Duda (front centre)

up to Secret from Poland, Lithuania,
Estonia and Latvia, and covered stands
on tactical actions as follows: Suwalki
Gap, for inload and setting the theatre;
River Neman for Obstacle (Wide Wet
Gap) Crossing; and Siauliai, for Urban

Electronic Devices, and a very low
public profile maintained - but with no
suggestion of concealment or evasion.
Regular updates were provided both
to the MoD in London and to SHAPE.
Whilst not entirely coincidental, the fact
that Ex ZAPAD 17 was scheduled to
finish the previous week was a source
of very positive creative tension in
discussions.

Prof Niall Barr speaking to the ARRCADE
LIGHTNING training audience at the Little
Insurrectionist Statue in Warsaw, about the Warsaw
Uprising, 1944

ARRCADE LIGHTNING training audience at the Hill
of Crosses near Siauliai, Lithuania

Operations. Historical illustration was
provided with reference to the Warsaw
Uprising; Operations Barbarossa and
Bagration; Napoleon’s crossing of the
Neman; and the battle of Raseiniai.
Future conflict was visualised with the
help of a commercial wargame. Finally,
Key Leader Engagement was conducted
throughout; the highlight being a lunch
with the President of Poland and his
National Security Adviser.
Given its profile, it is important to
emphasise the Strategic Communications
and Public Affairs potential for such
events. This also has implications for a
trip’s security profile.   Strict procedures
were adopted for the use of Personal

conflicting conclusions when presented
with the same inputs. This then generated
a rich debate, which was captured in a
period of consolidation on the final day.  

COM 3 (UK) Div, Maj Gen Nick Borton talking to
DCOS Ops, Brig Andrew Rohling and Dep Comd
4th Inf Div, Col David Hodne

The great benefit of this approach
was that it demanded that participants
rigorously examine history for that which
remained relevant to today, and discard
that which did not. To help them in
doing so, engagement with the people
of the nations in the region who live and
breathe the security challenges – often
at very senior level – routinely altered
the participants’ perspectives and
preconceptions. It turned the week into
a kind of rolling analysis, in which people
frequently arrived at differing and even

Improvements could certainly be made
to the format, and it needs to be tailored
precisely to the needs of the moment and
of the participants, but as a first attempt
at a new model for professional focus it
was generally felt by those taking part
to have been a great success. Lessons
identified from the week, and questions
arising from discussions within it, have
been captured and are being taken
forward as part of the ARRC’s Corps
Recalibration process.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Brig Paul Tennant currently heads up the
Joint Fires and Influence Branch at HQ
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.
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DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP
THROUGH ADVENTURE
TRAINING – EXERCISE SELVA
BACKSTOP 2017
Maj Dave Latimer (GBR-A)

The British Army is one of the few Armed Forces within NATO to consider
Adventurous Training as an essential element of Force Development. Through it
individuals are challenged and pushed beyond their comfort levels, learning more about
themselves, their limits and their abilities. HQ ARRC places considerable emphasis on
ensuring all its personnel have the opportunity to participate an Adventurous Training
expedition each year.
Ex SELVA BACKSTOP is the premier
Adventure Training event in the ARRC
calendar. The 2017 exercise (SB17) took
place between 2-16 June 2017 in the
Lofoten Islands, Norway; a stunningly
beautiful archipelago where sheer, rocky
mountains rise dramatically from clear
blue seas. SB17 was a mountaineering
expedition focused on mountain walking
and traditional multipitch rock climbing
that provided a superb opportunity to
develop leadership skills outside the

a spectacular view across the sea to
mainland Norway. Here the novice
students were taught the basics of
climbing, such as knot tying and belaying

High on Sea Eagle

LCpl Gray reflecting after a day at Paradiset

typical military environment. Sixteen
officers and soldiers from the ARRC
Group,
representing
six
different
nations, participated in the exercise. The
participants were broken down into two
sub-groups, walking and climbing, for the
majority of the expedition. This article will
focus on the climbing group.
The climbing group began their training
at the sea cliffs at Paradiset, home to
a huge range of low grade climbs with
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through to the more advanced systems
required to climb as a team of three
on multipitch (more than a single rope
length of 60m) climbs. The short nature
of the climbs at Paradiset (less than 20m)
allowed the teams to practise climbing
techniques such as basic footwork and
hand placement to ‘jamming’ (painfully
wedging toes and hands into cracks)
in a relatively friendly environment. As
the difficulties of the climbs increased,
the ability of the climbers to assess
and solve problematic climbing moves
in an increasingly uncomfortable (and
sometimes daunting) situation developed
rapidly. The teams progressed over
the next few days to multipitch climbs
up to 150m high on cliffs overlooking
the picturesque fishing village of

Henningsvaer. These routes allowed
the teams to further hone fundamental
ropework skills and practise their
climbing techniques before moving on to
greater challenges.
By day four, a relatively short space of
time for the more novice climbers, the
teams were ready for the 400m high
route named Only Bilberries, which is
regarded as one of the best routes of
its grade in the world. The start point
of the climb is over an hours walk from
the nearest road at the end of a scenic
Fjord. The psychological pressure of
operating in an extreme, difficult to
access, vertical environment, combined
with the potential risk of falling meant
that the teams would have to show
a great deal of courage to conquer
Only Bilberries. After seven pitches of

Vagakallen

sustained, difficult climbing followed by
a number of exposed abseils (rappels),
the teams successfully completed the
route; a significant achievement and an
unforgettable experience.
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Spot the climbers – a sense of scale on
Only Biliberries

Maj Waterston and Capt Russell belaying on Only Biliberries

By this stage of SB17, the teams had
developed excellent cohesion, through
mutual trust and effective communication.
Throughout the remainder of the trip
they went on to climb a number of
outstanding routes of a similar nature to
Only Bilberries. Of particular note was
an ascent of Sea Eagle, a gruelling slab
climb which took more than twelve hours
of constant climbing. The magnificent
Artic ‘midnight sun’ helped the climbers
by ensuring they were not having to
climb or abseil in the dark. The discipline
required to stay focused on safety critical
tasks, such as belaying, during a length of
climb like this is mentally exhausting. On
another day, in extremely poor weather
conditions, one of the teams ascended
the highest peak in Lofoten, Vagakallen
(943m). An arduous walk, followed by
a tricky scramble to the rocky summit

gave a tough fourteen hour outing which
required considerable robustness and
determination from the team.
The real highlight of the trip was perhaps
the ascent of the Svolvaer Goat. This
100m high detached pinnacle overlooks
the town of Svolvaer with two rocky
‘horns’ at the summit. Although shorter
than many of the routes climbed, the

Flying the flag between the
Horns of the Svolvaer Goat

steep ground on the
approach to the pinnacle
made
the
climbing
phenomenally exposed.
Having reached the top, it
is traditional for climbers
to step across the gap
between the ‘horns’.
This seems simple when
standing at the base but
on the summit standing
in a wildly precarious
position, it becomes an

extremely bold move and requires total
confidence. The abseil from the ‘horns’
is equally terrifying; hanging from an
awkward belay, the teams had to conduct
a ‘free’ abseil (dangling in space without
touching the rock) to gain the sanctuary
of flat ground.
In summary, many linkages can be found
between mountaineering and military
challenges. A difficult climb is comparable
in many ways to a demanding military
operation. Conditions for both activities
can be arduous and complex, requiring
personnel to possess a high level
of training, understanding, physical
and mental robustness, and good
communication skills. Understanding the
balance of achievement of the objective
(such as the summit for climbers or
the mission on operations) against the
risk involved is also critical. Success or
failure in both activities is often defined by
leadership and the strength of the bond
within the team. The valuable experience
of the participants on SB17 will therefore
enhance the operational effectiveness of
the ARRC in the future.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maj Dave Latimer is currently serving
as SO2 Plans in the G35 Branch at HQ
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.

The view from the campsite with Vagakallen in the background
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OPERATIONS PLANNING – USING
THE NATO COMPREHENSIVE
OPERATIONS PLANNING DIRECTIVE
(COPD) AT THE TACTICAL LEVEL
A comparison between the UK planning process and the COPD
Lt Col GS Ole Stephan (DEU-A)

Operations planning1 is designed to develop viable options to move from an unacceptable
situation at the beginning of a campaign or operation to a series of acceptable conditions
at its end. The process enables the staff of the HQ to link actions, desired effects and
conditions which in turn contribute to the achievement of objectives and the end state set
by the higher commander (political/military).
The planning process should, where
possible, allow the coordination and
synchronisation of plans and actions of
non-military actors in the context of the
comprehensive approach to operations2.
The planning process also identifies the
identification of who will support or be
supported at any stage of the operation.

Planning at all levels
is underpinned by
specific practices,
procedures and tools
ensuring common
understanding and
collaboration.

Planning at all levels is underpinned by
specific practices, procedures and tools
ensuring common understanding and
collaboration.
On its path to Corps recalibration3 this
year, HQ ARRC carefully deliberated
over what suitable planning process
should be used at the Corps level, either
the NATO Comprehensive Operations
Planning Directive (COPD) or the UK
Tactical Estimate (TE) also known as the
6 Steps4.
This article seeks to assess whether
the COPD or the UK TE is the right
tool for planning at Corps level. Initially
it will compare the COPD and UK TE
terminology before showing how the
COPD can be adapted as a tactical
planning tool in order to finally compare
the tactical adaptation of the COPD
with the UK TE. The article will focus on
the benefits derived from each process
and also consider observations made
during the Crisis Response Planning

(CRP) within HQ ARRC at Corps level in
preparation for Ex ARRCADE FUSION
17 (Ex AF17).

COPD and UK Tactical
Estimate (6 Steps)
Comparison of Terminology
On the face of it the COPD is primarily
designed for strategic and operational
level planning, while the UK TE is
intended to be used as a national tactical
estimate (TE) decision making process.
Thus one can argue that the different
processes can only be used at the
specific level at which they are aimed.
A closer look at the terminology used
within the different planning processes
is needed to give a professional opinion
on it:

1 O
 perations planning is the planning of military operations at the strategic, operational or tactical levels (AAP 06). Note: The term is used to define the planning of military operations at all
levels avoiding the term ‘operational planning’ so as to prevent confusion with operational-level planning.
2	The philosophy of comprehensive approach is strongly related and compatible with the concept of the ‘integrated’ approach used by the UK doctrine.
3	Corps recalibration, as part of the 5 year experimentation program of HQ ARRC, refers to all the activities that aim to the regaining of the ability to exercise command and control of multiple
manoeuvre divisions as a Corps HQ within a complex, Article V operating environment (MJO(+)); and to develop subordinate formations’ operating capability.
4 The UK Staff Officers Handbook (SOHB) indicates that the TE ‘can be used by divisional, brigade and BG HQs’ while the Operational Estimate (OE)’ carried out at the operational-level
[…], usually at the JTFC level.’ Neither definition quotes verbatim Corps HQ. Thus the article is based on the assumption that the TE is the estimate of choice for the second level of tactical
command, the Corps.
5 The explanation is based on the UK Staff Officers Handbook (SOHB)
6	The explanation is based on COPD and AAP-06
7	On operational level the terminology Campaign Plan Concepts (CPC) is used. Where these planning concepts are used in the tactical space, they are known as Tactical Planning Concepts
(TPC).
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Tactical Planning Concepts (TPC)5

Planning Concepts (COPD)6

Comments

Outcome/End-State: An end-state is the
condition which needs to be achieved at the
end of an operation, so it also explains the
extent of the contribution required from a
commander or force.

End state: Political and/or military situation to
be attained at the end of an operation, which
indicates that the objective has been achieved.

At tactical level the planners focus
on the end-state in terms of what will
be the desired state of the forces at
the end of the operation in time and
space.

Centre of Gravity (CoG): A COG is the
identified aspect of a force, organization, group,
or state’s capability from which it draws its
strength, freedom of action, cohesion or will to
fight. This concept’s relevance at the tactical
level is based on understanding it rather than
using it, although it leads to the generation
of CCIRs, which must be understood by
subordinates. Again, if COG analysis adds
value in the Tactical Estimate (TE) then it may
be used.

CoG: Characteristics, capabilities or localities
from which a nation, an alliance, a military force
or other grouping derives its freedom of action,
physical strength or will to fight.

CoGs exist at strategic/ operational/
tactical level. At tactical level it is
usually key terrain, critical force
element/ capability.

Decisive Conditions (DC):
Objectives: An objective is a goal that needs
A decisive combination of circumstances
to be achieved in order to meet the aim or
deemed
necessary to achieve a campaign
outcome.
objective. DCs at the tactical level are relevant
for commanders if their role in the plan sits
within a DC, e.g. a Bde must secure Obj.X
and
Y in order
to attack
the A
enemy’s
Decisive
Conditions
(DC):
decisiveCOG.
combination of circumstances deemed
necessary toEffects
achieve(SE)
a campaign objective.
Supporting
DCsintended
at the tactical
level are relevant
for When
The
consequences
of actions.
commanders
if their
role in DCs
the plan
within
these
effects are
realized,
aresits
achieved
a DC, e.g. a Bde must secure Obj.X and Y in
order to attack the enemy’s COG.

Supporting Effects (SE): The intended
consequences of actions. When these effects
Lines
of Operations
(LoO) In a campaign or
are realized,
DCs are achieved.

operation, a line linking decisive
conditions/points in time and space on the
path to the COG. Lines may be functional,
thematic or environmental
Lines of Operations (LoO): In a campaign
Phase
a line
decisive conditions/
It or
is operation,
a period of
timelinking
characterized
by the
points
in
time
and
space
on
path to
predominant type of militarythe
activity
orthe
action
COG. Lines may be functional, thematic or
or a set of DCs
environmental.

Phase: It is a period of time characterized
by the predominant type of military activity or
action or a set of DCs.

outcome that is essential to a plan.
Decisive Conditions (DC):
Objective: A clearly defined and attainable goal
A decisive condition is defined as ‘a
for a military operation, for example seizing a
combination
circumstances,
effects,force
or a
terrain
feature, of
neutralizing
an adversary’s
keyorevent,
critical
factor,
function
orspecific
capability
achieving
some
other or
desired
that when
allows
commanders to
outcome
thatachieved
is essential
to a plan.
gain a marked advantage over an opponent or
contribute
materially(DC):
to achieving
Decisive
Conditions
A decisivean
condition
isoperational
defined as ‘aobjective
combination of circumstances,
effects,
or a specific
key event, critical factor, or
Operational
Effects
function
thatiswhen
achieved
allows
commanders
An effect
defined
as, ‘[a]
change
in the state
toofgain
a marked
over an opponent
or
a system
(oradvantage
system element),
that results
contribute materially to achieving an operational
from one or more actions, or other causes.’
objective.
Derived from objectives, effects bridge the gap
between objectives and actions by describing
Operational Effects: An effect is defined as,
what
changes
a system
are required.
‘[a]
change
in theinstate
of a system
(or system
In a campaign
or operation,
a logical
line(s)
element),
that results
from one or
more actions,
effects and
decisive
conditionseffects
in time
orlinking
other causes.’
Derived
from objectives,
to an the
objective.
(Proposed
definition)
bridge
gap between
objectives
and actions by

DCs are referred to at the

Tactical objectives: Key terrain,
strategic/ operational level while at
enemy forces, critical infra/nodes.

the tactical level (force- on-force
ops) they are known as Decisive
Points.

DCs are referred to at the strategic/
operational level while at the tactical
level
(force- on-force
ops) they are
LCC/Corps
contribute
to the
known
as DecisiveofPoints.
achievement
OE conducting

tactical activities.

LCC/Corps contribute to the
achievement of OE conducting
tactical activities.

describing what changes in a system are required.

InPhase
a campaign or operation, a logical line(s) linking
effects
andrepresent
decisive conditions
in timeintothe
an
Phases
distinct stages
objective.
(Proposed
definition)
progress of the overall operation leading to the

establishment of specific DCs required for
subsequent stages and ultimately the
successful accomplishment of the overall
Phase: Phases represent distinct stages in
objective
the
progress of the overall operation leading to

the establishment of specific DCs required for
subsequent stages and ultimately the successful

The terms used indicate that thereaccomplishment
is commonality
in objective.
the terminology used, but the descriptions
of the overall
differ to an extent and have to be taken into consideration, especially while working within a
multinational
HQ. However, the use of the terminology has to be seen in conjunction with
The terms used indicate that there is commonality in the terminology used, but the descriptions differ to an extent and have to
exploiting
useful methodology.
The diagram
below shows
how the
tools
used within
be taken into a
consideration,
especially while working
within a multinational
HQ. However,
the use
of theare
terminology
has to bethe
seen in conjunction
with exploiting
a useful methodology.
The diagram(according
below shows how
the tools are
used
within the
process
process
of developing
operational
design concepts
to COPD)
and
tactical
schematic
7
of
developing
operational
design
concepts
(according
to
COPD)
and
tactical
schematic
using
Tactical
Planning
Concepts
(TPC)
:
using Tactical Planning Concepts (TPC) 7according to the UK Staff Officers’ Handbook (SOHB)
according to the UK Staff Officers’ Handbook  (SOHB) :
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This indicates that even though the description differs, the tools are employed with the same meaning when used within the
respective schematic. Furthermore by having a closer look at the different phases/ steps within the planning, we can see that they
are used in a very similar manner during the planning process:

Tactical Estimate (6 Step)

COPD8

Step 1: Understand the situation

Phase 1: Initial Situational Awareness of a Potential Actual crisis
Phase 2: Operational Appreciation of the Strategic Environment

Step 2: Understand the Problem

Phase 3A: Mission Analysis.

Step 3: Formulate and consider COAs
Step 4: Develop and Validate COAs
Step 5: COA Evaluation
Step 6: Commander’s Decision

Phase 3B: COA development
Phase 4a: Operational Conops Development

Phase 4b: Operational OPLAN Development
Phase 5: Execution
Phase 6: Transition

In summary it can be said that the COPD and the UK TE use similar terminology, apply the terms in an analogous schematic sense
and have similarities regarding the different planning steps by also recognising that the meaning of the used terms differs to an extent.
The next section will be clarify whether the COPD is applicable as a tactical planning tool and how the COPD has to be adapted
to fit the level of planning.

The COPD as a Tactical Planning Tool
Following HQ ARRC G5 analysis and use of the COPD at the tactical level for Corps level planning, the COPD can be implemented
as a tactical planning tool. The entire adaption of the planning process at the Corps level comprises five phases and follows in
principle the numbering and the terminology of the COPD as described in detail below9:
Phase 1: Initial Situational Awareness. The purpose of the phase is to achieve and maintain SA of potential future operations in
order to prepare the staff for operations planning. This Phase includes monitoring of the situation, information sharing between the
higher and adjacent HQs as well as the possible initiation of Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB). Thus during this phase
the broader, Comprehensive Preparation of Operational Environment (CPOE) was replaced by G2 led IPB.

Purpose
Support the higher
command with the
identification of a crisis

Inputs
Indications and warnings
for an actual or potential
crisis

Main Activities
•
•
•
•

Monitor situation
Information sharing
Initiation of IPB
Preparation of the staff

Outputs
Initial appreciation and understanding
– Situational Awareness (SA)

Phase 2: Appreciation of Operational Environment. The original Phase 2 within the COPD is not applicable at the second level
of tactical command and is conducted by the Joint Force Command (JFC) and the Component Command (CC) level; it is therefore
renamed10. This phase is modified to provide the commander with an understanding of the situation and the nature of the problem
focusing on the tactical aspect of operations. Therefore, it starts with the receipt of a WngO or plan from the LCC HQ and includes
the Receipt of Order Brief (ROOB), brief-based IPB, the operational PMESII (Political, Military, Economic, Social, Information,
Infrastructure) domains and mission variables (Mission, Enemy, Terrain, Troops, Time, Civil (METT-TC)). The ROOB as one activity
of Phase 2 and the Decision Support Overlay (DSO) and DSO Matrix (DSOM) is an amendment based on the UK SOHB to fit the
level of detail of Corps level planning, and is therefore not foreseen within NATO COPD. The output of Phase 2 is ‘plan the plan’
and absorb Chief of Staff’s (COS) initial planning guidance. During this Phase is the determination of the most likely and most
dangerous ECOA (Enemy Course of Action). These COAs have to be presented to the COS and the COM for confirmation11.

Purpose
Understand the situation
and the nature of the
problem

Inputs

Main Activities

Land Component
Command (LCC) WngO/
Land Plan for the upcoming
ops

• Preparing staff through the Receipt
of Orders Brief (ROOB)
• Analysis of environment/conduct IPB
• IPB brief
• Planning responsibilities & timelines

Outputs
•
•
•
•
•

COM’s guidance
Plan the plan
WngO to subordinate formations
Initial HVTL
Confirmed Most Likely COA/ Most
Ddangerous COA
• Draft Decision Support Ovelay/
Matrix (DSO/DSOM)

8 T
 he COPD as the basic document articulates the OPP for the NATO strategic and operational levels. Because of the fact that a comparison is only beneficial on the operational level the term
COPD as umbrella term is referring to the Operational level Operations Planning Process (OPP).
9	Due to the second level of tactical command planning operations rather than campaigns, Phase 6 is not applicable at Corps/tactical level (Corps still contributes to/support the joint plan
through tactical activities/actions).
10	Phase 2: Operational Appreciation of the Strategic Environment is renamed as stated for the need at Corps level planning.
11 After confirmation any change within the MLCOA and MDCOA have to be reapproved and briefed to the CoS and COM due to its major impact on the development of own COAs.
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Phase 3: Estimate. Within this phase the tactical problem that must be solved and the specific conditions to be achieved have
to be determined, and then Courses of Actions (COAs) have to be developed. The main focus regarding planning at the tactical
level lies within the estimate of the situation, consisting of the following steps: mission analysis; Commander’s planning guidance;
evaluation of factors; and the consideration of COAs. Therefore, it follows logically Phase 3 of the COPD and its terminology as
stated below will be used:
Phase 3A: Mission Analysis. The main outcome of this phase is the development of the Corps contribution to the operational
design. The Corps delivers land tactical actions in support of the LCC, all in support of the joint operations design. This is one of
the key points of the COPD adaptation to the tactical level. HQ ARRC, when acting as a Corps HQ, does not own the operational
design. It allocates tactical activities in space and time and articulates how these activities contribute to the achievement of the
respective Operational Actions (OAs) and Operational Effects (OEs) which in turn lead to the achievement of the desired Decisive
Conditions (DCs). Lethal and non-lethal, military and/or non-military means should always be taken into consideration. At the
Corps level the focus lies therefore, within the detailed planning and applications of scarce forces/capabilities by the Commander
across the geographic (deep, close, rear), tactical/functional (find, fix, strike, exploit) and operational (shaping, decisive, sustaining)
frameworks in order to best achieve the DCs and Operational Objectives (OOs).

Purpose
Understanding of the
problem, operational
environment/ mission

Inputs
LCC WngO/Land Plan

Main Activities

Outputs

• Analysis of higher COM’s intent/
mission
• Specified/ implied tasks
• Factors-CoG analysis
• Limitations-capabilities shortfalls
• Risks/CCIRs/Decision Points/
Assumptions
• Support to LCC Ops Design
• Mission Analysis Brief

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMARRC’s Intent
Ops Design contribution
SOR
Draft Decision Support Ovelay/
Matrix (DSO/DSOM)
Draft Sync Matrix
High Value Target List (HVTL)/ High
Priority Target List (HPTL)
Initial CCIRs
WngO to subordinate formations

Phase 3B: COA Development. During the second part of Phase 3 viable COAs are developed, based on the mission and the
results of the mission analysis, from which one will be selected by the commander for further development, refinement and
transformation into a Concept of Operations (CONOPs):

Purpose
Development of COAs
which will then be selected
by COMARRC

Inputs
LCC WngO/Land Plan,
COMARRC’s Intent &
guidance

Main Activities
•
•
•
•

Outputs

Develop own COAs
Analyse COAs
Compare COAs
COA DB

• COA selected by the COM
• Required branches and sequels
• WngO to subordinate formations

Phase 4: Plan Development. In this phase the selected COA is transformed into the Corps plan. In line with the COPD this Phase
is split into two parts: Phase 4a, development of Concept of Operations (CONOPS) and Phase 4b, development of the plan.
Phase 4a: CONOPs Development. In this stage the selected COA and the provisional missions of subordinate formations are
reviewed and refined focusing on the details of the CONOPS sections that describe Commander’s Intent, Scheme of Manoeuvre
(SoM), Execution, Coordinating Instructions, Force Protection, Combat Support, Combat Service Support, Command and Control
(C2) structure and signals with a statement of the main effort referring to Corps operations within its AOO (rear, close, deep areas).
The CONOPs may also include possible statements of requirement in terms of need for additional capabilities that are required for
mission accomplishment.

Purpose
Development of CONOPS

Inputs
LCC WngO/Plan
COM’s selected COA
COM’s D&G

•
•
•
•

Main Activities

Outputs

Refinement of selected COA
Development of essential annexes
Development of illustrative SORs
CONOPS Back Brief

• Draft CONOPS including illustrative
SOR (submitted to LCC)

Phase 4b: Plan Development. This phase involves the refinement of the CONOPS and its transformation into the Corps plan. It
includes specific adjustments based on the back-briefs by subordinate formations, any changes imposed by the Land Component
Command (LCC), potential additional capabilities provided by the LCC/JFC, refinement of the annexes and submission of the plan
to the LCC HQ for approval. Once the plan is approved, it is handed over from G5 Plans to G35 for further refinement and release
as an Operational Order (OPORD).
In summary, it is clear that the COPD, as the basic reference document for planning process within NATO, can be adapted for use
at the Corps tactical level.
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of Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive (COPD), UK Tactical Estimate
(TE) and COPD (adapted at Tactical Level) and Benefits

Comparison of Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive (COPD), UK Tactical Estimate (TE)
A comparison
of theatCOPD
(strategic,
operational
and
COPD (adapted
Tactical
Level) and
Benefitslevel) with the UK TE and the tactical adaptation
of the COPD must focus on the benefits derived from each process and taking into account
A comparison of the COPD (strategic, operational level) with the UK TE and the tactical adaptation of the COPD must focus on the
additional
which
wereintomade
during
theobservations
Crisis Response
(CRP)
within
HQ
benefits
derivedobservations
from each process
and take
account
additional
which werePlanning
made during
the Crisis
Response
ARRC
operating
at
Corps
level.
The
table
below
compares
the
different
processes
and
illustrates
Planning (CRP) within HQ ARRC operating at Corps level. The table below compares the different processes and illustrates the
coherence
between the
UK TE and
COPD
thethe
different
levelson
of planning
(the colours
depict
the similarities
within
the UK
the coherence
between
thetheUK
TE on
and
COPD
the different
levels
of planning
(the
colours
TECOPDthe
andsimilarities
adapted COPD):
depict
within the UK TE- COPD and adapted COPD):
COPD (Operational Level)

UK TACTICAL ESTIMATE (6 STEPS)

COPD (ADAPTED AT TAC LEVEL)

Phase 1. Initial Situational Awareness

STEP 1. Understanding the operating environment

Phase 1. Initial Situational Awareness

Purpose: Assist NATO with identification of crisis and
support SACEUR in OPP activities of phase 1
Activities: Appreciation of indications - initiation of
Comprehensive Preparation of Env (CPOE)
development of initial understanding.
Output: Initial appreciation & understanding,
appropriate preparation/COM’s directions

Purpose: Develop a broad/thorough understanding of
the character and nature of the operating environment
and the problems that are likely to be faced.
Activities: Inform staff (initial ROOB) - staff
preparation, analysis of operational environment determine staff responsibilities/ timelines - ROOB and
crossbrief
Output: COM’s direction & WngO to subordinates

Purpose: Support higher command with the identification
of a crisis
Activities: Monitor situation, information sharing and
prepare staff.
Output: Initial appreciation & understanding -(SA)

Phase 2. Operational
Environment

Appreciation

of

Strategic

Purpose: Understand the situation, the nature of the
problem
Activities: Inform staff of the receipt of orders (ROOB) –
analysis of environment/conduct IPB/E- timelines (plan
the plan) – IPB/E brief (instead of CPOE brief)
of planning process and develop an understanding of the
situation/nature of the operation
Output: COM’s direction & WngO to subordinates .

Purpose: Understand the situation, the nature of the
problem & advise on draft MROs
Activities: CPOE – COM’s brief on SSA/Strategic
documents - COM’s guidance for MROs – evaluation of
MROs – conclusions-COM’s approval
Output: Appreciation of aspects of crisis, advise on draft
MROs & WngO to CCs.
Phase 3. Operational Estimate

STEP 2. Understand the Problem

Phase 3. Estimate

Purpose:
Understand
the
problem,
operational
environment and mission & develop COAs which one will
be selected
3a. Mission Analysis

Purpose: COM’s focus on the complexities of the
problem
Activities: Mission Analysis (higher COM’s intent,
specified/implied tasks, freedoms/constraints, course of
situation, risks) – evaluate object and factors- COM’s
confirmation & outbrief (MAB confirmation)
Output: Effects Schematic-COM’s Intent & COM’s
guidance for COA development – WngO to
subordinates

Purpose: Understanding of problem, operations
environment/mission, development of COAs which one
will be selected
3a. Mission Analysis

Activities: CPOE brief- mission analysis (higher COM’s
mission/intent, implied/specified tasks, factor analysis,
CoGs, limitations, initial Risks/CCIRs/ DPs/ Assumptions,
COM’s initial intent, operational design)–MAB
Output: Ops design (operational framework – COM’s
intent) - SOR & COM’s guidance for COA development –
WngO & Operational Planning Guidance to Component
Commands
3b. COA Development
Activities: Develop own COAs – Analyze COAs –
Compare COAs - COA Decision Brief

STEP 3. Formulate Potential COAs

Develop own COAs:

STEP 4. Develop and Validate COAs

Activities: Analyze opposing COAs & factors influencing
COA development – Own COAs (IPG forms teams to
brainstorm possible COAs)/troops to action analysis
(required capabilities)
Output: COM’s guidance for COAs

Purpose: Detailed development of COAs validating
them against a number of criteria.
Activities: Develop COAs – risk management matrix,
HVTL, DSO, DSOM, Sync matrix for each COA –
validate COAs – Outbrief
Output: COM’s brief of validated COAs for direction

Analyze COAs

Purpose: COM’s focus on devising COAs to reach
successful outcome (COS break staff into teams to
examine different COAs)
Activities: Define successful outcome – generate
COAs – Consider deception/OPSEC
Output: COA Summary Sheet presented to the COM

Analyze/test COAs viability –
wargaming/results –
synchronize COAs
Output: Identification of advantages/disadvantages and
determination of key aspects for evaluation (DPs, DCs,
HVTL, risks, branches/sequels)

•

Phase 2. Appreciation of Operational Environment

•

Activities: Analysis higher COM’s intent/missionspecified/ implied tasks-factor analysis-CoG-limitationscapabilities shortfalls- risks/CCIRs/ DPs/ AssumptionsCOM’s intent-ops design -MAB
Output: Ops Design (tactical ops framework & COM’s
intent) – SOR - & COM’s guidance for COA development
– WngO to subordinates
3b. COA Development
Activities: Develop own COAs – Analyze COAs –
Compare COAs - COA DB

Develop own COAs:
Activities: Analyze opposing COAs & factors influencing
COA development – Own COAs (IPG forms teams to
brainstorm possible COAs)/troops to action analysis
(required capabilities)
Output: COM’s guidance for COAs
Analyze COAs:
Analyze/test COAs viability – risk evaluation –
wargaming/ results – synchronize COAs (Sync Matrix)
Output: Identification of advantages/ disadvantages for
each COA determination of key aspects for evaluation

Compare COAs:

STEP 5. COA Evaluation

Compare COAs:

Compare COAs by comparing advantages/disadvantages,
by comparing against opposing COAs, by selected criteria.
Output: Evaluation of COA enabling recommendation

Purpose: Evaluation of COA
Activities: Evaluate each COA against selected criteria
– Evaluate each COA by wargaming – Evaluate by OA
– Results of evaluation – Brief COM
Output: Brief the COM on the results of evaluation

Compare
COAs
by
comparing
advantages/
disadvantages, by comparing against opposing COAs, by
selected criteria.
Output: Evaluation of COA/recommendation

COA DB

STEP 6. COM’s Decision and Development of Plan

COA DB

Output: COA selection by COM & Operation Panning
Direction to Component Commands

Purpose: COA selection and development of plan
Activities: COA Decision Brief – Staff development of
plan – orders/rehearsals
Output: Tactical Plan

Output: COA selection by COM & WngO to subordinates

In summary, through comparing the COPD and the UK TE, the key points are as follows:
• There is no difference between the COPD and Step 1 of UK TE.
• Mission Analysis (Phase 3a of the COPD and Step 2 of UK TE) is conducted in the same
way (purpose/activities/output).
• The SOR is missing from Step 2 of UK TE (SOR is critical requirement in NATO
operations).
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In summary, through comparing the
COPD and the UK TE, the key points are
as follows:
There is no difference between the
COPD and Step 1 of UK TE.
• Mission Analysis (Phase 3a of the

COPD and Step 2 of UK TE) is
conducted in the same way (purpose/
activities/output).

• The SOR is missing from Step 2 of

UK TE (SOR is critical requirement in
NATO operations).

• The

overall
process
of
COA
development according to the COPD
(Phase 3B) encompasses 4 of the 6
steps of the UK TE (Steps 3-6). The
only difference lies in plan development
(in the COPD it takes place in Phase 4
while in the UK TE it is in Step 6, after
the COA DB and COM’s decision).

• The COPD, adapted to tactical level, is

conducted in the same way as the UK
TE (6 steps), though the first employs
a different approach focusing on the
contribution to the joint plan through the
execution of tactical activities.

Notwithstanding that the UK TE is
described as ‘tactical’, the TE 6 step
process is actually better suited to
operational planning as indicated within
the comparison, rather than tactical. This
is not due to its planning concepts but its
approach. Therefore, it could be argued
that the UK TE does not support Corps
level planning and should be adapted in
a similar way as the COPD in order to
fit the second level of tactical command,
the Corps

Lessons from CRP and use of
COPD for tactical planning
So what are the specific benefits of using
the adapted COPD bearing in mind the
comparison of the different planning
processes? Application of the adapted
COPD for the CRP period used for Ex AF
17 highlighted the following points:
• There is no extant NATO tactical

planning doctrine yet; however, the
work HQ ARRC has conducted in using
an adapted COPD process will support
NATO in developing tactical level
planning doctrine.

• Using the COPD at the tactical level

allows
collaborative,
convergent
planning for NATO operations (common
understanding/process and contributes
to interoperability).

• The COPD is endorsed by SHAPE and

aligned with NATO (tactical) decision
making doctrine (ATP-3.2, ATP-3.2.2).

• Commonality of planning processes

for different roles enables a smoother
transition from Corps HQ to Land
Component Command or Joint Task
Force and recognises HQ ARRC’s
readiness rotation program.

• There is no need for additional training

of staff by changing to another process
which may result in: time and cost,
frictions with Participating Nations (most
NATO member nations use COPD as
their planning tool or a national process
based on/aligned with the COPD).

Additional observations were made from
Corps level planning. The Corps level
planning is much more challenging and
demanding in terms of time and effort
required, especially for mission analysis
and COA development. Therefore, a
common knowledge of warfighting at
tactical level (Corps, Division, Brigade
tactics) is a crucial factor and a
prerequisite for the whole HQ. Planning
should be supported by a detailed,
‘tactical planning yardsticks’ book;

to the COPD, the terminology and the
overall approach does differ and would
be of little benefit to the multinational
staff within the HQ. Nevertheless the
use of an adapted planning process
increases the risk that planning staff
may be confused in its application. This
can only be assured through specific
staff training prior to taking on different
command roles. Of utmost importance
should always be the transfer of the
implementation of the direction of the
higher command. Thus freely quoted
from Clausewitz “Knowledge must be
transferred to skills”12 to be able to adapt
not only the process but also the skills to
use it accurately considering the level of
command.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Ole Stephan is currently a planning
officer in the G5 branch at HQ Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps.

There is no extant NATO tactical planning
doctrine yet; however, the work HQ ARRC has
conducted in using an adapted COPD process
will support NATO in developing tactical level
planning doctrine.
During the planning itself the importance
of Deception should always be taken
into consideration; a more detailed
Intelligence Preparation of Battlefield
(IPB), focussed on the tactical details
and needs such as the emphasis on
terrain (corridors, avenues of approach,
obstacles) and enemy (understanding
the enemy) is crucial; and finally it has
to be reiterated that the joint level HQ
owns the operations design and the
Corps contributes to the achievement of
OEs and DCs through tactical activities
in support of the LCC.

Conclusion
This article articulated whether the
COPD or the UK TE is the right tool
for planning at the Corps level. Within
a NATO HQ operating at all levels
(Corps, LCC and JTF) to maintain
genuine readiness; the adapted COPD
should be the number one choice as
a planning process. Even though the
UK TE is to a high degree congruent

12 Clausewitz, On War, Berlin 1832-1834, 2.Book, 2.Chapter
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SURVIVE TO COMMAND
AND INNOVATION
Lt Col Martin Bever (GBR-A)

In supporting the ISAF deployment, HQ ARRC has, for many years, been operating
in the counter insurgency environment. As new threats have emerged the likelihood
of undertaking operations against a technically matched enemy has increased. EX
ARRCADE FUSION 17 saw the ARRC returning to a warfighting focus, more familiar to
those who served in the headquarters in the mid to late 1990s.
Although the mission is similar,
advances in technology now enable the
Commander to command the Corps in
a very different manner. The traditional
approach of Commanding from a large
forward-deployed Main Headquarters
with a Rear Support Command sustaining
the Corps and a small “Tac” deployed to
a subordinate division as required was
regarded as inappropriate. The large
headquarters would be identifiable and
therefore relatively simple to target using
precision guided weapons.

Survive to Command
The Concept. The Commander was
clear: if we are to win we have to fight,
to fight we have to command and to
command we have to survive. This led
to a review of all staff functions and roles
within the Headquarters to determine
who needed to be co-located within
the Commander in a forward location.
The remainder would support the
Commander from Main Headquarters.
Main Headquarters. In a warfighting
environment the requirement for a Main
Headquarters to carry out the Operational
Staff Work (OSW) is clear. It is imperative
that this “engine room” be located in
as secure a location as possible and
under the cover of Theatre Ballistic
Missile Defence. As the photo above
demonstrates, it would be an easy target
to hit and therefore placing it out of easy
reach of the enemy would be prudent.
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ARRC Main Headquarters at Innsworth on ARRCADE FUSION 18

Forward Headquarters. It is also
evident that the Commander will still wish
to Command the Corps from the front,
engaging face-to-face with his Divisional
Commanders and conducting key leader
engagement as required. By being within
the environment he can fully understand
it. The Maps below provide an idea of
how the Forward Headquarters would
deploy. The distance of 150Km is
realistic and taken from the recent

EX ARRCADE FUSION 17 scenario.
The G3 requirement aims to provide
the commander with a light, mobile
command post using the environment
as cover. His decisions will be based on
his own observations reinforced by staff
work from Main Headquarters.

READY FOR TODAY – EVOLVING FOR TOMORROW

XXX
ARRC
Forward

150km

XXX
ARRC
Main

The place of Forward
Headquarters in the
Battlespace
Against this requirement to provide
the Commander with an effective and
resilient headquarters, it was decided
to experiment with 2 small Forward
Headquarters. Images of Forward
Headquarters on EX ARRCADE FUSION
17 built to this requirement are shown
below. The G3 requirement stated that
the headquarters must:
• Comprise no more than 30 key staff.
• Be able to use buildings of opportunity

to lower both visible and thermal
signatures.

• Have

a minimum physical
electromagnetic signature

and

• Plan on moving every 96 hours.

• Minimise the number of enablers.

• Location

• Always

should
eliminate
the
need to physically camouflage the
Headquarters.

have one of the two
headquarters active on the ground
enabling staff to support the commander
on a continuous basis.

Technical Deductions

The Forward Headquarter build on Ex ARRCADE
FUSION 17

The Forward Headquarters build on Ex ARRCADE
FUSION 17

The Headquarters should be as
unobtrusive as possible and the Size
Weight and Power (SWaP) of the
equipment should be minimised. The
use of commercial off the shelf (COTS)
equipment should be maximised,
although it is acknowledged that this
may not be as ruggedized as its military
equivalent.
ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
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The physical staff footprint will also be
minimised. The selection of buildings
of opportunity will help achieve this,
combined with a more austere level of
Real Life Support than is generally found
at a Corps-level Headquarters.
Easily identifiable electronic emissions
(eg military SATCOM and signature
radio systems) should be minimised as
they will enable a sophisticated enemy to
scan the Electromagnetic Spectrum and
locate the Headquarters. Although no
attempt will be made to camouflage the
Headquarters build, it is intended that it
should blend into its surroundings.
As much of the OSW will be carried out
in Main Headquarters, the requirement
for services for the Forward Staff should
be reduced to the bare minimum to
allow them to have enough situational
awareness to make decisions.
To ensure that the Forward Headquarters
is effective as soon after activation
as possible, staff must have instant
access to services on arrival in the new
location. In addition, there should be no
change to E-Mail addresses as a result
of the change of location as this will be
detrimental to the staff tempo.

Innovation to deliver the
Forward Concept

MNE 1

MAIN

Splitting the Magpie1 node. A
Magpie small node is equipped with
a double server stack for resilience.
The node was split and each Forward
Headquarters was provided with one
server stack. Although this approach
reduced resilience, it enabled one
node to support 2 separate points of
presence. Consequently users could
access the limited services they
required from either location.
The portable E-Mail solution. The
split node concept did not enable
seamless access to E-Mails. The
limitation on bandwidth would not
allow Microsoft Exchange servers to
update over the network in a timely
manner. It was therefore decided
that the Forward staff would have
one Exchange server loaded onto
a portable server laptop and they
would each be used with “thick client”
laptops on which their personal
mailbox would be stored. Other
services such as LYNC, JOCWATCH
and JCHAT were hosted elsewhere
and “long line” accessed by the Staff
over the network.
In order for the above solutions
to work effectively, the following
Change of Location procedure was
implemented:

MNE 2
SHAREPOINT

LYNC
JOCWATCH
JCHAT

Step 1 – The Activation party
formally activate the new
Forward Headquarters2.
Step 2 – Forward staff close
down their “thick client”
machines in the old Forward
Headquarters.
Step 3 – Signal Staff close
down the GETAC server
laptop hosting the Exchange
server in the old Forward
Headquarters.

518

518
FORWARD 1

GETAC
LAPTOP

STAFF CARRYING THICK CLIENT MACHINES

ARRC Forward Change of Location procedure

INNOVATION ACTIVITY 1.
The requirement to deliver the services
to the Forward Headquarters staff
immediately on their arrival in the new
location whilst minimising the amount
of CIS equipment proved to be an
interesting challenge both technically
and procedurally. It was successfully
achieved as follows:

FORWARD 2

Step 4 – Both Forward
Staff (carrying “thick client”
machines) and Signal Staff
(carrying the GETAC laptop)
move to the new Forward
location.

INNOVATION ACTIVITY 2.
As a result of innovation carried out in
support of an operation the extension
of FALCON using the internet as a
bearer was accredited. This presented
the opportunity to replace SATCOM
with commercial 4G at the Forward
Headquarters location. This would
significantly
reduce
the
physical
and electromagnetic footprint of the
Headquarters in line with G3 direction. It
would also reduce both costs and overreliance on satellite communications
(SATCOM). Although there are risks
when relying on locally provided 4G it
should remain an option and it can be
one of several bearers available to the
Forward Headquarters to deploy in a way
appropriate to local security conditions
and the operational environment

Conclusions and Future Work
The further development of the Forward
Headquarters will depend upon a better
understanding of how the staff interact
both within the build and with Main
Headquarters. This is the subject of the
Forward Headquarters Study currently
being led by Operational Analysis Branch
with the support of G6. The innovation
work carried out during ARRCADE
FUSION 17 will now be extended to
cover LIFI3 and secure WIFI which
will further reduce the Headquarters
infrastructure requirement and therefore
reduce the time taken to set up the
build; and further improve operational
security. There is also work to be done
on better understanding the signatures
of equipment and the consequent threats
to electromagnetic detection.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Martin Bever (GBR-A) is currently
SO1 Capability Development in the G6
Branch at HQ Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps.

Step 5 – On arrival in the
new Forward location the
GETAC laptop is booted up
and Forward staff activate
their laptops taking around
20 minutes to download
traffic generated whilst in
transit.

1 UK Operational level System.
2 The Activation party consists of SO2 G3 Systems and a small team. During the change of location their role is to arrive in the new location and confirm access to “long lined” services.
3 Wireless optical networking technology which uses light bulbs for data transmission.
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EX ARRCADE BUGLE – LESSONS
IN CORPS WARFIGHTING FROM
THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE
Lt Col Scott Morrison (CAN-A)

Staff Rides, or Battle Field Tours as they are more commonly referred to, are an essential
part of military education. They enable students to understand the lessons from previous
conflicts and consider their relevance to modern operations. The Battle of the Bulge
offers an ideal subject to look at the challenges of conducting Corps Warfighting in a high
intensity conflict.
military operations in the 21st century.
Supported by Dr Guy Finch, a military
historian, participants looked at both
German and Allied planning and
execution in order to understand the
thinking behind the plans, and compare
how one would plan and fight a similar
operation today.

View of River Meuse at La Roche en Ardennes (Day 2)

In late 1944 and early 1945 ‘Operation
Wacht am Rhein’ was Hitler’s last
attempt to interdict the Allied build-up
of forces on Continental Europe and
to regain the initiative. The intent was
for the German army to break through
the US lines in the Ardennes, cross the
River Meuse and take Antwerp; thereby
cutting the Allied forces in two. To Hitler,
this was achievable based on Germany’s
experiences at the start of WWII, but
was, in reality, doomed to failure from the
outset.
Despite this flawed thinking, the ability
of the Germans to concentrate over
two hundred thousand men and about

fourteen hundred tanks and assault guns
has to be one of the greatest feats of
military organisation of the entire war.
Equally impressive was the fact that
they did so under the noses of the Allies.
The Americans, in particular, were quite
unaware of the build-up in the Eifel;
opposite the weakest sector of their front.
Over a five-day period, Staff Officers
from HQ ARRC conducted a visit to the
Ardennes Region to study the battlefields
of the operation; better known as the
Battle of the Bulge. The trip formed
part of the ARRC’s recalibration work to
understand and develop processes and
procedures for the conduct of large scale

The exercise began three weeks
prior to the trip with a short academic
presentation on the Strategic and
Operational background leading up to
the late part of 1945. This focused on
the German key personnel and their
thinking, as well as a consideration
of Allied officers, and why they had
not anticipated such an operation.
It was important to understand the
background leading up to the Operation
and understand the strategic issues
surrounding not only the decision by
Hitler to undertake such an offensive and
the secrecy with its planning and build
up, but also why the Allies misinterpreted
what they were facing in the Ardennes.
An important part of ‘Mission Command’
is an understanding of the higher level
thinking in terms of main effort and
end state, and since our study was at
the Corps level, understanding Army/
Theatre aspects was a necessity.
The week itself started with a visit to the
Henri-Chappelle American cemetery.
This was the first of three cemeteries
visited during the trip, the other two
ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
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Sherman Tank in Bastogne city centre

being the Recogne German cemetery
near Bastogne and the commonwealth
cemetery in Hotton. As well as the
historical aspects, short remembrance
ceremonies were held at each. Paying
respects to the fallen is an extremely
important aspect of any staff ride; it allows

SIEGFRIED Line near Hollorath (Day 1)

the participants time to reflect on the
sacrifices made by the men and women
of many Nationalities, but also to hoist
aboard the concept that the planning of
tactical land actions has consequences
for those who have to execute the plans.
Additionally, the participants learned
some of the historical and cultural
aspects and theory behind the layout and
design of cemeteries from the various
countries involved.
Day two saw the study begin in earnest,
beginning with an overview of the Eifel
region, near Hollerath in Germany,
where the participants were able to view
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the terrain in which the Germans built up
their forces. Following this, participants
move on to the Elsenborn Ridge and
considered the importance of the Allies
successful defence of this vital ground;
forcing the Germans to significantly
change their planned Scheme of
Manouevre
(SOM);
before finishing in Spa
outside Hotel Britanique,
which had been used
by General Hodges’
HQ 1st US Army. The
main themes considered
during the day included
the importance of Joint
Fires, the Sustainment of
the force, considerations
of how the modern
Law of Armed Conflict
might have changed
aspects of the planning and conduct of
the operation, and the role played by
Command and Leadership on both sides.
With the generational improvements in
technologies and the vast sophistication
of
Intelligence
Surveillance
and
Reconnaissance
(ISR)
capabilities,
namely satellite imagery and unmanned
Aerial vehicles (UAVs), it was concluded
that it would have been impossible for
the Germans to have kept their build-up
a secret today. Along those same lines,
in today’s congested battlespace it is
extremely important to synchronise and
de-conflict effects (lethal and non-lethal),

and it was useful for a comparison of
the use of long range fires during WWII
to today’s firepower, and the modern
day targeting process. A discussion on
the German build-up and a look at the
required sustainment challenges (fuel
in particular) demonstrated some of the
risks Hitler accepted and the attempts to
mitigate those risks during the operation.
In a multinational environment as today,
risk acceptance becomes more and more
of a challenge for a Corps Commander,
but without risk taking, our own actions
will be very much more predictable.
Day three focussed on the tactical
actions of the battle and included
visits to battlefields at Stavelot, La
Gleize, Houffalize and Noville, south of
Bastogne. Even today, just travelling
between the various locations provided
incredible insight into the difficulties
faced by both the attacking Germans
and the defending Allies. The topics
considered included the challenges of
manoeuvre, the conduct of Obstacle
and River Crossings, management of
the battlespace and the coordination of
Division activities, and the role of risk
management. All were compared to
the planning of our warfighting exercise
ARRCADE FUSION 17 later that year.
It was important to discuss coordination
of Division activities as HQ ARRC is
in the midst of a Corps recalibration,
after several years of operating at the
Operational/ Joint level. In terms of
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Coffee break near Holorath (Day 1)

supported logistically by air drops, and
a clear example of how locals and the
military force protecting an area can
complement each other’s actions on the
battlefield. On the other hand, collateral
damage will play a decisive role in today’s
The impact of war on the local population
Corps Commander’s decisions as to
may not have been a major consideration
where and how to fight the battle. The
participants were able to
visit ‘Bois Jacques’ which
was the actual location
of ‘Easy Company’ from
the hit series Band of
Brothers. There are still
remnants of the original
defensive
positions
(trenches)
which
provided an outstanding
vantage point to discuss
not only defence, but
effects of terrain on both
Col Fletcher summarizing the participants’ discussion in Bastogne
offensive and defensive
operations. The participants were also
during the conduct of the battle itself, but
able to spend some time at the Bastogne
now is extremely important during modern
War Museum which was an interactive
military planning. The participants visited
display allowing for additional learning.
the ‘December 44’ museum in La Gleize
Throughout the programme, Dr Finch
which included a video with unique
supported the learning by providing
footage from captured German combat
an historical context and insight into
cameras. This along with the Tiger tank
in front of the museum, and a short talk
be the museum’s curator, demonstrated
the negative and long lasting impacts of
war on the civilian population; a reminder
of why it is now a planning consideration
in the contemporary planning process.

the battle in terms of time, terrain and
importance. This was followed by short
presentations by the participants, a
question and answer session, and
concluded with amplifying thoughts on
both the historical aspects, and lessons
that could be brought forward to the
contemporary operating environment;
and had a very positive impact on the
participants visualising warfighting and
the related challenges at Corps level
on the way to ARRCADE FUSION 17.
This important HQ ARRC battlefield tour
of the ‘Battle of the Bulge’ provided an
extremely useful learning environment
from which to reflect on tactics and
doctrine from late 1944, and consider
how they have either changed over time
or stayed the same. This type of analysis

Obstacle crossing, there has not been
much if any change in doctrine on how
to cross a defended obstacle; indeed this
tactical action is factored into all major
exercises today.

Information panel near Bastogne

and discussion on an actual battlefield
is a superb learning opportunity in
peacetime.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Scott Morrison is currently
Battlespace Manager in the G3 branch
at HQ Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.

American monument outside Bastogne War Museum

Following an overnight stop in Bastogne,
day four consisted of visits in and
around the town; with discussion topics
including Medical support, Civil Military
Cooperation (CIMIC) operations, Air/
Land Integration and working with Allies.
Bastogne was a city that the Allies
(US VIII Corps) held during this entire
offensive, although it was reinforced with
both the US 82nd and 101st Airborne
Divisions. The desperate defence was
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ENABLING THE COMMANDER’S
FREEDOM OF MANOEUVRE
(OR NOT)!
Lt Col Brian Tritten (US-A), Maj Daniel Lyons (GBR-A) and Maj George McCrea (GBR-A)

The NATO Force Structure has two critical engineering capability gaps. The first is a
lack of wide wet gap crossing capability –an issue created by national neglect of military
bridging equipment maintenance/upgrade, a reduction in quantity of bridging assets and
a lack of training during a period of persistent war on an insurgency. The second is a lack
of explosive barrier capability – caused by political challenges and a reduced appetite for
the risk; the employment of land mines in particular.
During WWII, in the Italian Campaign
alone, Allied forces constructed 2,832
Bailey type bridges and 120 floating
bridges; the longest of which spanned
343 meters. Today, as we study and
prepare for a potential conflict in the
Baltics, we are forced to the realization
that the Military Engineering (MILENG)
community may not be able to provide
the necessary mobility support to our
manoeuvre brothers and sisters to
attack and win in a land conflict due to
a lack of capable bridging assets within
NATO.While technology has adapted
to changing battlefield threats, these
changes have created unaddressed
implications elsewhere in the force.
e.g. better armour has been developed,
making several vehicles outweigh their
national bridging assets’ capabilities,
and creating an issue that cannot be
overcome without change and adaptation.
Our ability to fight and win against a near
peer adversary will require manoeuvre
as well as protection, so critical thought
must go into the development of alliance
‘wide wet gap’ crossing plans; backed
by procurement investment to ensure
NATO bridging capabilities can meet the
requirements of the forces to cross.

Wet Gap Crossings
In 2004, NATO’s Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps was assigned the 29 Multinational
Engineer Brigade (29MEB). This HQ
element was designed to operate in
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AT2 anti-tank scatterable mines

a similar way to how 8 (UK) Engineer
Brigade HQ provides a staff element for
the command and control of Corps level
engineer troops today. Chief ECMI with
HQ ARRC served as the commander of
these force elements, and 29 MEB was
a permanent force structure comprised
of 5 Engineer Regiments/Battalions
(2xUK, 1xIT, 1 POL, and 1xNLD) and an
EOD Regiment. The Polish, Dutch, and
Italian engineer units remained under
their national framework until called
upon for an operation, while the UK
units, comprised mainly of reservists,
were held at a high state of readiness.
The only organic wide wet gap crossing
capability within 29MEB came from
the Polish Battalion; two bridges of up
to 200m in width. The other units only
possessed Medium Girder Bridge (MGB)
and Logistic Support Bridge (LSB) limited
capabilities.

Today, 29MEB no longer exists, and
NATO engineer troops are force
generated through the NATO Readiness
Action Plan process. For ARRCADE
FUSION 17 (AF17), a Corps Warfighting
CPX situated in the Sulwaki Gap, the
ARRC created a multinational force
structure of three battalions (Dutch,
Italian, and Polish) under a Corps
Engineer Troops Brigade HQ. This
structure was developed with bridging
in mind to maximise our limited NATO
capability. Compared to the 29MEB, the
AF17-generated brigade had several
more bridging assets by design but still
remained limited in their ability to support
continuous operations. In total, the corps
engineer brigade units in AF17 could only
emplace a maximum of eight floating
bridges over wide wet gaps of less than
131 meters. No one bridge system alone
today can cross that 343 meter span that
was encountered in Italy.
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The conclusion was that “in general,
considering political challenges more
than operational requirements, Nations
are reluctant to deliver a clearance in
the use of AT/AV mines.” It is going to
take a shift in cultural attitude across
NATO nations to one of “understanding”
the importance of the explosive barrier
capability in order to get us moving
in the necessary direction of new
developments. Right now, only 11 of
the NATO nations report even having
a future mine program. Smart mines,
system interoperability, man-in-the-loop,
and many other concepts will not be able
to take hold and come to fruition without
acceptance that this is a necessity in
fighting a near peer, or peer adversary.

Conclusion
GMLRS System capable of firing AT2 anti-tank scatterable mines

To put things into further perspective,
the approximately 400km stretch of
terrain from Warsaw, Poland to Kaunus,
Lithuania on the E67 transits through
6 towns/villages encountering 7 rail
crossings, 22 powerlines, 29 major
junctions, 1,454 road crossings, and 229
river crossings varying in width. Four of
these rivers would require Corps/Division
level crossings effectively expending all
of our assets even to reach the Suwalki
gap.

Explosive Barrier Capabilities
In 1997 the Ottawa Convention, officially
titled The Convention on the Prohibition
of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and
Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and
Their Destruction, was adopted; entering
into force on 1 March 1999. The aim of
the Ottawa Convention is to eliminate
stocks of anti-personnel mines and
prevent their use throughout the globe.
162 states are party to the treaty and
as of today, 28 of the 29 NATO nations
have signed; with
the United States
agreeing to not use
AP mines outside of
the Korean peninsula.
Political
pressures
from advocacy groups,
and a seemingly high
level of risk aversion
to anything related to
mines (AP or AT) has
led the majority of the
NATO nations to allow
their explosive barrier
capability to atrophy.
Policy
changes,
operational challenges
and equipment shelf

life to name a few, continue to contribute
to a lack of both availability and
understanding of the use of explosive
barriers on the battlefield.
The current Ukraine conflict provides
several recent examples of how the use of
scatterable mines and explosive barriers
can be employed to deny an adversary
freedom of manoeuvre to gain a decisive
advantage; and the importance of this
capability. The problem facing NATO
is an insufficient supply of the policycompliant explosive barriers needed to
shape the manoeuvre and movement
of a near-peer adversary, or to deny
them the use of key terrain. Currently,
only four NATO nations declare having a
fully deployable scatterable AT/AV mine
capability. Five further nations report
they have some capability, but cannot
accurately detail it.
The MILENG seminar MATACAN 2016
in Spain took a detailed look at Mine
Warfare and Barrier Systems in MJO+.

In any future major military conflict
against a near-peer adversary, NATO’s
ability to conduct multiple, simultaneous
wide wet gap crossings, and to create
policy-compliant explosive barriers, will
be critical to mission success. Closing
these gaps must become an increased
priority, intellectually within the MILENG
community, and financially within
national defence budgets.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Lt Col Brian Tritten is currently SO1
Engineer Plans in the Engineer and Civil
Military Interaction branch at HQ Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps
Maj Daniel Lyons is currently SO2 EOD
and Search in the Engineer and Civil
Military Interaction branch at HQ Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps
Maj George McCrea is currently SO2
Geo Plans in the Engineer and Civil
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Ribbon bridging placed over the Sava River in
Bosnia, 1995. This was an unopposed crossing.
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DELIVERING CORPS DEEP FIRES
IN A HIGH TEMPO MULTINATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT
Lt Col Tim Iddon (GBR-A)

Deep Fires within the land environment has been a hot topic since the re-emergence
of the Division and Corps to pre-eminence in the warfighting order of battle (ORBAT).
It is an emotive subject generating strong opinions from numerous interested parties
and subject matter experts (SME). The complexity of the environment, the ever-changing
character of conflict and the evolutionary cunning of potential foes, necessitate a
constant re-evaluation of doctrine to ensure its relevance (especially in light of the
continuing emergence of full-spectrum, multi domain weaponry and its gradual seepage
down to the tactical level).
Fig 1 In short, what constitutes the Deep Battle

and the corresponding way in which Deep
Fires are delivered will remain to some
extent in a state of flux, requiring an agile
and open approach by Staff Officers. The

following quote from Maj Roy Sevalia’s
(3rd US Army) article Fighting Deep with
Joint Fires, will set the scene and help
frame this article firmly within a highintensity war fighting scenario.

Corps Deep Battlespace
Corps
Left Bdry

XXX

Corps Deep Fires
Plan, Refine and Execute
IADS
En Reserve

IADS

Log Node

Div HQ
Avn

the Close

XX

FSCL

TBM
MBRLs

XXX

Corps AMA or ARA primary and alternative
HIMARS or MLRS
AH

Figure 1
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support

Corps Right
Bdry

Div Fwd Bdry
Corps CFL

Corps Fires

Corps Fires
Support the
Rear

XX

FLOT

‘It is imperative that we strike fast,
deep and often to dictate our will upon
the enemy. We must own the enemy
decision cycle by attacking him
through the depth of the battlefield
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with Fig
all 2joint and coalition fires
available. Deep fires is the collective
and coordinated use of indirect fire,
armed aircraft, and other lethal and
non-lethal means in support of the
commander’s battle plan that give us
the competitive edge to dominate the
air, land and sea.’

Setting the Parameters
This short and unclassified look at
delivering Corps Deep Fires will be limited
to the involvement of Aviation (Avn) and
Surface to Surface (S2S) fires available
within Corps Troops. It is beyond the
scope of the article to discuss Air,
Electronic Warfare (EW) or Information
Operations (IO), except in passing
comment where their involvement is
intrinsically linked to the delivery of Avn
and S2S fires. The article will firstly
define, in simple terms, a number of key
assumptions the author has devised to
frame the context in which the article
is set. It will then discuss the planning
and targeting process used to assist
decision-making before concentrating
on the delivery of Deep Fires (including
the role of Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) and the rules
that govern fires) before briefly looking
forward to what’s next.

Assumptions
a. C
 orps Deep Battlespace (fig 1): An
area reaching forward of the Corps
left and right boundary; starting no
further forward than the planning
range of AS90 approximately 15 km
beyond the Forward Line of Own
Troops (FLOT) and indicated by the
Corps Co-ordinated Fire Line (CFL)
– and ending no further forward than
280 km beyond the FLOT; indicated
by the Fire Support Co-ordination
Line (FSCL).
b.	
Integrated: Combining Air, Avn,
S2S fires, ISR and other resources
(Lethal and Non-Lethal) to achieve
concentrated,
massed
fires
throughout the Corps Battlespace is
essential.
c. H
 igh Tempo: Conducting fires in
a NATO Article 5, high intensity
warfighting scenario, against a peer
or peer plus enemy should be the
planning assumption.
d. Multinational: Using a combination
of fires assets from the 29 members
of NATO additional partnering
nations taking part in an operation is
inevitable.

Figure 2

The Corps Targeting Cycle
(Decide, Detect, Deliver, and
Assess (D3A))
The key to effective deep fires is accurate,
timely intelligence that can be translated
into targeting data for execution by the
full range of fires assets available to
the Commander and having a robust,
multinational, interoperable, Command
Control Communication Computers and
Information (C4I) structure to support it.
Within HQ ARRC’s Joint Fires and
Influence Branch (JFIB) the Joint Fires
team (consisting of ACOS Joint Fires,
Joint Fires Current Operations (JF Ops),
Joint Fires Plans (JF Plans) and Joint
Fires Targets (JF Tgts)) are responsible
for the nominating, planning, refining

and the execution of integrated and
synchronised deep strikes on legitimate
enemy High Priority Targets1 (HPT).
These sub teams however, do not work
in isolation. They are intrinsically linked,
effectively working as one entity to
deliver Deep Fires on time and on target.
JF Tgts works closely with G2 and other
branch leads to analyse the enemy’s
Centre of Gravity (COG), tactics and
laydown and in conjunction with the
results of the Intelligence Preparation
of the Environment, to plan targets out
to 96 hrs using the D3A cycle (fig 2). JF
Plans work with G5 and G35 to inform
Corps planning and the refinement of
resulting Courses of Action (COA). They
synchronise fires and fires resources
with the manoeuvre plan at every stage.

1   HPT:   Targets, the loss of which would significantly contribute to the success of the commander’s mission.
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These links formed by JF Plans with G5/
G35 allow the JF Plans team to perform
a key role in informing and influencing
the activity of the Target Working Group
(TWG) and subsequent Targeting
Board (TB), where the submission or
refinement of targets for approval takes
place in the context of Plan (96 hrs),
Refine (72-48 hrs) and Execute (24 hrs).
The output of the TB is a Commander
approved, prioritised and synchronised
Target Engagement Plan (TEP) (fig 3),
a target nominations list for submission
to higher HQ and an Attack Guidance
Matrix (AGM)2 (fig 4). The TEP and
AGM allow anyone delegated with the
Commander’s authority to strike the
targets listed without further reference
to the Target Engagement Authority
Fig 3

The TWG and Fires Working Group3
(FWG) were combined prior to Ex
ARRCADE CHARGER 17 (AC17) to
reduce the number of JFIB meetings and
streamline the decision-making process.
This new approach was working
well having been refined and tested
throughout Ex ARRCADE FUSION 17
(AF17) and will be further studied on
Ex DYNAMIC FRONT 18 (DF18). The
intuitive, easy to understand targeting
priorities displayed in the TWG (listed
by unit) have been further developed

TAI

TARGET

UNIT

TAI 06
TAI 06
TAI 06
TAI 06
TAI 06
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11
TAI 11

0600

0800

1000

1200

1400

TAI 06
TAI 06

TAI 06

Figure 3

(TEA); as long as the targets remain
valid, are within the rules laid down in
the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) and
Rules of Engagement (ROE), and are
still within the TEA’s delegated authority
or constitute a combat engagement or
an engagement in self-defence (e.g.
counter fires). Prior to the execute stage,
the TEP and AGM will be passed to JF
Ops and the Field Artillery Brigade (FAB)
allocated to the Corps (via the Corps
Artillery Headquarters) for execution. The
TEP will link together Weapons, Targets,
Target Areas of Interest (TAI) and ISR

are at times, challenging to achieve.
They depend on a number of variables
including the availability of suitable
collection, strike and support assets.
If all goes well the effect of deep fires
will be to shape4 the battlespace in line
with the Commander’s plan and set the
conditions for the delivery of the decisive
action5. The types of targets appropriate
for striking by deep fires will vary
depending on the phase of the operation
but will invariably be considered as HPTs
(linked to effects and objectives). These
HPTs may include enemy reserves, 2nd
echelon forces, command and control
(C2) nodes and key equipment such as
air defence assets, artillery, engineer
equipment and aviation.

The allocation of a FAB and
a Combat Aviation Brigade
(CAB) into the ARRC
ORBAT, under Corps Troops,
PARENT UNIT
GRID / LOC
DELIVERY ASSET
ENGAGE TIMINGS
adds the firepower required
to combat a peer/near-peer
enemy. It allows the Corps
to shape the battlespace
out to approximately 280
km beyond the FLOT.
However, with the inclusion
of this firepower comes the
requirement for detailed
planning by G5 (beyond 96
hrs), G35 (24-96 hrs) and G3
Ops (for dynamic targets out
to 24 hrs) planning teams,
and for a robust C4I structure
G+154/ ATO: FX
that enables the sensor to
1600
1800
2000
2200
0000
0200
0400
0600
shooter links. Depending on
TAI 11
TAI 11
the operation and subsequent
ARRC ORBAT, 1 (UK)
TAI 11
Artillery Brigade or a US FAB
TAI 11
are likely to form the Corps
Artillery HQ (CAHQ) with a
TAI 11
TAI 11
Tactical (TAC) HQ attached to
HQ ARRC to control the FAB
(or FABs if more than one) S2S assets
and execute the S2S TEP. Similarly, the
by JF Tgts for use by JF Ops during
CAB would also supply a TAC HQ to HQ
the execution phase. These linked
ARRC, providing SMEs and conducting
documents display clear fires priorities
Avn planning (to include Hasty and Preand the Target Selection Standards
planned Deep Strikes). Ex DYNAMIC
(TSS) required to be met before a strike
FRONT II in Feb-Mar 17 saw JFIB
takes place (simplifying the decisiontake the first steps in establishing this
making process and the execution of
concept, with AC17 taking the process
fires).
a stage further. It was exercised fully on
The Delivery of Deep Fires
AF17 and will be during DF18. For the
Corps Deep fires to be truly effective
The requirements placed upon Deep
however, they must be integrated and
Fires in terms of effects are easy to
synchronised with manoeuvre. To
articulate but the desired outcomes

Target Engagement Plan

TAI 06

DAY
TIME
ISR Asset

in time and space. The AGM will act as
an engagement authority for JF Ops to
engage listed targets without further
reference as long as the conditions set in
the AGM are met.

ATO: JK

2   AGM:   Provides detail on specific HPT’s, when and how they should be attacked and any attack restrictions. It allocates assets to targets and, in so doing, facilitates future tactical and
logistic planning.
3   FWG: Its main purpose is allow liaise with all Jt Fires and Influence staff to consider lethal and non-lethal activity within the 24-96 hour time horizon, to detail the Target Engagement Plan
(TEP) and confirm ASRs iot inform the HQ’s Daily Activity Synchronisation Working Group (DASWG).  
4 Shape: Cause to conform to a particular form or pattern.
5 Decisive action: An action which results in the defeat of the enemy.
6 NTISR example: Air and Avn on task other than in an ISR role.
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Fig 4

ARRC ATTACK GUIDANCE MATRIX (AGM)
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achieve this requires practice and a
great deal of teamwork, involving Staff
from all Branches. The use of Avn to
conduct Deep Strikes adds real value in
an operation where resources such as
Air, EW and ISR are limited but it also
carries high risks where the A2AD threat
remains. Avn adds flexibility and a unique
solution to the normal targeting issues
accompanying the use of S2S fires.
Avn can find, fix and strike the enemy
(hard and fast), destroying hard and soft
targets while simultaneously passing
targeting data for strikes by Air and S2S
assets such as GMLRS and ATACMS.
Avn can also provide Battle Damage
Assessments (BDA) to inform the
intelligence process and the requirement
for re-attack. Using Avn has its risks
however, and the enemy has a vote. The
myriad of enemy Air Defence systems
spread throughout the battlespace have
to be bypassed, suppressed, neutralised
or destroyed to allow Avn freedom of
action and maintain crew and air frame
survivability. Hence the intricate planning
for such operations will invariably include
the requirement for an integrated Air,
Avn, S2S and EW package to support
an Avn deep strike. S2S engagements
where air superiority is not guaranteed
are no less complicated as they rely on
ISR assets (air and ground) to find, fix
and communicate accurate target coordinates to the firing platform.

ISR
Organic ISR available to the Corps is
scarce and limited to those assets that

are packaged with Corps Troops (this
may include Radars (US Q series) and
UAVs (MQ-1 and RQ-7)). Additional ISR
will be bid for by the Corps ISR manager
and HQ ARRC’s requests will compete
with other formation requests for
resources. ISR support to targeting and
the TEP therefore cannot be guaranteed
and
innovative
backup
solutions
including the use of Non Traditional ISR6
(NTISR) must be considered. Unless
it is accepted that some engagements
will take place unobserved, ISR in
all its forms, will be key in ensuring
successful S2S engagements, limiting
avoidable collateral damage, preserving
ammunition and providing BDA.

Rules Governing Fires
LOAC, ROE and the NATO equivalent
of the UK Targeting Directive together
with standing conventions such as the
Convention on Cluster Munitions and the
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Treaty, provide
the rules which govern the way war is
conducted. They place both freedoms
and constraints on opposing forces but
not always in equal measure. As an
example, the Convention on Cluster
Munitions which applies to many NATO
countries may not apply to an opposing
force. In this case the convention restricts
the options available to HQ ARRC
when countering armoured formations.
Conversely, an advisory may have
the choice of using cluster munitions
(Dual-Purpose Improved Conventional
Munition (DPICM)) such as those used
most effectively in Ukraine in 2014.

Looking Forward
HQ
ARRC’s
Corps
recalibration
programme is gathering pace and is
creatively linked to a multitude of training
events and Conceptual Development
and Experimentation activities leading
into 2018 and beyond. AF17 and external
training support tasks such as Ex IRON
RESOLVE and Ex PEGASUS CLAW will
assist in furthering the HQs considerable
understanding and development of
their Corps warfighting role. For JFIB
and elements of the wider HQ, DF18’s
multinational, lethal fires-focused training
event will further enhance an already
enviable capability; while planned study
periods and Ex ARRCADE THOR will
consolidate lessons learned. Other areas
of development moving forward include
the USAREUR sponsored Theatre
Surface Fires Command (TSFC) and
the seeking out of new fires affiliations
to enhance HQ ARRC’s offensive and
defensive capabilities.

Application of Corps Deep
Fires at the ARRC
The integration of a CAB and FAB
within Corps Troops facilitates the
synchronisation of Air, EW, IO and ISR
of all types. The resulting effects unlock
the battlespace for the Commander and
provide him the freedom to manoeuvre; it
also denies the enemy the same freedom,
keeping him off balance and paralysed
to act. As the planned activities listed
above unfold (AF17, DF18), the Jt Fires
Staff grow in confidence, experience and
capability (illustrated by the flexible and
innovative approach taken to streamline
the D3A process). Furthermore, their
thorough understanding of TEAs and the
application of ROE should further reduce
engagement times. The formation of a
comprehensive TSFC will add a welcome
and significant capability. When coupled
with Corps troops it will increase the
lethality of S2S Fires within the European
theatre when it reaches Full Operating
Capability in 2025.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Tim Iddon is currently SO1 Fires
Co-Ord Current Ops in the Joint Fires
and Influence Branch at HQ Allied rapid
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AIR C2 CHALLENGES
IN CORPS WARFIGHTING
Gp Capt Chris Mullen (GBR-AF)

As the ARRC continues on its path to Corps Recalibration - beginning with the C2 and
Close Battle on ARRCADE FUSION 17 (AF17) and refocusing on the Corps Deep Battle
for the first half of 2018 - it has become clear that there is a need to address the delivery
of Air-Land Integration (ALI); including the functionality required at the Corps level and
more importantly, the Air C2 construct that will enable the requisite authorities and
permissions to support the desired integration of effects. This short article describes
the current C2 model, why the potential to operate as a Corps in a Major Joint Operation
(MJO) against a near-peer enemy has driven the need for review, and the activity
underway to present potential options for HQ AIRCOM and NATO.
Current NATO ALI Model
The current ALI model used by NATO is
enabled through permanently embedded
Air Operations Coordination Cells
(AOCCs) within the 9 High Readiness
Force (Land) (HRF(L)) HQs; they are
tasked with providing air advice to the
Corps Commander whilst supporting
the Corps Plan, Refine and Execute
activity on behalf of HQ AIRCOM and the
nominated Air Component Commander
in the event of Operations. The AOCCs
are further supported by additional air
liaison or coordination elements from
the nominated Air Component should
the Corps be required to act as the Land
Component Command (LCC or Joint Task
Force HQ (JTFHQ) as part of the Long
Term Rotation Plan. Recent experience
on Exs TRIDENT JUNCTURE 16 and
AF17 has demonstrated that providing
support to the plan and refine functions
is an achievable task, especially given
the permanent nature of the AOCC
within the Corps. However, delivery
of an execute function presents a
fundamentally
different
challenge.
Situated within the OPCEN, the AOCC
would be required to enable the
apportionment of aircraft assigned to Air
Power Contribution to Land Operations
(ACPLO) tasks, service immediate
requests for additional air support and
manage the airspace requirements in a

potentially dynamic scenario. All of this
activity requires direct communication to
the Joint Force Air Component (JFAC)
and any Joint Tactical Air Controllers
(JTACs) supporting the Divisions and
Brigades. However, a differing equipment
provision and manning structure across
the 9 AOCCs has led to a the default
‘procedural’ position whereby the AOCC
staff enable the dynamic control of
aircraft and airspace but rely upon the
JFAC to execute the task via airborne
or ground-based Command and Control
assets.

Changing Requirement
Whilst a purely procedural approach has
proved to be effective in a low intensity
and relatively permissive environment,
where we are able to retain control of

Air C2 in Corps Warfighting

1	COD; functional area of JFAC that enables the execute function.
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the air and aircraft can be handed over
to JTACs in order to support the land
forces, it is judged to be overly restrictive
and time consuming should the tempo
and complexity increase. Indeed, as Ex
AF17 demonstrated, the enemy threat,
complexity, contested environment and
competition for resources presented
by an MJO will require a more flexible
approach. Furthermore, if faced with a
near-peer enemy, it will be imperative that
we are able to maximise our operational
effectiveness through careful integration
of our fires, aviation and air resources
during planned and dynamic activity. In
such a scenario, procedural deconfliction,
through time and/or space may prove to
be counter-productive and limit the utility
of our capabilities. Therefore, there is
a clear requirement for Air personnel in
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The Plan…

Air C2 in Corps Warfighting

the OPCEN with the delegated authority,
training and resources to dynamically
control air assets and airspace that
have been allocated to the Corps/LCC;
in effect a Combat Ops Directorate1
capability ‘forward’.
Ex AF17 also highlighted the need to
prioritise scarce assets in response
to additional requests for air support
from multiple Divisions in a high
tempo situation. Such activity must be
informed by the Corps Commander’s
priorities, driving the requirement for the
designated Air C2 entity to be collocated
with the Corps decision-makers. Some
nations already maintain a similarly
enabled capability for employment at the
Divisional level; however, organisations
such as the UK Air Support Operations
Centre (ASOC) that exercised with the
ARRC on AF17 are limited to a few
NATO nations and are not yet aligned
with the HRF(L)s. Indeed, should the
ARRC deploy with up to 5 multi-national
Divisions, it is likely that a number
will not have the ability, or delegated
authority, to control or coordinate aircraft
and airspace that may be allocated to
them. In summary, we need to enable
a suitable entity with the functionality
to support the Corps in prioritization
of air assets across multiple divisions,
the integration of Corps aviation and
fires, and management of Corps battle
space within a complex and contested
environment.

So now that we have
identified the issue, what
is being done to address
the challenge? At the
NCS-level, HQ AIRCOM
have instigated a study
to
investigate
the
functionality that an Air
C2 entity would require
to deliver an execute
role at Corps level as
described above. Using
existing personnel and
equipment from the
DACCC2, a nascent
structure has been
formed,
modeled
on the framework of
the Divisional ASOC
adopted by the UK
and US; they have
subsequently
used
numerous
air-land
exercises in Europe
during 2017 to carry out differing levels
of concept development. More recently
and in parallel to the DACCC activity,
HQ ARRC has assisted its development
through our Concept, development and
Experimentation programme during
AF17. Supported by the UK ASOC, we
investigated the challenges associated
with a nascent Corps ASOC delivering a
coordination role over the 5 subordinate
Divisions in a complex and high tempo
scenario where we were not able to
consistently maintain control of the air.
We were able to take many lessons
forward, which we will provide to HQ
AIRCOM to inform their ongoing study.
The main lessons centered on the C2
arrangements and authorities required to
deliver the coordination and controlling
functions; these will likely inform the
structure of the organisation and the
necessary training and standardisation
that the JFAC will dictate prior to
delegating control authority. In addition,
the Corps may have to examine the
layout of the OPCEN so as to enable
the most effective flow of information
between the key functional areas; we
may also need to consider the most
appropriate individual that should be
empowered to prioritise assets across
the Corps. The next step for HQ ARRC
will be the incorporation of a similar Air C2
capability on Ex DYNAMIC FRONT 18
(Ex DF18) in March 18. This is intended
to be a step up from AF17, where we will
be supported by the DACCC from Poggio
Renatico in addition to the UK ASOC and

intend to implement the lessons identified
during AF17 in a live, dynamic scenario;
a truly exciting prospect.

Future Challenges
Beyond the current challenges of
delivering an effective Air C2 within a
Corps construct, lies a future issue for
ALI that we will also need to address;
integration of 5th Generation capability.
At a recent Airpower Conference,
COM AIRCOM highlighted 4th and 5th
generation air platforms, such as the
F-35, as potential Air Domain GameChangers. However, although some
platforms are nearing operational
capability, we do not yet fully understand
how we are going to integrate them
into our planning or execute functions,
which will be necessary in order to reap
the maximum benefit these assets can
provide. In particular, given the breadth
of capability within a formation of 5th
Gen aircraft, we may need to review our
standard air support request process
that focuses on APCLO missions such
as CAS, AI and SCAR3. A package of
F-35s could provide shared SA through
ISR, strike, localised control of the air
and prioritise potential targets during one
mission; the challenge will be ensuring
that the Corps and associated Air C2
entity is integrated sufficiently to draw
upon the vast amounts of information
that will enable the continued integration
of Land effects.

Summary
In summary, it is recognised that the
effective integration of Air capability
with organic Land effects will be key in
a Corps war-fighting scenario. This can
be achieved within the current NATO ALI
construct but it is acknowledged to be
sub-optimal and insufficiently dynamic
to be effective in a high-tempo, complex
and contested operational environment.
HQ AIRCOM’s current work to identify
a potential solution is timely but the
functionality required in a revised context
must be understood fully before the form
of any revised air C2 entity can be clearly
defined. In the meantime, it is likely that
National ASOCs will be required to
provide a short-term ‘sticking plaster’ to
provide NATO the time to develop an
enduring, sustainable capability.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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2 Deployable Air Command and Control Centre, Poggio Renatico.
3 Close Air Support, Air Interdiction, Strike Coordination and Reconnaissance.
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FEDERATED MISSION
NETWORKING (FMN)
Lt Col Martin Bever (GBR-A)

The requirement for a Single Information sharing domain (a Federated Network) between
coalition partners was identified during NATO’s deployment to Afghanistan (in 2010).
This led to the creation of the Afghan Mission Network (AMN) which provided greater
Situational Awareness to Commanders and greatly improved decision making. Such
was the positive impact of AMN that Commander ISAF recommended that this be used
as the model for all future NATO coalition operations. On 21 November 2012, the NATO
Military Committee signed up to the “Future Mission Network Concept” as the basis for
the development of the NATO Federated Mission Networking Implementation Plan (NFIP)
which was agreed in January 2015. This article will describe the purpose of FMN, its
governance and application and how nations can participate.
Global Purpose of FMN
The purpose of FMN is to support
Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) and
decision-making on operations by
enabling the rapid deployment of mission
networks. These networks will be simpler
and more robust. A Common Service
Management approach will facilitate
their day to day operation and cross
provisioning of services will reduce costs
and improve interoperability between
nations. FMN recognises that nations
will procure their C4ISR equipment from
different industrial suppliers but requires
that they are built to common standards
to facilitate interoperability.

advantage of the systems and services
provided.
• Maximum reuse of existing processes,

standards, structures and capabilities.

The Elements of FMN
FMN Governance and Management.
The Military Committee supported by the
NATO C3 Board sit at the head of the
FMN governance structure. The Military
Committee set objectives, define the
framework and environment1, ensure
the responsible use of resources and
manage risk.

The FMN Management Group then
take the direction given by the Military
Committee and translate it into strategy
and plans which are in turn translated into
action by FMN affiliate nations. This is
delivered through a series of subordinate
Working groups which all affiliate
members are invited to attend. In turn the
Management Group reports back to the
Military Committee on progress which is
evaluated and expectations adjusted.
The FMN framework. At the heart of
FMN is the FMN framework. The Working

FMN Objectives
The specific objectives of FMN are as
follows:
• Seamless human-to-human

communication across the force.

• A single view of the battlespace across

the Mission Network.

• Timely provision of a Mission Network.
• Provision

of consistent, secure,
accurate and reliable mission data.

• Provision of Community of Interest

(COI) capabilities that align with the
mission requirement.

• Well-trained staff that can support an

effective decision cycle and take full
The FMN governance and management framework is at the heart of FMN delivery
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Groups which are subordinate to the FMN
Management Group define the capability
required and specify what affiliates
should acquire (Capability Definition2).
The affiliates then acquire and integrate
the solution (Capability Implementation)
and finally the capabilities are assured
(Capability Delivery3). The Multinational
CIS Security Management Authority
(MCSMA)
ensures
that
security
considerations are taken into account
throughout the process.
The Mission Network instance.
An FMN compliant network instance
comprises
Communications
and
Information systems, management,
processes and procedures created
for an operation, training event or
interoperability verification activity. The
processes, procedures and standards
to be followed are those agreed by
the FMN Management Group and
endorsed by the Military Committee.
The materiel (networks, services and
supporting infrastructures) are provided
by participating nations.

Participating affiliates4 may participate in
an FMN Mission Network instance in 1
of 3 ways depending upon their level of
ambition:
a.	
Mission Network Element (MNE).
The MNE is capable of standing
alone at the heart of any FMN
network deployment. The MNE is
capable of providing all Mission
essential services not only to support
all national requirements but also
those of other nations. On a large
deployment, several MNEs may be
networked together on a peer to peer
basis for resilience and redundancy.

c.	
The Hosted User. The hosted user
is a participant unable to provide any
infrastructure and services for selfprovisioning. In this case services will
be drawn from either an MNE or an
MNX. This participant will typically be
embedded in an MNE or an MNX with
appropriate bi-lateral agreements
Although the concept of FMN is for
networks to be standalone, nations
providing MNEs or MNXs can connect
back into national or NATO networks
through gateways.

b.	
Mission Network Extension (MNX).
The MNX may be capable of providing
some services for self-provisioning
but will rely on an MNE for access to
all Mission Essential services. The
degree of reliance will be dependent
on the type of operation and the
capabilities available to the affiliate.

A conceptual overview of an FMN construct
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rules, procedures, policies and standards.
Operational Coordination Working Group (OCWG) and Capability Planning Working Group (CPWG).
Change Implementation Coordination Working Group (CICWG) and Coalition Interoperability Assurance and Validation Working Group (CIAV WG).
The are currently 34 affiliate nations including both NATO and non-NATO members.
NRF technical confirmation exercise
The US and Italian Divisions participated from the INNSWORTH site.
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Implementing FMN on
ARRCADE FUSION 17
As a result of risk reduction work on
EX STEADFAST COBALT 175, an FMN
construct was implemented on EX
ARRCADE FUSION 17. In addition to
3 UK Division, a Canadian Divisional
Headquarters located in St Mawgan
(Cornwall) and a Danish Division with
subordinate LOCONS in Denmark
shared services with the ARRC6. Each
Division participated using their own
FMN confirmed MNEs and MNXs. The
network diagram to the right shows
how the multinational divisions were
integrated into the exercise network.

The FMN laydown for Exercise ARRCade Fusion 17

Spiral Development

Compliance and Confirmation

The development of FMN is through
the implementation of ‘spirals’ rather
than a “Big bang” approach. Through
the implementation of these spirals,
more and more services will become
interoperable. It is anticipated that a
spiral will be declared operational every
2 years. Within each spiral, services are
defined as follows:

Nations can confirm compliance with
FMN spirals at a number of Confirmation
exercises. Compliance is linked to
the level of ambition agreed when the
nation became an affiliate. Nations
wishing to take an NRF or JC2C7 role
on the Long Term Rotation Plan must
be in compliance with the latest agreed
spirals. Confirmation of technical
compliance takes place during the
annual STEADFAST COBALT exercise.
This is a precursor to the TRIDENT
exercises where the Staff are evaluated
in their command process.

a.	
Human to Human Services. These
are services such as voice, VTC,
E-Mail, Chat and web services.
They enable individuals to exchange
information.
b. Functional Services. Functional
Services are tools which provide
Situational Awareness or support
specialist activities such as planning,
logistics, intelligence and medical.
c. Enabling Services. These are nonuser facing services which enable
the deployed network to function
effectively. Examples include domain
naming, network time distribution and
directory synchronisation.

7	Joint Command and Control Capability.
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Conclusions
The success of the FMN initiative will
depend largely upon the engagement
of nations. The governance structure
enables nations to engage and the
implementation of different affiliate
levels is designed to be inclusive. Spiral
development ensures that services are
only included into the framework once
they have been thoroughly evaluated and
tested. The formal confirmation activities
provide an opportunity to assess the
level of compliance across the Alliance.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Capability Development in the G6 Branch
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KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE: THE
VALUE OF ANALYSING SENTIMENT
DURING NATO OPERATIONS
Lt Col Martin Browning (GBR-A) and Maj Chris Bell (GBR-A)

Tracking population sentiment in a theatre of operations has long been a fundamental aim
for coalition forces – as emphasised by recent experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq. As
audience interconnectivity increases, the need to influence the Information Environment
(IE) pan-domain grows exponentially. Sophisticated algorithms employed with inter-agent
computer modelling can now identify those sections of the population who may support our
narrative, be open to persuasion or significantly oppose it. Thus an intrinsic understanding
of such sentiment will further enable better planning, facilitate pertinent responses to
seismic events, and enhance our ability to set the conditions for mission success.

It is an emerging
concept, which
will require further
considerable
investment and
resources to earn
its place as a
fundamental tool
in the information
operations armoury.
Sandtable Modelling in the
Information Environment
Through a progressive programme of
experimentation, the Headquarters Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) have
been working closely with a company
called Sandtable to explore sentiment
analysis. Sandtable aims to provide
realistic opinion dynamics based on the
Relative Disagreement Model1 and Social
Judgement Theory2. With a high-fidelity
population database at its heart, the data
supporting the model is drawn from realworld statistics in recent elections and
contemporary opinion surveys.

Employing an agent based system,
individual members of the population
are represented according to age,
ethnicity, social and political background
and geographical location. This allows
the impact on various target audiences
within the population to be interrogated
in great detail. The agents are free to
have independent interactions with other
agents, key influencers and competing
Information
Operations
narratives.
Further validation of the social dynamic
aspect of the model is planned in future
phases of the programme.
This tool was tested on Ex ARRCADE
FUSION - the Corps Warfighting
Exercise - to exhibit sentiment changes
in the context of a peer-to-peer fictitious
scenario. Specific target audiences,
key influences and sentiment shifts
were subsequently identified as military
operations unfolded. For the Joint Fires
and Influence Branch (JFIB) within
HQ ARRC, this was one of several
key training objectives they wished to
develop.
Throughout the exercise, employment
of the tool enabled commanders to build
up a detailed understanding of sentiment
at town, city, regional and country wide
levels. Projected onto a map of the area
of operations, commanders could identify
the changing sentiment related to specific
military actions, and the effect that the
Info Ops campaign was having (see

Figure 1). The commander could then
“test” several distinct courses of action,
and the model would suggest which
would be most successful dependant on
the population make up, mood, narrative
susceptibility and – importantly – the
method of delivery.
This was enabled by the sophisticated
simulated media environments that are
represented within the Sandtable Target
Audience Analysis Tool (STAAT). These
included accurate reach models for TV,
Social Media, Radio and Newspapers.
Furthermore, the key influencers across
these mediums and social groups could
be identified and targeted with tailored
influence activities.
Shown within their networks, the
changing attitudes of the key influencers
could also be tracked on a shade-shift
model, displaying the magnitude of
both their influence and their positioning
within the battle of the narratives. This
facilitated basic network exploitation and
visually describes channels of influence.  
With such comprehensive information, a
commander may then use the STAAT to
measure and analyse current sentiment,
identify key influencers, select pertinent
mediums for exploitation and plan the
most effective course of action required
to achieve an outcome.
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Figure 1 - The Sandtable STAAT Dashboard (Annotated)

Informed Influencing Through
the Sandtable Model
Another significant benefit of utilising
STAAT can be seen in the sentiment
trend analysis it produces. Over time,
the record of action and sentiment
reaction provides a further database
for exploitation. Thus during the “Battle
of the Narratives”, important - yet often
fleeting - opportunities for influence
interventions can be identified. Swift
action can often subsequently shape an
undecided population; to the benefit of
the campaign objectives.
Such a window of opportunity presented
itself during EX ARRCADE FUSION 17,
when a belligerent Bothnian opposition
force was occupying a fictitious version
of the port city of Klaipeda, whilst NATO
forces advanced towards them.
Through the employment of STAAT,
a detailed analysis of sentiment in
Klaipeda took place, during a period
when the NATO forces were offering the
Bothnian armed forces safe passage
back to Bothnia. The intended effect was
to encourage desertions and defections,
whilst degrading fighting power and
impacting the will to fight. The offer
became known as the “Golden Bridge”.
The sentiment analysis suggested that
the most effective way of supporting the

operational plan relied upon undermining
local support for the Bothnian troops,
through the population. This was
attributable to the fact that the Bothnian
invasion was predicated on legitimacy
gained from supporting a dislocated,
mistreated Bothnian population. If this
population could be seen to separate
itself from the armed forces - both its
political standing and local resolve would
be eroded - increasing the likelihood
of partial acceptance of the “Golden
Bridge”.
The STAAT analysis indicated:
1.	
Attitude
in
Klaipeda
was
predominantly shaped by 15-29 year
old males of Bothnian ethnic origin,
who were influenced most effectively
through social media and SMS. Older
audiences were more pro-NATO
and EU, and are less susceptible to
messaging.
2.	
Klaipeda was a National centre for
sentiment due to key influencers
being based there, prominent social
network activist having familial links
to the town, and a young, politically
active population.
This delineated the most susceptible
target audiences, the best medium to
influence them, and the wider effect
messaging could achieve operationally.

The STAAT modelling (see Figure 2) then
suggested the most effective messages
- tested through varying COA’s - should
include:
1.	
NATO seeks a peaceful resolution
by offering the Golden Bridge. Gains
high approval ratings with the target
audience and translates well across
key mediums. Has the second order
effect of positive receivership in the
international community.
2.	
Bothnian stated aims are not
consistent
with
their
actions.
Highlighting the contradiction erodes
local national Bothnian support and
isolates Bothnian soldiers. Supports
NATO’s strategic narrative through
social media repetition.
3.	
The
National
Government
is
supported by the international
community, and has a “Government
in Waiting” for Klaipeda. Strengthens
NATO narrative by association, and
undermines Bothnian perception of
current governance and need for
occupying force.
4.	
Younger, ethnic Bothnian key
influencers find the “Golden Bridge”
appealing, and become more
receptive to future NATO messages
as a result as “latitude of agreement”
is increased. Future potential for
future Key Leader Engagement.

1 Meadows, M and Cliff, D (2013) “The relative disagreement model of attitude dynamics: where do extremists come from?” In International Workshop on Self-Organizing Systems - Volume 8221.
2 Hovland, C and Sherif, M (1961). Social judgment: Assimilation and contrast effects in communication and attitude change. Oxford, England: Yale University Press.
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Thus the message is framed, key
demographics are precisely targeted and
the strategic narrative is bolstered.

will have to take place on its own merits
- against real word events – to offer inexercise legitimacy.

The STAAT analysis delineated the most
susceptible target audiences, the best medium
to influence them, and the wider effect
messaging could achieve operationally.
Together these two STAAT capabilities
offer a comprehensive insight into the
current state of the target audience
sentiment, and the possibility of its future
manipulation. However, the STAAT is not
a panacea. It is only as good as its data,
input manipulation and agent interaction.
This requires constant monitoring, and
external information to verify current
sentiment legitimacy. Furthermore, the
agent network is static, and will require
additional work to make it dynamic.
Finally, test validation for each data set

Conclusion
In conclusion, STAAT must be
considered as only one element of
a complex Information Environment.
It is an emerging concept, which will
require further considerable investment
and resources to earn its place as a
fundamental tool in the information
operations armoury. The next phase in
the development of STAAT has already
begun however, under a fresh partnership
between the Defence Science and
Technology Laboratories (DSTL) and

the ARRC. This heralds the beginning
of even greater understanding within
the realm of target audience analysis,
and its utility to the future information
environment.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Figure 2 - Sandtable STAAT modelling extracts for Klaipeda
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INLAND WATERWAYS –
EXPANDING THE CAPACITY
OF MILITARY MOVEMENT
Maj Phil Lawrence (GBR-A)

The deployment of a large, complex conventional force requires a correspondingly large,
multifaceted supply network to sustain that force, made all the more challenging with the
multinational nature of NATO operations. Planning for future operations, whether they be
Article 5-initiated or not, will have to provide a systematic response to the high degree of
uncertainty that they will bring.
Movement and Transport (M&T)
planning within this complex system
will be undertaken within a highly
congested battlespace (from the
strategic to the tactical), competing
with
commercial
and
civilian
interests. Within Europe, commercial
businesses are broadening their
logistics concept road and rail
capacity is already stretched. M&T
planning will require a greater
emphasis on capability planning and
feasibility assessments to ensure
that the modal mix of transport meets
the sustainment requirements of the
deployed force.1

Inter-modality of movement
planning
Strategic and operational (and, it could
be argued in some cases, higher tactical)
movement will be by its very nature multimodal (sea, air and inland transport) and
will link terminals together (Sea; Air;
Rail Port of Debarkation/Embarkation
(SPOD/E, APOD/E, RPOD/E)) to form
the physical distribution network for
materiel, fuel and personnel in support of
the operation. When we think of inland

1
2
3
4
5
6
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transport we think primarily of road and
rail, dismissing other modes as too slow
or inconvenient; but this way of thinking
may have to be adjusted in the future
operating environment.

Challenges
It has long been accepted that there will
be a finite availability of military resources
to meet M&T requirements and the use
of contracted support is a growing part
of logistic doctrine, particularly for M&T.
This in itself brings a number of issues to
be considered, highlighted in MC 336/22:

More recently the capacity and
bottlenecking of the M&T infrastructure,
both within the NATO area of responsibility
(AOR) and out of area has been brought
sharply into focus within the commercial
sector, resulting in the inclusion of Inland
Waterway Transport (IWT) into the
commercial logistic concept.

Inland Waterways as part of
the capability planning
Inland Waterway Transport as defined
in AJP 4-4, can be operated on rivers,

a.	Limited availability of M&T resources
resulting
from
national
and
international market, economic and
political circumstances.
b.	
Competing demands
commercial sector.

with

the

c. Multinational acquisition of lift assets.
US Army Europe (USAREUR) has
highlighted a number of freedom of
movement issues to military traffic
including timelines to get clearances,
heavy equipment transportation, out of
gauge transport and rail car capacity, to
name but a few.

Fuel Barge on the Rhine

MC 336/2 NATO Principles and Policies for Movement and Transportation. Dated 18 Feb 2002.
Ibid.
AJP- 4.4 ALLIED JOINT MOVEMENT AND TRANSPORTATION DOCTRINE
Edition B Version 1 MAY 2013) 3-6
Phillips C. Logistics and the BEF: The Development of Waterborne Transport on the Western Front, 1914-1916 In BJMH pp.42-58, p. 56
The Rhine carries 310 MN Tonnes annually.
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Barge on the River Thames

canals, inland seas, lakes, inter-island
or limited coastal routes and for ship to
shore discharge. It is particularly suited
to the carriage of heavy and bulky
equipment, stores, fuel and bulk nonperishable food.3 Within Europe there
are 37,000 kilometres of navigable Inland
Waterways and 21 of the 28 member
states have usable inland waterways
(and thirteen are interconnected by
them). It is possible to transit cargo from
the Northern Ports to the Black Sea in
the South (a distance of 3200km) using
the Rhine and Danube systems, with a
barge capacity of 20-500 Standard ISO
containers.
Inland Waterway Transport has become
a major player in the commercial
intermodal mix, especially when carrying
containers between sea ports and their
hinterland. However, from a military
perspective it is seen as slow and
therefore, frequently disregarded as an
option. During World War I there appears
to have been little desire among corps
and army officers to reduce dependency
upon the faster method of transport until
the French railways were incapable
of meeting the demand;4 a view that
has not changed in the contemporary
environment.
The use of a slower, reliable and more
resilient network that complements the
faster modes is not a novel idea. The
Northern Distribution Network (NDN) for

Afghanistan was established in 2011 in
response to the failings of the Pakistani
landline of communication and to
increase capacity. However, this was a
reactive solution to a known issue; the
integration of IWT as part of a multimodal movements plan from the outset,
with appropriate planning, has the
potential to greatly increase the strategic
and operational movements capability.
A reliable and efficient forward supply
chain is but one benefit of adding IWT to
the intermodal mix. It has the potential
to remove some of the pressure on the
road and rail routes – the movement of
battle damaged vehicles out of theatre,
stores and as history has shown, the
movement of battle casualties away
from the battlefield.  A subject worthy of
investigation in itself, inland waterways
offer the option to have floating R2,
holding wards and for rearward
movement of casualties; freeing up
capacity in forward hospitals and going
someway to regulating the flow of P2
and P3 into home base hospitals. This
is not a novel capability but it has been
neglected.

Feasibility Assessment
Inland Waterway Transport tends to be
slow, but it is reliable, simple to operate
and can be invaluable as a means of
maintaining a regulated, even flow of
supplies. Commercially, the feasibility

and the extent of the network throughout
the NATO AOR is well known and
well-travelled5; this part of the network
requires a more detailed understanding
for use in a military capacity.
Further work is required as to the actual
extent of the navigable network, beyond
what is commercially used, with smaller
craft and loads - what would the extent
of the network be with a load of 10 TEU
rather than the much large commercial
minimum? Or the potential use of the
extensive lake systems in the Baltics for
shorter journeys?

Conclusion
In a congested battlespace with road and
rail operating at maximum capacity, IWT
is proving to be a force multiplier in the
commercial world. With a synergistic
approach, IWT – where possible –
offers a simple, economic addition to
the intermodal mix that is reliable and
more robust to enemy interdiction. Used
as a coordinated part of the M&T plan
rather than as a reactive solution, it
can enhance the ability to deliver timely
provision of sufficient logistics to sustain
the force.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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THE UTILITY OF RISK
MANAGEMENT TO UNDERPIN HQ
ARRC’S PLANNING, READINESS
AND OPERATIONS
Lt Cdr Charlotte Yemm RN (GBR-N)

This article seeks to explain how HQ ARRC identifies and manages risks associated with
operations and exercises or as part of its normal daily business as a Corps Headquarters,
Land Component Commander (LCC) Headquarters and Joint Task Force (JTF)
Headquarters. So why do you need to know about risk and how it is managed on behalf of
COMARRC? The simple answer is that COMARRC views all his decisions through the lens
of risk and therefore, in order for him to make informed decisions he needs to be reassured
that his staff understand the processes that the HQ uses to identify and manage risk.
What is Risk?

“The general who
wins the battle makes
many calculations
in his temple before
the battle is fought.
The general who
loses makes but
few calculations
beforehand”.
Sun Tzu, the Art of War

Before going into the detail of the
processes associated with identifying
and managing risk, it is worth exploring
what risk is and how HQ ARRC
defines risk. Risks are caused by the
uncertainties of future events that may
or may not occur or uncertainties based
on lack of information or understanding.
The definition of risk sees a combination
of the likelihood of an event occurring,
the impact of the event (positive or
negative) and an estimate of that impact.
Any decision making regarding risk will
include an element of scientific analysis
to assess the likelihood of an event
occurring, coupled with the subjectivity
of military judgement applied to the
assessment of impact and this will often
be based on the experience of the military
commander. For these reasons the risk
management process can be considered
a combination of art and science.

Why Does Risk Management
Matter?
If risks are not managed correctly the
end result can be catastrophic. There are
many examples in history, but a recent
example of not managing risk robustly is
evident by looking at the 2010 Deepwater
Horizon Oil Disaster. The investigation
into the event concluded that the loss of
life and subsequent pollution of the Gulf
of Mexico were the result of poor risk
management, last minute changes to
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plans and a failure to respond to critical
indicators – all these factors are equally
relevant to any military operation as they
are to a multinational corporation’s oil
drilling plan.

How Does HQ ARRC Identify
and Manage Risk?
During planning, the utility of viewing
everything through the lens of risk ensures
that the staff looks at everything that could
go wrong before they start doing things;
that way the HQ can prioritise resources
and plan for all possible situations.
This is relevant both on operations and
when managing the business output
of the headquarters. HQ ARRC has
developed its risk management process
through adapting current UK MOD Risk
Management Processes; the same
formula is used for delivering HQ ARRC
objectives and output as for operational
planning. The four primary components
are: IDENTIFY, EVALUATE, PLAN and
MANAGE (Figure 1). Risk management
is complementary to operation planning
and execution and provides the means to
identify and understand potential events
that significantly impact the ability of HQ
ARRC to meet operational objectives.
The risk management processes are
ongoing throughout planning and
execution to continually review risk
and adapt to the constantly changing
operational environment.
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Operational Risk
Risk management is critical to operational
planning and execution. Operational risk
is identified during mission analysis;
it is evaluated by the likelihood of its
occurrence and the gravity of its impact
on operations, forces, or mission critical
assets. A plan is developed that takes
into account the possibility that risks will
manifest and provides the commander
with options to counter risks by identifying
potential Decision Points that may be
required during the execution of the plan.
The risk is managed by continually reevaluating the risk, monitoring changes
and implementing counter actions as
required. The associated indicators and
warnings can be tracked through the
development of information requests
and intelligence requirements; these
culminate into the Commander’s Critical

Decision Points
•
•
•

DP1.
DP2.
DP3.

Information Requirements (CCIRs).
The CCIRs provide the required
information to determine the timing of the
Commander’s Decisions Points, leading
to development of requisite branches
and/or sequels.

CCIRs
•
•

CCIR 1.
CCIR 2.

Risks
•
•
•
•

R1.
R2.
R3.
R4.

Figure 1 – HQ ARRC Planning Process

Assumptions
•
•
•

A1.
A2.
A3.

Figure 2 – Cross Walk diagram

How Does Risk Management
Inform Operational Decisions?
During operations, the Commander may
be required to make a decision to execute
a branch plan (‘what if’) or sequel (‘what
next’) that will have been identified and
developed during the planning phase.
The linkages between Decision Points,
CCIRs, Risks and Assumptions will have
been established during the planning
phase; this cross-walk (figure 2) will
be checked throughout the execution
phase. For every planning assumption
there will be corresponding risk that the
assumption proves incorrect, other risks
to the plan will also be identified during the
planning phase. The CCIRs identified as
either Priority Information Requirements
(PIRs) on the Enemy or Friendly Forces
Information (FIRs) requirements should
aim to provide an early indication that the
risk is likely which will inform planning and
early decision making; if this likelihood
increases beyond an acceptable level, a
decision point will be reached.

How Does Risk Management
Inform HQ ARRC Daily
Business?
As part of HQ ARRC’s management
process, the concept of risk is used for

assessing the ability to deliver COM’s
Objectives. Potential risks are identified
for each objective; the effect of not
achieving the objective; and therefore,
the risk to HQ ARRC’s delivery of output
or function. An understanding of the
risk enables staff to develop the most
effective way of delivering the objective.
HQ ARRC’s operational tasking involves
the rotation through the NATO Response
Force (NRF) roles of Corps, LCC or JTF
headquarters. During the planning for
HQ ARRC to take over as the NRF LCC
2017 it became clear that in terms of NRF
risk, there were a number of issues which
were not captured or being managed, and
so a NRF risk register was developed to
enable this HQ and others to understand
the implications of these risks as well
as to identify ways to mitigate them.
This risk register has enabled prudent
planning to drive down the impact or
likelihood of the risks owned by this HQ.
And where COM ARRC does not have
the levers to mitigate the risk, it has
enabled him to pass the risk ownership
to higher national or NATO headquarters
and press them for solutions.

Conclusion

key element to delivering successful
outcomes, be that on operations or to
support HQ ARRC normal daily business.
It highlights the fact that throughout the
planning and execution phase, the staff
must continue to ask the questions ‘what
could go wrong?’, if the risk of something
going wrong is being tracked, if mitigation
is in place and branch plans and sequels
have been developed for all possible
scenarios; only when this is done will the
commander have the right information to
make the right decision at the right time.
Despite all this, it is perhaps pertinent to
finish with a note of caution and take on
board what the force behind Facebook,
Mark Zuckerberg, had to say on risk “The
biggest risk is not taking any risk…..In a
world that is changing really quickly, the
only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is
not taking risks”.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Cdr Charlotte Yemm is currently SO2
Maritime Plans in the G5 Branch and is
the risk manager for at HQ Allied Rapid
Recation Corps. She has served as a
warfare officer on operations in Northern
Ireland and the Gulf.

In conclusion, this article has highlighted
that identifying and managing risk is a
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MARITIME SECURITY
IN THE BALTICS
Cdr John Payne (GBR-N)

One year ago I was serving as the Commander of Sea Training, responsible for the
coaching and mentoring of UK and NATO warships during their certification for national,
EU and NATO operational tasking worldwide. Due to my involvement in the military
maritime community I thought it opportune to highlight the significance of the maritime
environment in the Baltic region.
Those frigates and destroyers under my
control a year ago included four Rota,
Spain-based Arleigh Burke-class guided
missile destroyers, the most recent of
which was the USS Donald Cook (DDG75). Shortly after completion of training
in April 2016, whilst supporting NATO
operations in the Baltic, the Donald Cook
was ‘buzzed’ by a Russian Su-24 aircraft
flying simulated attack profiles down to
100 feet off her starboard quarter.

Baltic Pass

DC Fencer

Three months later at the Warsaw
Summit in July 2016, NATO’s enhanced
Forward Presence (eFP) in the Baltic
region was established. Since then,
NATO Maritime Command (MARCOM)
has been directed by the Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR) to scope
how the eFP can be further developed
to include a maritime dimension. The
aim is to contribute to deterrence, linked
with joint eFP activity and be prepared
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to defend against short-notice limited
Russian conventional aggression from
the Baltic Sea.

miles and bordered by nine countries,
at any time there are some 2,500 ships
underway in the Baltic Sea.

The complex nature of the region’s
congested and shallow waters and
high-volume of maritime transportation
makes enhanced maritime situational
awareness a complex challenge for
NATO.

The Danish Straits are one of the
world’s eight major oil transit choke
points and more energy passes through
this chokepoint than the Suez Canal;
on average 3.3 million barrels of
hydrocarbon products each day. More
than 125,000 ships transit the straits
each year with more traffic exiting via the
Kiel Canal. The volume of traffic in the
region has doubled in the last 20 years
and is expected to double again during
the next decade. It is a main artery
of economic activity for almost every
country in the region, including Russia,
with an estimated 40 percent of its

The Baltic Sea
Since Napoleonic times the Baltic Sea
has been a critical area of competition.
The unique environmental character of
the constrained Baltic basin supports
dense patterns of shipping and fishing
activity. With an area of 160,000 square
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Baltic Traffic

international trade transiting through the
Baltic Sea. To reduce reliance on Russian
energy, several states in the region are
diversifying their sources; Poland in
Szczecin and now Lithuania, as learned
during Exercise ARRCADE Lightning
2017, have leased liquid natural gas
(LNG) processing facilities in Klaipėda.
The resultant emphasis on terrorism and
maritime security has highlighted Baltic
ports as a specific vulnerability.

LNG

The Threat
NATO has a number of reasons to be
concerned about Russian activity in the
region. In addition to Russia’s Exercise
Zapad 2017, a so-called “snap” exercise
in close proximity to the borders of
Poland, the Baltic states are of equal
concern as Russia previously used
exercises to mask its incursion into
eastern Ukraine in 2014 and reflects a
technique used several times during the
Cold War.

Russian LCAC

These exercises continue to demonstrate
the heightening readiness of Russia’s
military, whilst testing the resolve of
its Baltic neighbours. In October 2014
and again in 2016, Sweden conducted
major hunts for unknown submarines,
suspected to be Russian, off its coast.
Violations
of
airspace in the
region are almost
a daily occurrence.
The USS Donald
Cook’s
airspace
was again violated
two days after the
Su-24
incident
when a Ka-27
Helix, a maritime
SSK
patrol helicopter,
made seven low-level passes of the
Donald Cook in international waters.
Concerns about regional maritime
security are magnified by Russia’s
announced
military
modernisation
program. The Russian Navy has
produced several new classes of ships,
many with advanced anti-ship cruise
missiles. In addition to the build-up of
forces along Russia’s periphery, Moscow
has significantly enhanced its military
exclave in the province of Kaliningrad,
investing in the S-400 integrated air
defence system and Iskander surfaceto-surface missiles, which are capable of
reaching well out into the Baltic Sea.

The build-up of Russia’s conventional
defensive capabilities in Kaliningrad
complicates NATO’s response capability
to crises in the Baltic region. Russia
deployed its Bastion coastal defence
system into Kaliningrad in 2016,
including the supersonic Onyx anti-ship
missile with a range of 600 kilometres
and two Buyan-class corvettes armed
with Kalibr (SS-N-27 Sizzler) land attack
cruise missiles (LACM).

S-400

Conclusion
The establishment of robust air defence
networks, long-range missile systems
and reinforced ground defence units give
Moscow a material anti-access capability
that will challenge NATO forces and,
as Exercise ARRCADE Fusion 2017
demonstrated, has the potential to
become more than just a distraction at
sea.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Cdr John Payne is currently SO1
Maritime Plans in the G5 Branch at HQ
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps.
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UNLOCKING NON-COMMISSIONED
OFFICERS’ TALENT IN A
PEACETIME, MULTINATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT
SSgt Amy O’Hara (GBR-A)

For an organisation to perform to its optimal, its personnel need to work effectively
and efficiently. In the world of human resource development there are always new and
innovative ways of working, and best practices. These can be bundled together to create
a ‘best mix’ to suit a specific organisation. This article seeks to describe some of the
challenges faced by a Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) working in a 3* multinational
headquarters. It offers some ideas on how to maximise the talent of the NCO community.
Responsibilities of an NCO
NATO doctrine tells NCOs to prepare our
soldiers for operations. It is an NCO’s
duty to provide education, training,
experience
and
self-development
opportunities to the rest of the
community. They are responsible for the
professional development of the soldiers,
and are seen as the focal point and role
models for maintaining soldiering skills
and fitness levels. They are also subject
matter experts (SMEs) in their own fields.

While each person is responsible for their
own individual training and education,
and this is a vital element of personal
development, NCOs can oversee this
activity and adjust training outputs to the
needs of the organisation.
Being an NCO means enhancing
the mental and physical wellbeing of
soldiers whilst maintaining standards of
performance. They should be planning
and leading unit activities using and
developing their leadership skills. Within

Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps (HQ ARRC), NCOs advise and
help implement the Commander’s
strategy in addition to the tactical working
and thinking that is required at regimental
level. The NCO community plan and
implement activities that enhance
the development of the organisation.
The challenge is to make it relevant to
firm base activity rather than relying
on conventional battlefield leadership
training techniques; often not applicable
to routine working.

Strategy Versus Tactics
NCOs should develop a relationship
with the chain of command that allows
them to have a voice, add value and
advise on strategy. This will allow them
to effectively contribute their experience
and knowledge to the success of the
organisation. Often, this experience and
knowledge is not found elsewhere in
the command structure. Effective and
influential NCOs are essential to help
balance and shape the best strategy for
the organisation.

Warrant Officers (WOs), Senior Non-Commissioned Officers (SNCOs) and Junior Non-Commissioned
Officers (JNCOs) of HQ ARRC take part in a leadership workshop in Imjin Barracks
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Once the strategy has been decided
and disseminated, NCOs then become a
key part of the mechanism to implement
it to best effect. They must be trained,
educated, developed and prepared
for this role. Individually, NCOs should
always be looking to develop the
personal skills needed for advancement
and promotion, while at the same time
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Junior NCOs, Senior NCOs and Warrant Officers of Imjin Barracks gathered in the Imjin WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess for a day of leadership study and workshops

ensuring they support similar aspirations
and development in their subordinates.
Areas that require constant review
include
generational
mind-sets,
communication methods, the operational
environment, and culture shifts.
To remain relevant requires evolution and
change. If evolution does not occur the
organisation will cease to be relevant and
will become ineffective. The NCO Corps,
by its very nature, strives to enhance
professionalism, adapt to change, and
use innovative new methods. Within HQ
ARRC, this ethos has led to the creation
of an NCO Leadership Development
Committee whose role is to oversee and
direct ARRC investment in in the human
capital of its NCO cohort.

Leadership Challenges for an
NCO in a NATO HQ
When working at regimental duty
NCOs have considerable authority
and autonomy. In a Headquarters
environment NCOs can feel more
constrained because there is less
opportunity for empowerment. This
difference can be exacerbated by the
differing opportunities between and
within branches. Another consideration
is
the
requirement
to
support
professional development in line with
national requirements. Knitting with the
needs of the organisation and the NATO
NCO responsibilities is a challenge;

one the NCO Leadership Development
Committee is currently striving to
understand and overcome.
Soldiers are taught Leadership from the
beginning of Army life. Private soldiers are
encouraged to show leadership in camp

the challenge is finding a method of
developing leadership in the officefocused, firm-base environment. This is
a challenge that we must rise to if we
are to maximise the human capital of our
NCO cohort.

Effective and influential NCOs are essential to
help balance and shape the best strategy for the
organisation.
or on operations. The first challenge for
an NCO in a NATO HQ is the change in
responsibility. The requirement to ‘lead
soldiers in a regiment using methods
such as motivation, inspiration, discipline
and reward’, becomes ‘working with lots
of officers and fewer soldiers from a wide
range of nations’.
Related to this is the fact that the
definition/employability of NCOs is not
consistent across all NATO nations. This
can result in NCOs not being employed in
the most appropriate role within the HQ,
something which should be considered
when new NCOs arrive at the ARRC.
The environment also changes. When
working in a regiment or on a military
course, leadership continuation training
is mostly done ‘in the field’, often
on exercise. Within a headquarters,

Conclusion
An organisation is only as good as its
people. NCOs are a key part of any
military headquarters. The skills and
knowledge they have gathered over the
years can and must be adapted and
exploited to maximise their contribution.
Forward
thinking
and
conscious
investment will exploit full intellectual
capability. A mind-set change and
innovative development programmes will
ensure we teach our soldier ‘how to think’
and maximise investment in their human
capital.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Chief Clerk in the G3 branch at HQ Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps.
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BIAS – HOW CAN IT AFFECT
INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO
DECISION-MAKING?
Maj Jim Buchan (GBR-A)

“We had to arrange their minds in order of battle, just as carefully and as formally as
other officers arranged their bodies; and not only our own men’s minds, though them
first; the minds of the enemy, so far as we could reach them; and thirdly, the mind of
the nation supporting us from behind the firing line, and the mind of the hostile nation
waiting the verdict, and the neutrals looking on.” TE Lawrence
As the character of war has become ever
more complex and dynamic, there is now
just as much a requirement for ‘brains’
as there is ‘brawn’. The technological
capabilities that our adversaries now
possess mean that NATO is no longer in
a position where its equipment superiority
can be guaranteed. In an operating
environment characterised by volatility,
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity1,
greater understanding provides a greater
chance of success.
Experience has shown that we can
expect to operate within congested
urban and littoral environments that
will be cluttered, making it difficult to

distinguish individuals, items or events.
These environments will be contested,
as land mobility, littoral and air access,
and our use of cyberspace is challenged
by rapid technological innovation and
proliferation. The battlespace will
be connected, with activity being
increasingly
vulnerable
to
attack
and exploitation, and our operations
will continue to be constrained by
Western legal and societal norms that
are unlikely to constrain the actions of
our adversaries.2 As such, we need to
understand a much broader audience
than just our adversaries alone.
The level of understanding required in a
complex and dynamic
environment presents a
problem for intelligence
analysts due to the
seemingly
infinite
amount of information
that will have to be
processed and analysed
by a finite resource.
Judgement
provides
a useful shortcut and
is an analyst’s ally; it
allows them to provide
an assessment based
on past experience,

Dr Paul Latawaski sets the historical context for the region
1 Heuristics and Biases in Military Decision Making, Major Blair S. Williams, U.S. Army, 2010
2 Future Character of Conflict, DCDC, UK MOD, 2010
3 Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman, 2011
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historical trends or even just a ‘gut
feeling’. Whilst it is entirely appropriate
to do so, it must be recognised that
this can make it easy to create, sustain
and project biases that misinform the
decision-making process.
The work of Daniel Kahneman, Nobel
Laureate and Professor Amos Tversky
helps to explain this. They proposed that
when facing an overwhelming amount
of information, human beings reduce
complexity by using their own judgement.
Over a period of time, we inject cognitive
bias into our decision-making from the
unconscious errors that are generated by
this mental simplification. Our decisions
are not perfectly rational; mistakes are
not only common but also completely
predictable.3
One of Kahneman and Tversky key
concepts was that of ‘availability bias’.
The easier it is for us to recall instances
of something happening, the more likely
we will assess it is to happen again. For
instance, assessing that an event will
occur because historically it has occurred
70 percent of the time, is a sensible
approach for an analyst. If however,
the same assessment is introduced
repeatedly, we risk ignoring the 30
percent of other possibilities. Since it is
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easier to mentally recall previous events
that we remember or have experienced,
individuals can give too much weight to
its future relevance - likely at the expense
of other possibilities.4 This may lead to a
‘failure of imagination’; the unconscious
tendency to dismiss or ignore unlikelysounding scenarios without considering
them in detail.5
With judgement embedded into the
heart of every military plan in the form of
assumptions, bias will be introduced to
decision-making process at a very early
stage. A good example can be found
from Op IRAQI FREEDOM in 2003.
Problems arose from the failure of the
planning process to identify resource
requirements for the transition from
combat to post-combat operations, as
The team in front of a Russian AN-30 aircraft as part of the Treaty on Open Skies

Dr Paul Latawaski sets the historical context
for the region

well as from the failure to challenge
assumptions about what post war Iraq
would look like.6 As a result, decisionmakers were stuck in a mental echo
chamber of their own making.
Whilst we have acknowledged that
intelligence support can provide a
platform for these biases, it is also
possible for intelligence support to
challenge them. In recognition of this, the
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) G2
Branch travelled to Poland and Lithuania
on Exercise ARRCADE DODGER in

August 2017 in order
to better understand
the complexities of
the environment in the
Baltic region. Along with
studying the region’s
geography and history,
the branch also had an
opportunity to examine
the threat posed by the
Russian
Federation.
It became clear that
a large amount of
availability bias existed towards the
Russian threat, mainly due to the region’s
history. By being physically located in the
region and discussing the issues with
our allies, we were able to identify some
of these biases and discuss them as a
group.

‘So What’ for the ARRC?
To conclude, we know that no two
conflicts will ever truly be the same;
each is the product of its era and of the
particular conditions which apply at the
time.7 Yet we introduce bias at the very
start of the planning process due to
the assumptions that we make; these
assumptions are more than likely linked
to the availability bias of conflicts that
have been fought previously. Bias in the
decision-making process is therefore
common place; it may lead us to plan
for the kind of war that we wish to fight.
The ARRC must become more mindful of
the potential ‘bias’ pitfall in its planning
processes and strive to avoid it.

rational. By taking the biases that we
create into account, it is far more likely
that the decision-making process will
move closer towards perfect rationality,
rather than overly relying on judgement.
Intelligence support is perfectly placed to
search for, highlight and challenge these
biases.

“The first, the supreme,
the most far-reaching
act of judgement that
the statesman and
commander have to
make is to establish ...
the kind of war on which
they are embarking.”
Karl von Clausewitz

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maj Jim Buchan is currently SO2 Fusion
in the G2 Branch at HQ Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps.

As Kahneman and Tversky have shown,
we are far more instinctive than we are
Fg Officer Atkins studies the terrain in Lithuania
4
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Cognitive Biases in Military Decision Making, LTC Michael J. Janser, USA, 2007
Quick Wins for Busy Analysts, Defence Intelligence, UK MOD, 2013
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Decisive War, Elusive Peace, Rand Corporation, 2016
Army Doctrine Publication AC 71940, Land Operations, UK MOD, 2016
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RISK TO THE MISSION, RISK
TO THE FORCE – WHY DOES
COUNTERING CORRUPTION
MATTER?
Mr Peter Appleby (GBR-Civ) and Col Alex van Nieuwburg (NLD-A)

Corruption will be evident (at different levels of intensity and impact) in every future
military campaign. It will exist within a coalition, the host nation, the resources network,
national and international political manoeuvring and the indigenous security apparatus.
Yet despite having had a significant adverse impact on recent operations, addressing
corruption still remains absent from doctrine, structures and training. HQ ARRC, as
a Corps warfighting HQ, is actively considering the impact of corruption on military
operations with a view to understanding and addressing corruption.

Corruption always
has a debilitating
long-term effect and
thus cannot play
a part in building
sustainable peace.
Failure to deal with
the downward spiral
may ultimately doom
any effort to rebuild
governance after
conflict.

pursue justice, maintain the rule of
law and deliver a stable and secure
environment. Corruption undermines
governments by eroding credibility,
legitimacy and accountability. Thus,
corruption prolongs conflict and poses
a risk to achieving mission success.
Corruption also poses a risk to the
reputation of the force e.g. NATO could
be accused of naively cooperating with
known corrupt civilians or host nation
officials.

Reputation Matters
Irrespective of the nature of a campaign,
in the globally interconnected world where
social media and instant assessments
shape public opinion, political calculus
and national decisions, reputation
matters. Equally, the stability of a host
nation and its institutions will determine
how much capacity an intervening
military force needs to divert from its
principal role of warfighting and peace-

Philippe Le Billon

Corruption, if evident and untamed,
could be a significant obstacle to
NATO’s future operations. Transparency
International (TI) defines corruption as
the ‘abuse of entrusted power for private
gain,’ It hampers development, prevents
the growth of the economy, undermines
societal unity and increases poverty and
income inequality. Due to corruption,
governments are less able to provide
essential services to the population,
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Does corruption itself cause instability making military operations more likely?
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of corruption requires the topic to be
integrated into the routine battle rhythm
of the HQ; not treated as an isolated
aberration to be dealt with outside the
planning mainstream.

Summary

Corruption should be considered at the outset of planning

enforcement to support malfunctioning
governments in maintaining the rule of
law, the provision of essential services,
governance and dealing with a fleeing
population or refugees. Many of the hardlearnt lessons from counter-insurgency
operations in Afghanistan and Iraq are
also relevant for warfighting.

Understanding the Problem
Rooting out corruption in host nation
institutions is beyond the capacity
and responsibility of a Corps HQ.
Such assistance to the host nation for
combatting corruption within its state
institutions should be provided by the
International Community. Nonetheless,
the military commander requires an
understanding of the levels of corruption
in the area of operations in order to protect
the force (and NATO’s) reputation; and to
prevent an adverse impact on success of
the mission.
To develop a proper understanding of the
civil environment, corruption should be
considered at the outset of planning and
form part of the Intelligence Preparation of
the Battlefield (IPB) process (G2-led but
G9 supported). Having an understanding
of the reputational and operational risks
will lead to the development of robust
mitigation measures.

Mitigation
Risk mitigation requires robust personnel,
contracting and disciplinary norms to be
understood and enforced. It also requires
an integrated approach across all staff
branches. Within the ARRC, this function
is delivered through the Transparency,
Accountability and Counter-Corruption
Working Group (TACC WG). Membership
of the TACC WG includes (but not limited
to); personnel (for vetting procedures),

To date, with support and involvement
of the ‘Building Integrity’ teams from
NATO and the UK Defence Academy,
77 Brigade, Transparency International,
Italian Carabinieri and the City of London
Police, the ARRC has achieved a sound
understanding of the potential impact of
corruption on operations. It is part of a
community of interest that has supported
the ARRC’s own testing of its mitigation
measures.
Following
TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 16, the ARRC’s NRF
certification exercise, the ARRC TACC
WG was assessed as best practice. For
the future, the work of the TACC WG
will continue both when deployed and
in barracks. The aim in the long term
is to further develop ARRC doctrine in
line with the Building Integrity direction
outlined at the 2016 Warsaw Summit1
and to fully embed counter corruption
processes into the ARRC plan, refine,
execute and assess process.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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“Acknowledging that the United States and the
West bear some responsibility for the state of
corruption in Afghanistan, the great challenge to
Afghanistan’s future is not the Taliban or Pakistani
safe havens or even an incipiently hostile
Pakistan. The existential threat to the long-term
viability of modern Afghanistan is corruption.”
General John Allen, COMISAF 2014
intelligence and network analysis,
Public Affairs, Information Operations,
operational planning, force protection,
contracting and civil military inter-action.
In short, to mitigate the potential risk

1	Warsaw Summit 2016 Communique, paragraph 130, endorsement by NATO Heads of State and Government of NATO’s Building Integrity Policy. The work of the ARRC TACC WG has
evolved from this policy.
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POSITIONING AIR DEFENCE
FOR RE-INTRODUCTION OF
M-SHORAD
Maj Trey Guy (USA-A)

There is insufficient air defence to furnish what our senior leaders aspire to deliver within
the current, let alone the future, operating environment. This is consistently highlighted
with the strategic deployment of Patriot missile assets to the US Central Command
area of responsibility; counter-rocket, artillery and mortar (C-RAM) deployments to Iraq
and Afghanistan; new and emerging deployments throughout US Pacific Command,
reinvigorated adversaries to NATO, and a multitude of other requests.
to man division air defence airspace
management (ADAM) cells and CADEs
in the US Army, FADCs in the UK, and
similar cells within NATO. Once these
cells are sufficiently manned, the next
step would be to provide them the
training and tools to apply the division
or corps commander’s intent and assist
subordinate formations. The training
aspect of this development is on track
with programs like the ‘Re-Reading
Week’ prior to US ADA officers attending
US Army’s Command and General Staff
College.
Avenger Live Fire

As divisions and corps refocus on
tactical warfighting, one of the more
frequent requests is for short-range
air defence (SHORAD) units/leaders
to support exercises where the
potential adversary presents a nearpeer air threat. Whilst the US Army’s
Air Defense Artillery (ADA) branch,
Fires Centre of Excellence leaders
and others around the US Army
initiate action to shape the future,
there is activity that we can execute
now to forge a stronger relationship
with manoeuvre commanders both in
the present and in the future.
Within the UK military framework, the
corps headquarters would normally
include a formation air defence cell
(FADC), similar to US Army, which

would retain a Corps Air Defence
Element (CADE) at the corps level.
Both of these elements are intended to
provide the subject matter expertise to a
corps commander; divisional elements
should deliver the same advice for
their formations. One of the challenges
with the re-introduction of ManoeuvreSHORAD to ADA after many years of
“mothballing” capability in both systems
and personnel is that we cannot
instantaneously regenerate the expertise
or capability.

The shortfall is the manning of these cells,
or personnel capacity, for permanent
establishments and on exercises.
Anecdotally, a field artillery colleague
recently asked for any air defence
information I could provide as he would
be required to lead a division ADAM cell
whilst also serving as the division deputy
fire support coordinator. This was due
to the division ADAM cell being manned
at less than 50 percent strength with

It is assessed that ADA is further along on
the re-growth of the personnel capability,
but managing the expectations of senior
manoeuvre commanders is an important
part of this long-term solution. In order
to do this the branch must be willing
Czech Igla Live Fire (TOBRUQ LEGACY)
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no officer or senior non-commissioned
officer assigned. Whilst these shortfalls
are likely to be addressed as we move
forward, this example highlights the
potential progress we could achieve: If
we put the right leaders in division ADAM
cells, the M-SHORAD capability will start
to be regenerated. With the cumulative
shortfalls and high operational tempo for
ADA there are many potential solutions
and unfortunately, some of them are
will not prove optimal. The ADA branch
will have to decide which positions are
prioritised over others, or whether some
should be filled by individuals with less
experience (i.e. a key developmental
assigned major filling in for a lieutenant

Skysabre UK

colonel position at division or corps).
Another possible solution includes
additional personnel authorisations in
order to fill the mandatory requisitions.

This problem is not
unique to the US
Army; many, if not all,
NATO partners do not
have the necessary
personnel to support all
manoeuvre units with
the appropriate subject
matter expertise.
The system capability
gap is one, as a
combined and Allied
force, that will take
longer to close. Despite
the acknowledgement German Patriot Live Fire (Artemis Strike17)
of
the
significant
which was a bilateral exercise and live
capability gap to protect the force from a
fire between US and German Air Defence
near-peer threat, there is little appetite for
formations. Leveraging these types of
budgetary growth to increase capability
training to forge partnerships will enable
within any of our NATO Allies’ Defence
the wider air defence force to maximise
organisations. However, we should not
interoperability and therefore fight and
present a one-size-fits-all solution for the
train smarter. If we can achieve this, it
US and our Allies; on the contrary, we
will aid the Alliance in modern defence,
should encourage our Allies and partners
allowing us all to focus on removing
to fight ‘smarter’ with the creation of
weaknesses while not playing to one of
combined and integrated air and missile
our potential adversary’s strengths.
defence task forces. US Army Europe
and the 10th (US) Army Air and Missile
In summary, ADA and NATO Allies are
Defense Command, among others, have
progressing along the right path to enable
laid the groundwork for such a task with
the reintroduction of M-SHORAD into the
exercises such as TOBRUQ LEGACY
operational environment. However, the
17. The exercise involved staffs and
steps that we are taking as countries,
units from several NATO countries, along
formations and individuals can, and
with continental US-based air defence
should be, collated into a defined plan of
personnel and many others. Exercise
action so we are focused on re-growing
Artemis Strike 17 is another shining
not only the personnel capability, but also
example of this increased interoperability
the system capability.

SAMP-T
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All of the systems depicted in this article (Patriot, SAMP-T, Igla, Avenger/Stinger and SkySaber(2020)) have the ability to provide
Air Defence protection on their own as they are directed by their national formations. What we as an alliance should be working
towards is full interoperability of our systems and our personnel to manage these various systems on the battlefield, if we manage
that then we will be working in concert to thwart potential adversaries.
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DEVELOPING CAPABILITY
FOR DECEPTION OPERATIONS
Lt Col Rachelle Hathaway (US-A) and SFC Laurens Maliepaard (US-A)

“All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when we are able to attack, we must seem
unable; when using our forces, we must appear inactive; when we are near, we must
make the enemy believe we are far away; when far away, we must make him believe we
are near.” Sun Tzu, The Art of War
Deception is a valuable tool in achieving
military objectives. As part of the Crisis
Response Planning (CRP) for Ex
ARRCADE FUSION 17 (AF 17), ARRC
planning staff incorporated deception
into its concept of operations. Since
this was the first time the Staff had
tackled deception, it was definitely at the
‘crawl’ stage on the ‘crawl – walk – run’

• To compare how deception should

be planned by a staff fully versed in
deception to how the ARRC planned
deception in the ‘crawl’ stage during
AF17.

The Benefits of Deception
Although the Allied Joint Doctrine for
Operational Security and Deception
(AJP-3.10.2) is still in draft,
it defines deception as
“deliberate measures that
mislead a targeted decision
maker into behaving in
a manner advantageous
to friendly forces.” It is
applicable at all levels of
war, across the range of
military operations, and
can be conducted during
all phases of operations.
Implementing
deception
can yield many benefits. It
can help mislead the enemy
as to the strength, readiness, locations
and intended missions of friendly forces
– forcing the enemy to culminate earlier.
Conversely, it can cause the enemy to
reveal strengths, dispositions and future
intentions – all information the friendly
commander and staff can use to exploit
enemy weaknesses or refine friendly
plans and operations. Research has
shown effective deception can reduce

Four men carry a fake full size tank into position to establish ghost
platoons

spectrum. As such, deception planning
was conducted in an unorthodox manner,
for training purposes, compared to how a
Staff would normally plan deception.
This article has three aims:
• To highlight the benefits of deception;
• To explore some challenges to planning

and implementing deception and;

1 (Whaley, 1979).
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the expenditure of time, effort and
resources. It can also serve as a viable
flexible deterrent option1.
A key benefit of deception is its ability
to generate surprise. Surprise occurs
when an enemy leader suddenly realises
he has been operating on an erroneous
threat perception. It is a powerful factor
that can gain the initiative and threaten
enemy morale and cohesion. Historical
studies show a strong link between
deception and surprise and reveal
surprise to be a force multiplier that can
significantly change the casualty rate in
favour of the attacker.
Finally, deception can flexibly be carried
out on a variety of scales. Deception
in the build-up to Operation Overlord
in World War II was conducted on a
massive strategic scale, accompanied
with a host of smaller deceptions and
actions aimed at causing the key decision
maker to misinterpret friendly actions.
But deception can be carried out at the
operational and tactical levels as well.
As a tactical example, false emissions or
blow-up weapon systems can cause the
enemy to direct and waste fires on targets
that do not exist. All in all deception is
only limited by the imagination. It can
be conducted on various scales, with
as many or as few resources as are
available, but to be successful it requires
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Deception Case Study: Amphibious Demonstration – Op DESERT STORM
Image 1

Image 1 is a leaflet widely used during Op
Desert Storm by PSYOPS to cause the
Iraqis to perceive a powerful amphibious
task force would come from the Persian
Gulf to push back the Iraqis. Allied
forces then conducted a hook movement
through Iraq, as depicted in Image 2,
to catch the Iraqis off guard. The leaflet
aimed to cause Iraqi leaders to position
forces closer to the shore to repel the
assault. The U.S. Marines were part

of the deception plan, but their leaders
were not informed of that fact. They
were led to believe they would actually
conduct the amphibious assault and
performed a number of demanding battle
drills in preparation for their perceived
mission. As the ground war commenced,
17,000 Marines stood ready off shore.
GEN Schwarzkopf ensured a media
black-out occurred in the build-up of
the operation to ensure no leaks of the

deception would make it to the media.
He later apologised to the Marines for
not having the opportunity to conduct the
mission for which they trained so hard.
Nevertheless, the Marines’ preparations
were the core of the deception plan and
the quick allied victory. It tied down at
least seven Iraqi divisions, even after the
ground campaign was underway.
Image 2
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a staff capable of critical and creative
thinking. The aforementioned benefits
work to support the overarching value
of deception, which is contributing to the
accomplishment of the friendly mission.

The Challenges of Deception
Despite the benefits, deception does
come with a range of challenges; not
least of which is that not all deem
deception as an acceptable tactic,
opposing it on political or ethical
grounds, and viewing it as ‘cheating’. Yet
deception is a legitimate military activity,
belonging to the ruses of war, but must
comply with the Law of Armed Conflict.
National caveats often apply as well, for
example not misleading a nation’s own
public. Unlawful deception includes:
1.	Feigning surrender to lure the enemy
into a trap
2.	
Misuse of protective signs and
symbols to injure, kill, or capture the
enemy

Despite its challenges,
deception is a
beneficial endeavour
and should be
planned centrally to
maintain operational
security (OPSEC) and
continuity from the
strategic to tactical
level.
3.	
Using an ambulance or medical
aircraft marked with the Red Cross
or Red Crescent to carry armed
combatants, weapons, or ammunition
to attack or elude the enemy.
Another challenge with deception is the
perception that it is a waste of time and
resources and, therefore, not pragmatic.
This is a plausible counter on a number
of fronts – the diminishing size of many
nations’ armed forces, the increasing
capability of ISTAR technology, and the
near real-time access to information
through news and social media. Even
Clausewitz described deception as
having greater risks than value and
suggested against its use. In truth,
deception does take time and resources
however, history is full of examples
where deception helped achieve military
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objectives more efficiently than other
options. Deception can save resources
and lives while causing the enemy to
waste combat power with inappropriate
or delayed actions. Nevertheless, in a
NATO operation, ensuring a deception
plan meets national caveats, does not
offend certain states’ sensitivities to the
topic, and is perceived as a worthwhile
endeavour is challenging.
Equally challenging is generating the
desired enemy reaction. Deception
targets the adversary decision makers,
those with the authority to make the
decision that will achieve the goal of our
deception plan. The entire deception
operation focuses on a key individual,
so understanding how that individual
perceives events and the conduits
through which information flows to him are
further challenges to effective deception.
The enemy may react to the deception
plan in a totally unexpected way, and
in doing so jeopardise the success of
the operations the deception plan was
intended to benefit. Further, the enemy
intelligence staff and other conduits
to the target may filter, misinterpret or
misrepresent the deception messages
before they reach the enemy decision
maker.
Protecting the quality of information
and ensuring the deception plan is not
leaked is also challenging. Under NATO
doctrine, deception should be planned
by a separate section of the staff and
access to the plan restricted to only
those with a need to know. Even forces
implementing a deception operation will
typically not be aware their operation is in
support of deception. Controlling access
to the deception plan helps ensure the
plan’s effectiveness and minimises the
risk of leaks. Information quality refers to
the accuracy, completeness, relevance
and believability of information available
for decision making. Leaders and staff
should protect the quality of information
available for friendly decisions and
public dissemination. This ensures the
commander has accurate information
by not allowing staff to unknowingly
perceive the deception effort as
accurate information. It also ensures any
attributable information placed into the
public domain is truthful to protect the
credibility of the force.
A final challenge to consider (though
there are many more) is remaining
ever cognisant that the enemy will
also attempt to conduct deception on
NATO forces. How we monitor and
counter propaganda in the information
environment will establish for the
enemy what our staff acknowledges and

receives in terms of information and thus,
informs the enemy how it can influence
our behaviour. It is important to be wary
of enemy information and intelligence
and to be sceptical when something
appears out of place. The enemy’s
probing efforts will seek to determine our
response and expose how COMARRC
and staff process information. It is critical
that preconceived notions and biases
about the enemy are put aside when
analysing information so they cannot be
used against us.

How We Plan Deception
Despite its challenges, deception is a
beneficial endeavour and should be
planned centrally to maintain operational
security (OPSEC) and continuity from
the strategic to tactical level. It should
unfold logically and realistically, feeding
the enemy with the indicators they would
expect to see. Enemy intelligence must
also be given enough time to collect
and interpret false information. The
deception plan nests and integrates
with the operational plan to ensure
coherence, yet forms a discreet and often
compartmentalised area of the planning
effort. It is like a plan within a plan.
Deception planning should be done
through a specific deception planner,
coordinated with key personnel on the
staff. Information should not be shared
outside the deception planning team,
and should even be compartmentalised,
if necessary, to expose it to the fewest
personnel possible. Clearly this could be
sensitive in a multi-national or coalition
context. Additionally, partial information
on aspects of the plan should be shared
with elements or units, rather than
divulging the whole deception plan. This
will ensure they can effectively conduct
their part in the operation without being
fully aware or briefed on why they must
conduct the required action.

A feint is an offensive action involving contact
with the adversary for the purpose of deceiving
the adversary as to the location and/or time of the
actual main offensive action.

Deception planning occurs in parallel with
the planning process. It takes direction
from the mission analysis, drawing on an
understanding of the enemy to generate
a successful deception plan. Intelligence
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is critical to assisting the deception team.
Understanding enemy vulnerabilities,
collection
assets,
preconceptions,
and the information environment is
necessary to first determine if deception
is even plausible. If it is determined that
deception can successfully contribute
to achieving objectives, then the
commander’s planning guidance – an
output of mission analysis – will contain
deception objectives and sufficient
information to initiate deception planning.
After mission analysis, a deception plan
is produced to support each course of
action (COA). The deception plan will
outline four elements for each COA:
objective, target, story and the plan itself.
The ‘objective’ is a concise statement
of what the deception will cause the
enemy to do or not do. For example,
the deception objective for AF 17 was
to delay the enemy’s commitment of
its Corps reserve and the commitment
of one of its divisions against ARRC’s
flank. The ‘target’ is the enemy decision
maker with the authority to make the
decision that will achieve the deception
objective. The target is the key individual
on whom the entire deception operation
will be focused. Again, G2 is essential to
understanding the target’s perceptions
and the potential or existing information
conduits to the target. The ‘story’ is the
cornerstone of the deception operation.
It is the scenario that outlines the friendly
actions that will be portrayed to cause
the deception target to adopt the desired
perception. It narrates exactly what the
deception planner wants the target to
believe to be true, and then decide to act
on that basis.
Each COA should be analysed for
strengths and weaknesses with the
deception element considered alongside
the actual plan. The analysis should
identify the enemy’s expected reaction
to allow the commander to validate the
benefit gained from deception against
the costs and resources diverted away
from the main effort. After COA selection,
the deception ‘plan’ will be developed.
The plan will detail the deception
actions that need to be conducted and
the resources required to execute and
monitor the enemy’s reaction to them.
It should include the timeline required to
deliver the actions, for it to be evaluated
and acted upon by the target, and how
long it must last for.
In addition to the deception planner and
the G2 branch, several other elements of
the staff contribute directly to deception
planning. JFIB is responsible for
planning how to shape the information
environment in a way that supports the

deception plan. PSYOPS is an important
capability that can influence the key
decision maker through its conduits.
Public Affairs, though strictly prohibited
from deceiving or influencing, plays a
role by reporting on specifically selected
areas. STRATCOM and Information
Operations interpret the enemy narrative
and determine the best way to counter it.

ARRCADE
FUSION (AF17) –
The Crawl Stage

norm involved tasks and missions to
subordinate formations. Throughout AF
17 planning and execution, subordinate
formations were aware of the deception
plan and their role in the deception. In
real world scenarios, units rarely know
their operations are part of a deception
operation. This is necessary for OPSEC
and to ensure the enemy perceives a
believable scenario.

For AF 17, ARRC
leaders used CRP to
begin informing the staff
of the value and uses of
deception. Very few staff
members had previous
training in deception, so
the headquarters began
at square one. As such,
deception
planning
deviated in several
ways from how it would
normally be conducted.
For one, deception Business Insider UK Christopher Woody Oct. 12, 2016
Russians setting up inflatable missile systems
planning was discussed
openly instead of centralised in a
In summary, deception has historically
separate planning cell to be discretely
been an important element of warfare
developed. While this deviation in realwith clear benefits when conducted
world planning could breach OPSEC,
successfully. Continued staff training
confuse friendly forces and would likely
and exercising of deception will enable
fail, the leadership was focused on
HQ ARRC to develop effective deception
maximising awareness for the sake of
plans when required. Although deception
training.
planning for AF 17 largely aligned with
the doctrinal approach, deviations from
As COA development got underway,
that approach – primarily involving
the designated deception team helped
how openly deception was discussed –
identify the target, the objective and
maximized staff training and awareness
develop the deception story. Members
of deception planning and its benefits.
of the deception team then worked
Moving forward, the ARRC should further
alongside COA development teams to
institute the roles each branch plays in
tailor the deception plan to each COA
support of deception. Determining which
and identify activities that would support
disciplines are required to be informed
the deception plan. These deception
of the deception plan will help determine
elements were briefed as part of each
future deception planning teams,
COA during the COA decision brief.
and ensure we “read on” the proper
In real world planning, the deception
personnel with the appropriate amount
team would develop the deception plan
of detail required for their support in the
discreetly, but in close collaboration with
deception plan.
the COA development team. Further,
the deception team would likely brief the
Commander privately on the deception
elements of each COA so he would be
aware of its costs and benefits prior to
the staff delivering the COA decision
brief.
After a COA was selected, the deception
team worked openly with staff subject
matter experts to further refine the
deception plan and develop activities to
support deception. The deception plan
was then included as an unrestricted
annex in the operation order, available
for all to read. A final deviation from the
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THE LOST ART OF BATTLE
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
WO1 Andrew Herrity (GBR-A), SSgt Marco Orru (ITA-A), Sgt John Viviani (GBR-A),
Bdr James Cheetham (GBR-A)

There was a time in history when commanders could observe the effect of their orders
for themselves, watching from either the front line or within visual range as their forces
engaged the enemy. As warfare and technology has advanced, commanders are not
always able to observe the effects of actions for themselves. Instead they rely on the
staff to conduct analysis of effects beyond line of sight, in order to furnish them with
Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) to enable decisions to be made. This article will
examine how we should re-learn the lost art of BDA in the post-counter insurgency (COIN)
operational environment – for HQ ARRC this is an essential part of Corps recalibration.
The manner in which we conduct BDA directly contributes to mission success.
BDA is the process of analysing the
reported damage or influence resulting
from the application of force (lethal and/or
nonlethal) against a target. BDA supports
reattack recommendations and is used
to determine the selection of follow-on
targets. Understanding the commander’s
objectives and desired end sates is the
first and most important step.

On a modern battlefield the tempo of a
fast-moving fight, resource constrained
collection capabilities and conflicting/
competing priorities complicate the
collection of data that can be used for
BDA. BDA will always be confined and
tempered by the availability of “wet
ware”, the analyst’s brain power to make
judgments based on individual expertise.

Pre-Strike Collection required.
Long term pattern of life and target monitoring and pre strike collection immediately prior to the
strike. [This may became increasingly difficult in a rapidly evolving or large-scale campaign.]

Process of Battle Damage
Assessment

Phase 1 BDA
Kinetic
Strike

Weapon system video is not available eg
TLAM/Stormshadow / GMLRS or Naval Gunfire Support

Weapon system video or organic ISR is
available eg Non stand off weapon

BDA carried out at DIFC
using alternate sources

BDA carried out at ACC ISRD,
LCC or onboard QE Carrier
Phase 1 BDA
Disseminated
Through PJHQ

Phase 1 BDA
Disseminated
Through PJHQ

Phase 2 BDA
Phase 2 BDA carried out at DIFC using:
• Phase 1 BDA
• ELINT, SIGINT, IMINT, OSINT, HUMINT
• Allied sources
Note that Phase 2 BDA will include a reassessment of Phase 1 BDA
Phase 3 BDA
Phase 3 BDA carried out by DIFC to include reassessment of original TSA
Product and conclusions

The BDA Cycle
1 Decide, detect and track, deliver and assess .
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The conditions that define the
achievement of military objectives for
any operation, provide the criteria for the
conduct of BDA. Within the D3A1 targeting
process BDA formally takes place during
phase 4 (assess). Within HQ ARRC,
BDA is collated by the ARRC Intelligence
Support to Targeting (IST) cell (part of
the G2 Branch) and is disseminated to
the HQ to inform decision making. The
BDA process provides an estimate of
success and is a truly pan-HQ activity,
both in terms of input and output.

In order for the IST cell to conduct
timely and accurate BDA it is imperative
that all internal stakeholders, as well
as subordinate and higher formations,
provide timely and accurate BDA to
the force. This information enables the
IST Cell, in conjunction with the Joint
Fires and Influence Branch (JFIB) to
close the targeting cycle on a given
target and propose potential targets up
to 96hrs prior to delivery of effects, or
provide the commander with a reattack
recommendation if the desired effect has
not been achieved.
The BDA Analyst collates and reviews
all post-strike Phase 1 BDA reports. For
this to be successful the analyst must be
involved in the planning of ISR collection
in order to ensure BDA is collected post-
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effect. Reporting comes from All-Source
Intelligence, including multi-spectrum
ISR, ground manoeuvre units reporting
information and Open Source material.
The ability to exploit all sources will be
used where possible, in order to facilitate
BDA.
The commander will require the analyst
to provide him with a confidence call on
the current BDA assessment. This is
determined by the amount of physical and
functional damage that has resulted with
the application of force. This information
is uploaded to the Joint Targeting System
(JTS) in the form of a Phase 2 BDA
report. A reattack recommendation can be
based on either the physical or functional
assessment and will come directly from
the BDA analyst to the commander.
Phase 3 BDA is conducted at the
national level and provides input into
the overall campaign assessment at the
strategic level.

BDA as part of Intelligence
Support to HQ ARRC
BDA provides the HQ Staff with essential
information and intelligence to support
the commander’s intent. Primarily it
gives the commander a measure of
effectiveness of the fires activity he
has approved and an understanding
of enemy Combat Effectiveness (CE).
In the COIN environment the BDA
was primarily focussed on the effect of
targeting activity against individuals and
the networks they belonged to. However,
with the possibility of warfare against a
peer adversary, BDA is an essential part
of the planning process. The ability to
inform the commander of the attrition of

Example 1
How do we know White Widow
jihadist Sally Jones has been
killed? – source news.sky.com/
uk

enemy units, formations, and specific
capabilities (such as Anti-Access and
Area Denial assets) is a critical output
from BDA. The CE assessment is of
particular importance to the intelligence
staff as it enables refinement of
assessed enemy intent, based on losses
of capability and/or personnel.
The IST cell intelligence analysts use
BDA to close the targeting cycle which
enables them to make recommendations
for future deliberate targets at the 96hr
point. By understanding the effectiveness
of activity against the adversary, BDA also
enables the G2 All Source Cell to conduct
relative strength analysis, which informs
the planning process; particularly when
looking to conduct manoeuvre warfare.

BDA in the Wider Context
BDA also
supports
the
Public
Affairs Office (PAO) with regards to
consequence management, for example
allegations of civilian casualties or so
called ‘friendly fire’ incidents. Accurate
BDA supports HQ ARRC’s Information
Operations effort with the level of
confidence about a given incident and
enables the commander to deliver a
more convincing message, supported by
evidence. Operational Analysis Branch
(OAB) also exploits BDA to assist the
overall Campaign Assessment.
Beyond
the
immediate
military
environment and into the information
space, our actions will be reported in the
world media which can have an effect
(positive or negative) on perceptions of
the overall campaign and the way it is
being conducted. Below are two example
of BDA as reported by the media.

Special Forces would be sent to the
scene to gather DNA and other evidence
for proof. Intelligence Analysts examine
cockpit footage from either the drone or
jet which carried out the strike.

The science of BDA is, and will remain,
a complex and critical function of
any future campaign. As HQ ARRC
continues to recalibrate towards Corps
warfighting, investment in training of
staff in conjunction with coordination with
other NATO (and National) organisations
is key to success in the long term.
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Conclusions are made using the best
available information but this cannot
always be 100% certain, hence the
caution from officials if this information
ever comes out into the public domain.
British defence officials are confident in
this case that Sally Jones was killed. “The
UK and US military has been working
closely together on a number of highprofile targets in recent months and Jones
is believed to have been on that list.”

12th October 2017
Sally Jones, the former punk rocker from
Kent, fled to Syria with her son in 2013
and became a leading recruitment officer
for Islamic State. Jones became known as
the White Widow after her British jihadist
husband Junaid Hussain was killed in a US
drone strike in August 2015. Following the
death of Hussain, Jones was reportedly
placed in charge of the female wing of
IS’ Anwar al-Awlaki Battalion - a foreign
fighter unit formed with the purpose of
planning and executing attacks in the
West (Figure 5).
Establishing the success or failure of
a drone strike in Syria is hard. Ideally,

Summary

Intelligence on targets is gathered through
human sources and communications
data. Drones can then fly above a target
for hours, monitoring patterns of life and
waiting for the precise moment to strike.
The decision to strike can be taken within
seconds or after hours of consideration.
Sometimes, Ministers will have preauthorised the targeting of certain highprofile individuals.
Figure 5-White Widow wiped out
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Example 2
Forces on Russian Soil Fire into Ukraine – source: offiziere.ch
28th July 2014
Perhaps
more
interestingly,
we also see the remnants of various
firing positions located inside the Ukraine
border (Figures 3 and 4). Blast marks
or ground scarring depicted in imagery
from 21 July is consistent with that from
a multiple rocket launcher. Comments
from US officials (24JUL14) suggest
these may be from the BM-30 Smerch, a
potent Multiple Rocket Launcher (MLR)
consisting of 12 tubes for 300mm rockets.
Additional BDA and the respective strike
distances were provided in the imagery.

Figure 1 – Russia self-propelled artillery distance from the Ukrainian target 8.5 miles

Figures 1 and 2 are commercial
satellite images showing some troubling
developments on the border between
Ukraine and Russia suggesting Russian
military forces direct helping the
separatists by firing at the Ukrainian
military from Russian soil.

may be the 2S1 or 2S3.
It’s doubtful these are
Russia’s more potent
2S19, as suggested by
the size and shadow of
the vehicles. Besides,
Ukraine has 2S1s and
2S3s in abundance which
could provide Russia
cover for any accusations
regarding outside material
assistance. Though, that
argument may be difficult
to defend as Russia would
have to explain why it
allowed a separatist unit
on its side of the border.

Figure 3 – Multiple Rocket Launchers firing at Ukrainian Military Forces
in Ukraine

Figure 2 – Russian self-propelled artillery setup in
unprepared firing positions

This is explicitly depicted in imagery
from 23 July (Figure 1 and 2) which
shows self-propelled artillery setup
in unprepared firing positions aimed
at a nearby Ukrainian military unit.
Accompanying this image was also a
Battle Damage Assessment (BDA)
showing the subsequent impact craters
viewed right.
The BDA was conducted comparing
imagery between 20 and 23 July 2014
of the Ukrainian position. A quick
geolocation of both units’ respective
positions using Google Earth shows
a distance of approximately 8.5 miles,
well within the range of Russia’s selfpropelled artillery. Despite the low fidelity
of the imagery, those viewed above
Figure 4 – Russian Multiple Rocket Launcher Strikes within Ukraine
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